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Abstract

"An investigation was performed of the broad band, aerodynamically generated

noise in low tip-speed Mach number, centrifugal air moving devices. An interdisci-

plinary experimental approach was taken which involved investigation of the aero-

dynamic and acoustic fields, and their mutual relationship. The noise generation

process was studied using two experimental vehicles: 1) a scale model of a homologous

family of centrifugal blowers typical of those used to cool computer and business

equipment, and 2) a single blade from a centrifugal blower impeller which was placed

in a known, controllable flow field. .0

The radiation characteristics of the model blower were investigated by meas-

uring the acoustic intensity distribution near the blower inlet and comparing it with the ertJ*

intensity near the inlet to an axial flow fan, Results showed that the centrifugal blower 0

is a distributed, random noise source, unlike an axial fan which exhibited the effects of

a coherent, interacting source distribution.

-- =Aerodynamic studies of the flow field in the inlet and at the discharge to the

rotating impeller were used to asses the mean flow distribution through the impeller

blade channels and to identify regions of excessive turbulence near the rotating blade

row. These studies included flow field qualification via flow visualization of the inlet

field, and quantification of the flow velocities using single- and dual-channel hot film 1I

anemometry. Both circumferential and spanwise mean flow nonuniformities were iden- % %

tified along with a region of increased turbulence just downstream of the scroll cutoff.

The fluid incidence angle, normally taken as an indicator of blower performance, was

estimated from mean flow data as deviating considerably from an ideal impeller design.

New frequency-domain expressions for the correlation area and dipole source

strength per unit area on a surface immersed in turbulence were developed which can r
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"eused to characterize the noise generation process over a rigid surface immersed in

turbulence. The equations show that the correlation area may be thought of as a

complex radiation efficiency which is normalized by its maximum value, the total area

of the blade surface. Both the correlation area and the dipole source strength per unit

area reflect the characteristics of the local turbulence regions and mutual interactions

bet~-;.va regions.

I An investigation of the noise radiated from the single, isolated airfoil (impeller

blade) was performed using modem correlation and spectral analysis techniques. Radi-

ation from the single blade in flow was characterized using these expressions for the

correlation area and the dipole source strength per unit area, and from the relationship

between the blade surface pressure and the incident turbulent flow field. Also, a com-

putational fluid dynamics computer program was used to model the steady, two-

dimensional flow over the single blade profile.

~Results showed that radiation from the single blade was dominated by the

effects of the incident turbu'lence Normalized correlations areas of approximately 250/

were measured at low frequencies. While the noise generation was more efficient a'. the

trailing edge of the isolated blade, more noise was radiated from the region near the%

leading edge.
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Chapter 1. Problem Formulation and Literature Review

1. 1 Discussion of Problem

Many applications for air moving devices are noise sensitive - the computer

industry, residential and commercial appliances, ventilating systems, etc. Typically,

pumping requirements for the device are particular to the application, and hence the

type of air moving device (i.e., axial, mixed flow, centrifugal, or transverse) is to some

extent predetermined. Centrifugal devices have a distinct advantage over the other

types; they generally produce greater static pressures (at the same speed and diameter)

due to their ability to transfer a large amount of angular momentum to the fluid.

Because of this characteristic, applications in the computer industry suitable for

N centrifugal blowers are growing in numbers. This is due primarily to the market

demands for higher capacity processors which, in the final analysis, means higher pack-

aging density for the electronics to be cooled, hence greater system resistance, and

increased volumetric flow rate requirements for the air mover. Centrifugal blower

noise is also normally free of any annoving discrete frequency sound energy, which

means two things: 1) the perceived loudness is not magnified due to tonal energy, and

2) the noise sources are associated with random processes (turbulence).

In the hierarchy of noise control techniques, reduction of the source of the

noise is strongly preferred over the other approaches of treatment of the path or treat- .

.5k

ment of the receiver. Reduction of the noise of an air moving device requires a basic

knowledge of the noise source mechanisms present. While a vast literature exists on

the noise radiated from an axial air moving device, little information currently is avail-

able on the basic structure of the noise sources of low-speed centrifugal blowers. A.s

long as the random noise sources remain unresolved (physically within the air moving 5

Chapter I. Problem Formulation and L iterature Review I
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device, and conceptually for the researcher), the development of quieter, more efficient

centrifugal blowers will continue to be inhibited by the lack of physical and acoustical

knowledge. This thesis contains the results of an analysis and several sets of exper-

iments performed with the objective of establishing a better understanding of the

broad-band, aerodynamic noise source mechanisms present in a forward-curved

centrifugal blower operating at low tip-speed Mach number (i.e., M< 0.1). A sche-

matic representation of a centrifugal blower is shown in Figure 1.

1.2 Approach to Problem

As with any complex noise source, a basic understanding of the noise gener-

ation process of a centrifugal air moving device is, by nature, difficult to obtain, and at

the same time fundamental to the effective treatment of or reduction of the noise

source mechanisms. The complexity of the problem is indirectly demonstrated by a

conspicuous void in the body of air moving device literature pertaining to the noise of

low speed centrifugal blowers. Morfey's 1973 statement [63] still holds true nearly 15

years later: "Very little basic work has been done on the aerodynamic noise of -

centrifugal fans and blowers, despite their widespread use...

In this case, the process of noise source identification involves relating the aero-

dynamic field inside of the air moving device to the radiated acoustic field by corrc- %

lating, in a general sense, the flow phenomena with a local acoustic source or collection

of sources. It is not enough to quantify each field (aerodynamic and acoustic) inde-

pendently - the key is the cause-effect relationship between the fluid flow and the

resulting noise. There are three possible approaches to this class of problem: 0

Cause-Effect Inference (Induction). By observing or measuring the effects of

modifications to the environment, certain relationships may be established. For •

Chapter 1. Problem Formulation and Literature Review 2
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Side View Top View I

'Inlet -

4, Discharge-N

Figure 1. Schematic of Centrifugal Blower 1

example, a change in the operating point of the air moving device affects the

noise. The changes in the noise spectrum may be attributed to the differences

in the aerodynamic field such as the static pressure distribution across the

blower and the different flow patterns over the individual blades. If a single

parameter could be isolated, the resultant acoustical effects could be related to!0
changes in that parameter. The challenge is to minimize the number of parame-

ters affected by a single modification to the environment. Parametric studies

utilize this approach.

Correlation by Association (Deduction). Deduction implies inference by means

of reasoning based on general principles as opposed to observations. This

approach entails detailed quantification of the aerodynamic and acoustic fields •

independently and establishing a relationship based on evidence external to the ,,..

measurement system. An example is the inference of a region of increased noise .3."

Chapter I l'roblem l:ormulation and I iterature Review 3
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from measurement of high turbulence levels near a blade surface, based on a .

knowledge of the relationship between turbulent fluctuations near a solid

surface and the radiated acoustic noise. This approach requires an thorough

understanding of the basic principles involved, and can be especially difficult

when the individual source mechanisms are mutually masked. A case where

deductive reasoning is particularly useful would be for identifying the source of

a discrete tone in the spectrum related to the rotational frequency of the

impeller.

Direct Evaluation. This method for identifying acoustic sources involves meas-

urement of the correlation (cross spectral density) between aerodynamic and

acoustic quantities, each characteristic of the respective field. When feasible,

direct evaluation has obvious advantages over the previous two approaches,

however, the practical difficulties associated with these types of determinations

are often insurmountable (noise-to-signal ratio).

All three approaches just discussed were used to some degree in the research. A

model centrifugal blower was constructed as the experimental vehicle for all of the

measurements on a blower. (Results may be scaled using similarity relationships.) The

overall acoustic field was quantified by deterrining the total radiated sound power

spectrum as a function of blower operating point, and by determining the two-

dimensional acoustic intensity distribution near the inlet to the air moving device. The

acrodnamuc field was evaluated via a s%stematic measurement of the mean and turbu- l

lent velocity levels near the rotating blade row inlet and exit. Measurements were con-

centrated near the impeller because it is belic~ed to be the primary source of noise (as .

opposed to interactions with th" rigid scroll surface. [his belief is based on expcr-

iments which have shown that the acoustical effects of replacing the rigid scroll

dt%

Chapter 1. Problem Formulation and l.itcraturc Rcvw 4



boundary with an acoustically soft boundary are at best minimal; certain!v not indic-

ative of dominant wall-interaction sources. L1ctful results were also obtained froni

elliarts to visuali/c the flow field using aerodynamic vistali/ation i ' htc tics.

In the final experimental phase, a %et of rocasurenicnts \,, :'c: '

single isolated impeller blade immersed in a known flow field. This ,.aN done tur o

primary reasons. First, equations were developed which allow estimates to he made o1F

p. ?,Pthe frequency-dependent dipole source strength per unit area and correlation areal at

an arbitrary point on the blade surface immersed in a turbulent flow ficl.l. Knowlede p

of these quantities provides important information on the relative strength of thL :cro- a -

dynamic noise sources on the blade surface and some measure of the efficiencv of radi-

ation of the local source mechanisms (i.e., the relative coupling with neighboring

points). Since these measurements have not been reported in the literature befbre this %

thesis, it was important to explore the applicability of the equations and analysis using

a relatively straightforward aerodynamic noise source (i.e., a single blade in a known
flow field as opposed to a rotating impeller in a scroll housing). The second moti- "' V

I' I sed o

vation for the single blade experiments was to be able to deductively infer

aerodynamic-acoustic relationships in the operational model blower from a detailed

knowledge of the single blade radiation mechanisms; the single blade characteristics not ,

otherwise available for the rotating impeller due to the practical difficulties associated

with making measurements in the rotating reference frame.

All measurements in the final experimental phase were made in a stationarv ref-

erence frame. There was no possibility of obtaining valid cross spectral data between

the blade surface pressures and the radiated acoustic tield in a noinig reference I'rame

For at least two reasons. First, instrumentation presents a challenge due to the suscep-

tibility of the miniature transducers to e\traneous noise and the requireierirt f'r

These terms %il be defincd in the next chapter. %.-..

p. J -
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routing the signals through a slip ring. Second, measurements made on a single blade

in a stationary frame indicate that the rotating frame signal would be far below the

overall noise floor produced by radiation from all 26 blades on the impeller.

1.3 Literature Review - Centrifugal Blower Noise

Studies on the noise radiated by centrifugal blowers may be classified into two

major categories: 1) acoustic investigations in which little or no aerodynamic work was

done, or 2) aerodynamic investigations where the radiated acoustic noise was inferred

from aerodynamic measurements. In both categories, the relationship between the

aerodynamic turbulence and radiated noise was seldom evaluated directly. The fol-

lowing brief review of the literature will cover fluid dynamic investigations of

centrifugal blower internal flow structures, general blower noise investigations, effects

of geometry on noise generation from a centrifugal blower, narrow- and broad-band

noise reduction techniques, and finally, references to more extensive literature reviews

of centrifugal blower noise.

Both theoretical and expenmental fluid mechanic investigations of the flow field

in a centrifugal impeller have appeared in the literature. The device-independent

studies (i.e.. related to airfoil response and flow patterns and not necessanly applied to N '

axial or centnfugal air moving devices) are largely theoretical with emphasis on the lift

and pressure fluctuations and response of an airfoil immersed in flow. [he literature is -

rich in this area 133. 35. 37-39, 661. Examples of experimental investigations of iso- ." P

:ated airl ls are gisen in References II. 19, 32, 64. 9S1. fhe acrodvnanuc exper-

imcntal studies of centrifugal blowers largcly focus on identifing the mean and

fluctuating flow patterns which exist rI It centrifugal air inuo ing dC% iL C

12. 1-. 16, 43. l. 7. '91. and on effcts of 'arious parameters ic.g . inlet tLurbulcnc)

on (hc steadv flow field 142, Sl. 9Sl ...
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The topic of general blower noise includes studies on dimensional analysis and

.similarity laws as they apply to thc radiated noise. The first frcqucncv-indcpcndcnt fan 4

laws were established by Madison 1561 in 1949. Frequency dependence wa-s not inco0r-

porated into the fan laws until 1963 when Mialing 1571 published a ,encralized srpectr !!

function for centrifugal blower noise based on the operating point of a iiomojoc-ous

famnily of blowers as a function of a normalized frequency parameter. Other investi-

gations of similarity laws for blowers have included discrete frequency tones 167, 711.

In addition to similarity laws, discussions on the nature of centrifugal blower noise

sources have been published 17, 411..

The influence of geometrical parameters on the noise generatecd by a centrifugal

blower is critical to the designer. The results of four independent parametric studies

were published in the 1970s (8, .47, 62, 841 on the subjects of inlet conditions (2

papers), scroll housing effects, and impeller geometry, respectivecly.

Noise reduction techniques for centrifugal blowers have primarily concentrated

on reduction of' the rotor-stator interactions at the scroll cutoff (blade passage fre-

quency tone, or BPF). Increasing the cutoff decreases the strength of the tone, hut

also adversely affects tbe air performance of the blower. While it is recognized that

these effects depend on the specific fan application, increasing the cutoff normally pro-

vIdcs suficienit attenuation of the discrete tone 129, 891. Alternative methods for

reducing the BPF include 1) a strearnhdned cutoff geometry '61, 2) circurnfe1rentiallv

offset blade row at center septum 1551, 3) spatial modulation of the blade spacing (J(

4) inclined blades relative to cutoti' /or ,ic sersa) 1291, and S) acoustical resonatorse

located at the cutoff region, where the liP[ is generated, and tuned to the harmonics -

related to the blade rotational speed !4s, 46, -2. 101(

Biroad bind -,OIC reduction has been lc s successful than reduction Apure trne

levels, sinc the meChanism% are not seil uinderstood. Tchniques hase heen limited To

s arious houig trcatrierts ,uc-h t,, )ulk ,ihtororsr 19, 91, or reitx materijis%
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backed by a sealed plenum [961. A notable exception to the bulk absorber approach

was reported by Petrov and Khoroshev (751 in 1971 who applied transition meshes to

the inlet and outlet of the blade channels of a centrifugal impeller using fine wire

screen. They explained that the inlet mesh served to reduce the scale of the ingested

large-scale turbulence, thereby acting as an agent for the cascade process in which tur-

bulent energy is transferred from the large scales (low frequency) into smaller scales

(high frequency) for eventual viscous dissipation. This spectral redistribution to higher

frequencies is also advantageous in terms of psychoacoustic annoyance criteria. For an

ingested field devoid of large scale eddies, the inlet mesh creates small scale turbulence

over the blade surface and helps to extend the separation point, especially for a

forward curved blade design which tends to exhibit suction side separation. The outlet

mesh is said to provide a more uniformly distributed outlet flow, again by way of con-

version of large scale turbulence. The price paid for the use of transition meshes is a 06

pressure loss associated with the turbulence generation process and flow through the

screens.

Another method for producing small scale turbulence over the blade surface .

was the subject of a West German patent 1931 (the United Kingdom counterpart is ref-

erenced here), where the inventor describes a set of edge serrations to be applied to the

leading (and trailing) edges of the centrifugal impeller, which is "responsible for a tur-
"S..-t

bulent boundary layer on the face of the blade helping to put an end to noise-

producing instabilities and shedding of vortices." The concept of edge serrations has

been applied to axial flow devices by several researchers (see, for example, Arndt and

\agel 161). but use of serrations with centrifugal impellers is not common. Experiments

performed within IBM on the use of edge serrations on centrifugal impellers showed

that the scrrations were not cffcctiNc in reducing the overall noise levels, but a minim ial .

amount of spectral redistnbution was achieced.
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There have been a number of reviews published on noise reduction of
centrifugal blowers. Thc most notable are those by Neise [68-701 and %lugridge 1651.

1.4 Research Objectives

The purpose of this research is to investigate the generation and radiation of P

broad band, random, aerodynamically-generated noise of a forward-curved, low Mach

number centrifugal blower. The investigation has the following objectives:

%

Source Characterization - Investigate the overall characteristics of a family of

forward-curved centrifugal blowers. In particular, examine the acoustic radi-

ation characteristics and the gross mean flow patterns and their interrelation-

ships. In addition, investigate the radiation from a single, isolated blade ,.

immersed in a flow field typical of that found in a centrifugal blower. %

Numerical Modelling - Investigate the application of computational fluid

dynamics algorithms and implementations to flow through a centrifugal blower

impeller. Develop a model for the flow over a single blade and evaluate its

effectiveness in simulating realistic flow patterns over the airfoil.

Source Identification and Ranking - Identify and make an estimate of the rela-

tive strength of the aerodynaric noise source mechanisms in a centrifugal

blower using both aerodvnarruc and acoustic measurements, and employing

modem multichannel signal analysis techniques (i.e.. correlation and spectral

analysis).

Chapter 1. Problem Formulation and Literature Review 9
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1.5 Outline of Thesis

The thesis is presented in the progression of theory, description of experiments, e

experimental results, and conclusions. The experimental results comprise over half of

the thesis, and thus contain the primary contribution of the research to the field. A

portion of the experimental results, however, utilize an approach to the analysis of

aerodynamic noise which is developed in the theoretical portion of the thesis as an

extension of earlier work by Siddon [881 and Sharland [861. .

The theoretical section of the thesis is presented in Chapter 2, "Theory of

Aerodynamic Noise Generation." This section begins with a brief introduction to the

Lighthill's Acoustic Analogy theory of aerodynamic noise generation. The remainder

of the chapter is devoted to the development of frequency-domain expressions for esti- %1*

mating the correlation area, and the dipole source strength per unit area based on both

the mean square acoustic pressure radiated to the far field and the acoustic intensity.

Some of the equations are new while others are extensions of Siddon's time-domain e 4-

expressions into the frequency domain. These equations are used in the experimental %

investigation of the noise radiated by a single impeller blade immersed in flow
@

(Chapter 6). In addition to the derivations, a physical interpretation of the analysis is

presented using a multiple input,'output model approach.

Chapter 3, "Overview of Hardware Design and Test Facilities," contains the

general descriptive information of the various experiments reported in following chap-

ters. The design of the experimental hardware is presented along with a brief review of Poo

dimensional analysis used for scaling. This section also includes a description of the

acoustical f:!ilties and the data analvsis procedures used.

Chapter 4. "General Blower Characterization," presents experimental results of

the acoustical and aerodynaric characterization of the model centrifugal blower, in

terms of the external field properties (i.e., radiated power, acoustic intensity distrib- %

Chapter I. Problem Formulation and Literature Review 10 0
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ution around the the outside of the blower, and the overall air performance). Measure-

ment of the air performance was a prerequisite for the rest of the experiments since the
S

primary objective was to quantify the blower noise when operating at the design point,

which is the point of maximum ctlicicncv.

The results ofaerod'narmic measurements made inside the blower housing, near

the rotating blade row, are presented in Chapter 5, "Aerodynamic Measurements in

Model Blower." Mean and turbulence velocity components were measured at the blade

leading and trailing edges at 40 different locations. The results of these measurements

were used to infer mean and turbulent distributions around the impeller, thereby pro- %

viding information of the distribution of the related aerodynamic noise mechanisms.

Discussions on the interpretation of the hot film anemometer data are included. In

addition, flow visualization experiments were performed and recorded on video tape.

The tapes have proven invaluable in assessing the validity of mean and turbulent flow -

patterns deduced from the experimental data. The results of the flow visualization ,

experiments are presented. This section also contains an application of the measured V

data to a cascade model of the impeller. Cascade analysis provides information on the

gross flow patterns over an individual blade based on experimental data, and is com-

monly used in the design and analysis of air moving devices.

An investigation was performed on the radiation of noise from a single impeller

blade immersed in a known, controllable flow field (jet flow). These results are civen in

Chapter 6, "Single Blade Investigations." This set of experiments was motivated by .

the possibility of relating thc noise radiation characteristics of a sinele, isolated blade,

immersed in a 'low field simiar to that t:.pically found in the model centrifugal blower

to the noise generation process in the operational blower. Blade surface pressures 1;ere

measured as well as the coherence between surface pressures at two points on the blade

%cparatcd by a streamwise or chordwise distance. The dipole source strength per unit .. .

area and correlation area was also determincd from estimates of the cross spectrum -

Chapter 1. Problem Formulation and I acraturc Review II S
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between the blade surface pressure and the radiated acoustic pressure. These measure- NO

nients represent the best method currently available for directly determining the

(acoustic) strength of the aerodynamic source regions on a centrifugal fan blade and

were based on the equations developed in Chapter 2.

A summary of the experimental results is presented in the final chapter,

Chapter 7, "Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work."

.&, .,
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Chapter 2. Theory of Aerodynamic Noise Generation

This chapter contains the theoretical results of the thesis. First, a :eneral

review of aerodvnamicallv generated noise will be presented, beginning with Lighthill's

Acoustic Analog theory and Curie's extension to include the effects of solid bounda-

ries. A brief review of edge noise follows with emphasis on the experimental work of

Brooks and Hodgson 1171 and how edge noise pertains to the present problem. ,

Finally, Section 2.2. "Frequency Domain Analysis," contains the primary the- '.'e%

oretical results of the thesis. In that section, a frequency domain analysis of radiated

noise from a rigid surface will be presented as an extension of the time-domain results

of Siddon [88] whose work was based on that of Sharland 1861 and Curie 1231. Some of

the expressions developed are new while others are modernized versions of previously ,-

published work. The expressions are cast in a form that is suitable for application to %. %,0

noise source identification and source strength mapping using multiple input output %

analysis. Practical aspects of using the theory are also discussed. An application of 'r

the analysis is presented in Section 6.2, "[Experimental Investigations Using Frequency S

Domain Theory."

2.1 Aerodvnamically Generated Noise

2.1.1 Acoustic Analog Theory ,,*

The analytical fbundations for the investiation of sound generated by fluid tur-

hulence were established in 1952 by Lighthill (53, 54j. Part I of .ighthill's (eneral

Theory 1531 adopted a rather straightfor-.sard approach which was quite similar to the

rlassic treatment of Reynolds stresses [82): by comparing the equations of density for a

Chapter 2. 1 hcory of AerodN namic Noie (jncration 13
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(turbulent) fluid in motion with those of a uniform acoustic medium at rest, and con-

sidering the differences to be attributable to the effects of a fluctuating external force I

acting on the acoustic medium, Lighthill was able to formulate an equation whiLh

describes aerodynamic sound generation in terms of a forcing function: "

.2 .2 -2
CP 2 op T,

- .(2.1)
812  axJ xi  Cxi Cxj

Here, p is the total density (p = p0 + p'), c is the speed of sound, and the instanta- J"1

neous applied stress tensor at a point is given by,
.."4

Ti = pu + P - c 2 p, (2.2) . .

C pbij (2.2

where u is the total velocity (ui = £. + u'j) in the i-th direction and bij is the Kronecker
delta. The Stokesian gas stress tensor, p,, is, %

a u1  a Uj 2  a u~
Pi = P6 - 'U +  ,5 3 4 'k (2.3)

where pi is the coefficient of viscosity and p is the total pressure (p = p, + p'). Deriva- ,,' 4

tions of Equation (2.1) are given in the literature in more detail than was included in

the original work. See, for example, Dowling and Ffowcs-Williams f25].
% '.

The left-hand side of Equation (2.1) describes the propagation of sound in a

uniform medium at rest (i.e., the acoustic wave equation). The right-hand side serves

as a source term which contains the effects of sound generation, convection with the

flow, variable propagation speed (i.e., finite amplitude), and viscous dissipation. That %

Chapter 2. lheory of Aerodynamic Noise Generation 14
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is, with relatively insignificant assumptions (adiabatic sound propagation and isotropic, .. ,,

Newtonian fluid), Equation (2.1) is an exact description of the density fluctuations: % k

"llcnce the density fluctuations in the real flow must be exactly those which would

occur in a uniform acoustic medium subject to the external stress system given by the

difference, T7j, between the effective stresses in the real flow and the stresses in the

uniform acoustic medium at rest 1531." The form of the source term, a double diver-

gence of a stress tensor, indicates a quadrupole source distribution.

The acoustic density fluctuations at a point in space x in an unbounded

medium are given by Lighthill as the solution to Equation (2.1) in the form of a

volume integral over the source region V,

_ i t " Px J - -, ) ,;--i (2.4 ) "
4,-.~~~~~~" c 2 x -jfTi --

where the integrand is the stress field evaluated at the retarded time. The essence of

Equation (2.4) lies in the nature of the sources which may be regarded as a field of

quadrupoles whose strength per unit volume is the stress tensor T,. Thus, if the flow

field is known, the acoustic density fluctuations may be obtained using Equation (2.4).2

The relationship between the total radiated power and various dimensional .,.'.,

parameters was also established by Lighthill [53] using dimensional analysis arguments.

The primary limitation to I :ithuUls theory is the requircment of a priori knowledge ol the flow .

field stress tensor.
%,

4i 4.% ." -.
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The radiated sound power WQ of a given turbulence region of characteristic dimension

L is related to the mean-flow Mach number M and the speed of sound c by

3QC0  L2 38IVQ C Po c 3 L 2 3if 25 '

The above solution is valid for an unbounded medium at rest in which the tur-

bulent source region is imbedded, an example being an imbedded jet. If a solid

boundary is introduced into the source region, then additional terms must be included

in the solution of Equation (2.4) to account for the fluctuating forces acting on the

fluid bv the boundary. This extension to Lighthill's theory was developed by Curie 1231

in 1955, whose expression for the acoustic density fluctuations includes a surface intc-

gral as well as the volume integral of Equation (2.4):

f (- ) _ _ )

.7 - d.- f dy' (2.6)

where P, is the force per unit area exerted on the fluid in the x, direction, (P = /1 pj), i.

are the direction cosines for the outward normal from the fluid, pj is the stress tensor

given in Equation (2.3), r = x- tI, is the distance from the integration point on the

surface to the receiver in the acoustic field removed from the mean flow, and the ,

surface integral is over the surface of the boundary. It is readily shown that the

boundary-induced term is, "exactly equivalent to the sound generated in a medium at

rest by a distribution of dipoles of strength P, per unit area. and P, is exactly the lorce

per unit area exerted on the fluid by the solid boundaries in the x, direction 1231." Curie

C 2y., '.:-'N-e o
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used dimensional arguments similar to lighthill's to deduce the dependence o!" sound

power on the flow field variables:

which implies that the importance of surface dipole terms increases significantly at low N

Mach number relative to the volume quadrupole terms. The estimates of Equations -%

(2.5) and (2.7) were based on the assumption that both the volume and surface regions 0

are compact, which means that retarded time differences have been ignored over the

source regions. This assumption is valid for low Mach numbers only since the source

region becomes of the order of an acoustic wavelength as the characteristic velocity 

approaches the speed of sound. Dowling and Ffowcs-Williams 1251 show that. tor

.! > 1 the radiated power is proportional to .1I3 rather than M8 for low Mach numbers.

For large Reynolds numbers, the viscous stress components of T, rna he neg-

lected. Also, at low Mach numbers, the acoustic density fluctuations are a small pro-

portion of the ambient density. Therefore, the applied stress tensor may he

approximated by the fluctuating Reynolds stress; T u PQuJ. This approximation was

set forth by Lighthill. What this shows is the nature of the quadrupole source terms.
For i j the velocity components are aligned and the dominant sources may he %

thoucht of as longitudinal quadrupoles in which the fluid is stretched and compressed.

For i-j the quadrupoles are comprised of cpposing dipoles with aligned dipole

moments spaced a small distance apart 1i.e.. lateral quadrupoes i. This confiouration

Scenerates sound by applying fluctuating shearin2 forces to the fluid.

The l.i ghthill-Curle \coustic Analoyv thcorv provides an exact solution fbr .

aerodvnarmicallv generated noise, where the noise generation is contained within a Mixed
" volume. The derived wave equation, Equation (2.1), contains the eflccts of fluid

,iscositv, convection. Reynolds stress, and compressibility. While the cquation is
-,, .,. , .~
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exact, convection effects are imbedded in the forcing functions (i.e., the stress tensor of

the right-hand side of Equation [2.1]). Since the left-hand side of Equation (2.1)

describes an acoustic medium at rest, the solutions must be considered effective density

fluctuations that would propagate in a stationary medium under the stress system

described by the forcing functions. For example, in the far field of a jet, the acoustic

medium is removed from the flow field and the solution p given by Equation (2.6) is

exact. lowever, for turbulent boundary layer flow over a plate, where the receiver is

located in the mean flow field, the acoustic field is more accurately described by

including convection in the wave equation rather than in the forcing function. This

particular point was discussed by Tam 1901. '

2.1.2 Etge Effects

It is well known that the radiation from a serri-infinite flat plate im-ersed in

flow is significantly increased at low Mach number by the presence of the plate edge.

Mathematically, the edge represents a spatial discontinuity which may be accounted for

using a Greens function approach in which the eddy interactions are important in the

acoustic near field 1311. Other theoretical approaches have been formulated for edge

noise. A review of edge noise theories was presented by Ilowe 1401 in which several
F,,,

different edge noise models developed by researchers were consolidated into one,

unified theory. Confusion persists on the exact mathematical treatment of the edge
boundary condition (application of the Kutta condition), but the underlvin2 result is

that the edge noise scales with the fifth power of the characteristic eddy convection

',elocitv, which is slightly more efficient than the surface dipole terms i0,I), and consid-

crablv more efficient than the volume quadrupole sources .0), assuming small values - V

of the Mach number .t (compare Equations [2.5] and [2.7], for volume and surlacc

radiation i.

Chapter 2. Thcory of .\erodynamic Noise Generation 18



While theoretical developments have progressed considcrably, cxpcrrmcntal

investigations ha~e been limited due to the measurement complexitv, with a t*%w

notable exceptions. Specifically, Brooks and Iiodgson I11 conlIrmed ,he !ffth :o' ,cr

relationship betwcen the radiated noise and concction ,eioci, reht::, :ke "Ur:,c.C

pressure statistics to the trailing edge noise of in airfoil :rnmr ,. %n iw %

noise due primarily to the tripped turbulent boundary laver over the airfoil. They con- .0%

cluded that the turbulent boundary layer flow past a sharp trailing edge was not .

affected by the edge, assuming the top and bottom turbulent flow fields were statis-

ticallv independent. .A blunt edge, however, produces additional noise due to a

coherent vortex structure.' The blade surface pressure represents a superposition of the "."
'-

scattered edge field and the incident field (either from the turbulent boundary layer or

the external field turbulence..

2.2 Frequency Domain Analysis

In this section, frequency domain expressions are developed which describe the

relationship between the surface pressures on a plane, rigid boundary immersed in flow,

and the radiated acoustic pressure at some point distant from the boundary. Nlore

specifically, it is shown that the mean square acoustic pressure in space resulting from

stress fluctuations at the surface of a boundary' (e.g., a centrifugal fan blade) in flow

may be obtained by integrating (over the boundar.) the cross-spectral density between "e

the (retarded time) surface pressure and the farlield acoustic pressure. In addition to

the expression for the mean square acoustic pressure, a formulation is presented for the

Coherent ,hedding from a blunt tradling edge %kas also investigated bv [ ake (161 %ho de'kclopcd.

an analical formulation to relate the coherent, Aake-induccd pressures t) the charactcnstics of

the ne±ar-ede wake.
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I acoustlc intensity and the correlation area on the blade surface. [he frequency-domain
expressions developed in this section are, for the most part, original to this work. In

some cases (correlation area and dipole source strength per unit areal, parallel develop-

ments were adapted from previous work which used time-domain analssis. howeser.

the final equations are new.

The expression for the noise generated by a volume of turbulence containing a

solid boundary was first derived by Curie 1231, and is given here in an expanded form of'

Equation (2.6) which was used by Siddon 1881:

.,-,.

:. d:.-:,

-(X 1)j (U) dS f fI u.]dS0

C 2 _T1 d V

"" where the square brackets [ ] indicate that the term is evaluated at the retarded time

I= t- tc, and f is the local stress acting at the surface (shear and normal). For a

rigid, stationary surface the normal velocity of the surface u, = 0. By neglecting the

quadrupole source terms (the volume integral), and limiting the solution to the acoustic ".,ON
.

and geometric far field, the acoustic pressure is due to a surface integral of the time
derivative of the stress components. If we also assume that only the norrmai stress is of ,,

importance [881 (i.e., neglect shear stress), then the following form may be used for the

acoustic pressure:

-- '.-,,

• ,, ,,,,*"

.- ,,",3,,3,'7
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In this form the dipole nature of the source term is esident due to the trnie dcri dan l

of a fluctuating force on the fluid. '1is cLonsenient e-pression for fhe .usti. prcur..

due to the normal stress tluctuations at the surface forms the basis for the subsCqucnti

anal% sis.

It is instructive to examine Equation 2.9). The acousticL rsrcsure at a spat:i-"

loc.ation x at time i is determined b- contributions From the surfice pressure ia. tua!1',,

the time derivative of the surface pressure) over the entire surt ace at an earlier !ii.ie .-

Since r = Ix - is the distance from the surface point of integration to the !ar Icld-

point, the retarded time is dependent on the surface point location Thus. in ordcr >

account for retarded time differences oser the surfice, all r - dependency mu,,t hk "

retained within the integral over S(,. Secondl, neglecting the shear stress means that

the source terms are assumed to he associated with the normal surface pressure. I he

angle dependency in Equation (2.9) is indicative of the orientation of the dipole sour,,

model perpendicular to the surface. Thus. for a plane surface the radiation rem """

opposing faces includes a change in sign due to the direction of the unit normal sc'ctor

This is accounted for in the idipole) cosine d:rectiit' factor.

"., S."
-- %

2.2.1 Dipole Source Strength - dGpp/dS

I ur a 1i\ed far field '.atain, the acoustic prCesure is _,mipricd ul ni ,rtr'u is

from the entire blade surta~e - Superpoait-on The iiiidt iual pressure mtriiiti, t ,

are supenmposed at x in a coherenth manner, hen.e the aniphtu,;e ,'C 1i13 se ,1 :;e

o. '.
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pressure combine to form the total pressure. The total power of a source is related to

the integral over a closed surface surrounding the source of the normal acoustic energy

flux (intensity). Thus. at a point on the integration surface the power is directly related

to the active intensity, or. for plane waves or in the far field or spherical waves from a

point monopole, to the mean square acoustic pressure. An expression for the contrib-

ution to the mean square acoustic pressure at a point in space by the surface dipoles -.

will be developed.

For pix, t) and py, t) stationary, ergodic random processes {Pk} and {PSk}, the

finite Fourier transforms over the k-th record of length T are:

Pk ~f T) p t)e-"'tdt (2.10) ;-,

'f0

P,,.f. n= forPk(t e-'d. (2.11l)

'pg

£ 00

Then, by definition the two-sided spectral density functions are
• p.% - .

1 r4.
P Im 1- [P:X.J. lP;U, {J -2.12t mXJ

0.S' 11M P hm . 4 t' x.- . -1 (2.13) .. r.'-
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Also, the %ngle-sided spectral density G12 = 2S12. Introducing a substitution variable.

-(t) = ,p',. iquarion {2.9) becomes

C~~)St5( I-.

Takine the finite Fourier transtorm of the k-th record of Equation (2.14) -

where Z, is the finite Fourier transform of the substitution variable :it) evaluated at

the retarded time. t.

Note: The retarded time evaluation introduces a bias error in the finite transform esti-- -''

mate due to the evaluation of Zk from a time record of length T, but offset from the

time record used for P;, by. the amount of the time delay 7 r nc. In practice the bias

may be rmnirmzed by making : << F, or eliminated by aligning the time records before
.£ %'-.'

performing the transforms. The bias error results from the finite transforms and is .F.

removed bv the hlmatation operation T-. ,I taken on the expected \alue to vield the

Ana~ ic relationship. For this analysis the bias ssill he taken as zero hy iirtue of aligned.*

data records. See Bendat and Piersoll [ll and Se~bert and Hamilton IN.51 for further

dj1cussion of une-dela, vlias errors. 0

rlvo Vourier tranlorm properties 5,

%
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F[z()] ZV) rf"Zf (2.16)

and

F[_(t)] = Z1 hj=joPsf (2.17)

allow Equation (2.15) to take the form
%

P x O4itxc fjwe - PSk&y,J) dS(j;). (2.18)

Multiplying by the conjugate of the acoustic pressure spectrum gives

.. -.,.-.+.

Pk(..PJZ..)( co f, j,,_,cPf,(X..J)P,,(,j + dS ;). (2.19) _4nxc

The autospectral density is obtained by applying the expectation operator E over the A

ensemble index k to both sides of Equation (2.19). The true autospectral density

requires taking the limit of the expected value divided by T as T- o. The final

expression is given here in terms of the one-sided cross- and autospectral density func- d%

tions. "'

-ft %-fti= '

%' '., Af.
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Differentiating Equation (2.20) gives an expression for the contribution to the mean.,

square acoustic pressure G, per unit area by the dipole sources associated with the

blade surface pressures. "

dG / cos.
dS -- r" j' e (2.21)dS \4-rxc ; ""

This term is called the dipole source strength after Siddon who developed a similar

expression for time domain quantities (i.e., dGI:'PdS was cast in terms of the deriative

of the cross correlation function [SS]) and a frequency domain version based on a mod-
0

ified definition of the cross spectrum. Since 6., is real, the real part of Equation (2.21)

is taken for the final expression for the dipole source strength per unit area (in units of %.%

mean square pressure per unit area):

dGP w -Cos
MdS - 4xc (2.22)

The full expression for the dipole source strength -. r unit area. given by [quation

12.21). is complex. the imageinar components reine related to the non-propag'ating-

field. A detailed discussion of the interpretation of the dipole source strenmth per unit

area is given in the following sections.
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2.2.2 Acoustic Intensity - dl/dS

In this section an expression for the acoustic intensity is derived based on the

finite-difference approximation. The approach used here was adapted from Elko 1281

who derived the cross-spectral representation of the acoustic intensity for stationary,

ergodic signals from a pair of closely spaced pressure microphones.

The complex acoustic intensity at a point x in the acoustic field is given by the

following equation:

.. -p.,

- (Cos 0 4r p (,Y) ".'.:
=f Au uh aS (2.23) -%:-

%, %

where uh is the instantaneous acoustic particle velocity at a point xin an arbitrary .. ',

direction denoted h. Applying the finite-difference approximation to ul, yields, for the .'"'-

integrand L in Equation (2.23): ''

.2-1)'. .

..- i .¢
-p'-A

I he hrte-ddTcrence approximation assumes that the difference between two closely ,paced --. '

pressures can be used to approxmate the pressure gradient. l-uler s equation r-lates the pres-
sure L hdin t t he im e derivat e of the par ticle velocity: a ap./t (in aIn/,bi.ra. -
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where the following substitution variables were used:

40 Wit) ; w (2.25) P
0

and, where pt) is the acoustic pressure at position i (i= 1,2) on either side of the field

point x, aligned in the h-direction (see Figure 2). Then using the Parseval relation,

where R2 O) is the cross correlation between z and v evaluated at zero time delay,

RO) E[z t)v t)] S df. (2.26) .- .

,t' ,*. d

Using the frequency domain relationships, •

-.,..'-,,.

S ^A. eJW r  S z "'JI '

2 xz A0

s2X jL SP" (2.27)

.%* I .

Sxw i =C x ~si•

in Equation (2.24) yields, "K"

f-. %d IL(e) 2To pAh e - oyai NoSis G .27
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0.

It follows that the complex intensity is,

lh(,)= Cos e -juric SpI
I~)4yrxcpAh eS [SPIP2 Sp 1 (2.29)

= h(wO) +jQh(w)

The real part of Equation (2.29), Ih is termed the active intensity and is related to the ia

propagation of acoustic energy. The imaginary part Qh, or the reactive intensity, char-

acterizes the non-propagating portion of the acoustic field. From Equation (2.29), the

active intensity is given by, N

dS -nxcp-h CP S

"'" ~where the hat denotes the phase shift correction of the cross spectrum,-. ,

S'S

d4(w co A A A 1

SG = Ly Cy +jQ, (2.31)

. . Equation (2.29) and Equation (2.30) represent a means for estimating the con-":

' % .

-'- ~ ~tribution, per unit area, to the acoustic intensity by the sources associated with the,".,

normal component of the fluctuating stress field near the surface of an airfoil or other

:.-" solid object immersed in flow. The intensity is determined from the difference between "

the real parts of the cross spectra measured between the surface pressure and each of

:'. ]':the two, closely spaced pressure rrmcrophones located in the acoustic field..v.
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This expression provides all of the benefits of examining the intensity field as

opposed to using the plane-wave assumption for the intensity, namely the mean square

pressure divided by the characteristic impedance of the medium.

2.2.3 Correlation Area - Sc

The concept of correlated regions of turbulent eddies interacting with the solid

surface implies a surface area, or correlation area, associated with the coherent fluctu- /

ations and thus acting as a discrete, coherent noise source. Identification of the corre- TI,,

lation areas is important since their size and shape is related to the efficiency noise %

generation and radiation. The following abbreviated form for Equation (2.18) will be

used to derive a frequency-dependent equation for the correlation area, where the time .

record index k has been omitted for brevity: -

I )s "cos) f jaoe - j / PMO dS .

4ynxc Jc:CP d
(2.32)

fA., PM/ ,dS"'S0

and the following substitution variables were used: -V

', .'...

A=( % AL

anch floin usitto vrals wer used: S

41rxc•

:, ~(2. 33) .""-
A.,= cos, c e %

.1,XC
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The effects of retarded time, e-j',c, and time differentiation, jw, have been incorpo-

rated into the variable A and denoted A, . Since Aj, contains the retarded time effects

in the phase term e- rlc, and since the retarded time is a function of sourcc-to-receiver

distance, where the source is taken as each differential surface area, then A, must be
Ile%

included in the integration over the surface 5.

An alternate expression to Equation (2.19) for the mean square pressure spec-

trum may be obtained by multiplying Equation (2.32) by the conjugate of itself at a

different set of surface locations jr':

a. A ,,,-
*% %, %

' F,,,v

Z 'F

A~~~~~~ff,~~~~,, ;, ,, :f S(,)P.f )ff . S(.5

SS

So'O ,-'.'-'"

cosc ind e-eenc, and r'= ret-.rd . The differences in retarded time

over the entire integration surface are manifested in the phase differences between .\i, -i

and A~,,

'Che inner integral of Equation (2.34) may he cast in terms of a correlation area

Sc V

% ' .

,,F , -%

where terms involving the integration variable v" of the outer integral of Equation "

'-- (2.34) have been taken outside of the integral over ' in Equation (2.35) to emphasize

,"their independence. In this definition the retarded time ,diff'rences have been neglected ,F

over the correlation area onl,'. *rhis point will he clarified momentarily, Ahe dclintion

,p
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of correlation area, given by Equation (2.35), may be rearranged to obtain the fol-

lowing form for S,:

i ~'.''

fs P'(;')P() 'c s( ')

SCa

s+= PX; )PI( C ""
(2.36) :

f G,.,P, e -jc(r-'-)1c ds(T) IQ '

where the right arrow - in Equation (2.36) indicates the transformation into spectral 0
*I.

density functions via the expectation operator and limiting process described earlier in

-. Section 2.2.1, "Dipole Source Strength - dGpp,'dS." (Recall that the finite transform

index k was dropped for notational brevity.) Equation (2.36) provides a good concep-

tual picture of the correlation area. For each fixed point y, the correlation area is

determined by the integral of the cross spectrum between the surface pressure at the

fixed point and all other points on the surface with the phase adjusted to compensate

for the retarded time differences between the different points on the surface. This inte-

gral is normalized by the autospectrum of the surface pressure taken at y. The normal-

ized cross spectrum is the transfer function:

J S: e- '"' -'  dS(y')

(2.37)

, .s(0).

.1 %5..; . ,'

%, .1
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Assuming a statistical decay in the two-point correlation with separation distance

r - r', then for large X the cross spectrum is small and the phase correction term

e, ;'A'C' is unimportant. For small values of ., the phase correction may be approxi-

mated as unity. Ilence, the approximation Equation (2.37) was made by ignorini the

retarded time differences, only, just over the correlation area. and assuming spatial

decay of the coherence between surface pressures separated by a distance . These

assumptions allow the approximation A, a A__ which was used in Equation (2.35). .

The difficulty w th implementing Equation (2.37) is the requirement for the

determination of two-point transfer functions over the entire blade surface; that is, the 0

result of the double integral. Since the radiated acoustic pressure at a point in space is

a superposition of pressures radiating from all regions of the blade surface, the effects

of this integration can be incorporated into the equation for S, to obtain a more prac- •

tical expression for the correlation area. ".

The mean square acoustic pressure was expressed as an integral of the cross

spectrum between the surface pressure and the acoustic pressure in Equation (2.19).

Combining Equation (2.34) and Equation (2.36), and comparing with Equation (2.19)

gives an expression for the correlation area:

A0

S--)P= (2.38)
IA~j2 GP

1A. XS
where A, is given in Equation (2.33). The real part of Equation (2.38) can be

expressed as

Re[S.] - lm e - / Jrtc (2.39)

r .. ,'.
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The obvious advantage to this representation of the correlation area over that pre-

sented in Equation (2.36) is that S, is determined by a single cross-spectral measure-

ment; one point on the surface, and one point in the acoustic far field.

The time-domain representation of the correlation area was first presented by .

Sharland 1861 who failed to realize the benefit of incorporating the correlation between

the surface pressure and the far field acoustic pressure into the correlation area. Thus

Sharland's expression for S, was similar to Equation (2.35) above, but cast in the time

domain (i.e., S, was based on the cross-correlation and the autocorrelation functions).

In 1973 Siddon [88] published a more rigorous derivation for the correlation area, still

using time-domain auto- and cross-correlations functions, but was able to incorporate -'- ' ,

the cross correlation between the surface and acoustic pressures into the expression

(see Equation [13] in Siddon [88]). The exclusion of frequency-dependent information _1 V

in Siddon's expression for the correlation area made the experimental results difficult to

interpret since the behavior of S, was controlled by the dominant frequency compo-

nents. The work presented here is an extension of Siddon's time-domain derivation

into the frequency domain.

2.2.4 Interpretation of dGpp/dS and Sc

The mean square acoustic pressure at a point in space is denoted by Gp, where

frequency- and space-dependence are assumed. GP is comprised of contributions from

source regions over the entire surface of a quasi-plane surface immersed in flow, hence

the differential contribution to Gp dG. /dS, is a function of surface position y.

dG, /dS is referred to as the dipole source strength per unit area. If we consider the

case where the source strength is uniform over the entire radiating surface, then the

form of the dipole source strength per unit area is readily seen. For a uniform source

strength distribution over S, dG,,I dS = K and
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where Sa if the surface area of the immersed body.22

An alternate form for CIP is obtained by combining Equation (2.3-4) and .'i'

.- •- .p

dS)Equation (2.36), s

where the spectral-density form of Equation (2.36) for the correlation area has been Nd"'%

used. Equation (2.41) demonstrates a fundamental feature of the correlation area

loc) is a direct measure of the local surface pressure interactions and cancellations. The

correlation area contains space- and frequency-dependent information regarding the

. efficiency of radiation from the various regions of the radiating surface. For regions of e

fhigh cancellation (local multipole distributin, S is quite small and there is no %
reinforcement of the local pressure from neighboring eddies. For large values of Sc the : %t ,

p Chpc 2.Ro-o!rdnuicNIC(ceain3

% local eddies are well correlated over a large area and hence increase the strength of the '

, ~~local dipole sources. "-Z,

• l~~he term correlatwon area is somewvhat of a misnomer sin.c .V., as defined :n"d'

* Equation (2.35). is a comple\ quantitt and, as discussed abo~e, is related to the effi- '5 '

,. ~~ciencv of radiation. It will be showvn momnentarily that the maximum s alue iot N is the ...-.
,t. ~surl~ice area of the immersed body. 5;. WVith this information, the correlation area•' ,,.r.
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could be normalized to the surface area of the radiating body to form a normalized

correlation area, or correlation radiation efficiency factor a which is bounded b% + 1,

a-SJS a  (2.4,2)

Fhe term correlation area will continue to be used throughout this thesis, primarily to

maintain a historical link with previously published literature. However, it is noted

here, and this point will be re-visited, that the correlation area is a complex quantity, -

and the real part, which corresponds to the radiation of real acoustic energy, can be

negative. Values of S, less than zero correspond to regions on the immersed body %

which destructively interfere with surrounding areas so as to create a net effect of

absorbing energy - an acousucal sink!

lhe effects of the correlation area on the radiated pressure field are best demon- "

strated by examining three cases: I coherent sources over the entire radiating surface,

Spartiall% coherent sources where the correlation decays as a function of separation

distance. and 3) total statistical independence between any two points on the surface

S. In all cases it will be assumed that the local strength of the surface pressure is
independent ofy (i.e., Grp,p = K where K is constant). Thus the acoustic pressure is-

proportional to the the surface integral of the correlation area (see Equation (2.41).

Also, for the sake of discussion, the effects of the retarded time differences over the

correlation area are neglected (i.e., e1-¢',"= 1, where the prime is used to indicate

the integration over the correlation area only).

Total Coherence. Since the mean stuare surface pressure is uniform over the

surface, the only factor tlcctite two-point correlation is the r plative rhase

relationship bctwcen the t'v(o pressure,. ['otal .ohcrence here nicans a Uit1%

coheren(e function hctacen two points or that :he ross ecItrurn is d-do

%%%.( hapter 2 11 cory of ,\ero~d ramic No'e(ecain 36
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pendent of surface location or separation distance; that is, G, (Y'jT ) = G.'P.

for all values of. =f- -;'j and y. Thus, from Equation (2.36) the correlation

area S, =sdS() S, and the radiated pressure is

= - i, % .. ,. %

G= jA,,I K S, dS()= A,,,. K Sd. 2.43)

, .. ~- J_

Partial Coherence. For this case the cross spectrum decays with separation dis-

tance , about each point on the surface. Assuming a monotonic decay of the

magnitude of the transfer function between two surface points, a separation dis-
tance or correlation radius rc exists such that = , and is less than the.

characteristic dimension of the surface, .'S,,. For simplicity assume the corre-

lation area S. is uniform over the surface. Then, the acoustic pressure is given

bv: A. zat'

• 4 ' , h:,,

6 'r,,= I .. d , 2 K lA S c  4 .T = I A w ,I 2  K S ,,S . (2 .4 4)

G.:.,,I.::I.::

Statistically Independent. Two-point independence implies the transfer function -

is unit, at { = 0, but /cro everx where else. This case is treated by taking the

lirmt of the partial coherence case as r  0. implN ing S, - 0 and there is no

radiation. This case is of course not physically realiiablc as the even random

molecular motion implies some infinitesimal correlation area.

Recall that the 'ariahle A, contains the frequency dependence due to the tim deri a-

tuse of the surface pressure, the (dipole) cosine directivitv, and the spherical divergencc:

N, % %
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2 2
(Awj 2 2O 1 (2.45)

2.2.5 Multiple Input/Output Analysis

A model for the problem may be developed by treating the distributed source

region over the solid surface immersed in flow as a collection of discrete source regions, N.,

and the resultant acoustic pressure as the output of a multiple input/output model. ,

Thus the integrals may be approximated by summations, the accuracy of which

depends the character of the sources (source strength uniformity) and the selection of

the differential area, AS. Since the multiple input/output model closely resembles the

measurement procedures used here (i.e., discrete samples over a blade surface), a dis-

cussion is presented here regarding possible sources of errors and optimal ways to

implement the formulas just developed for the correlation area and dipole source

strength per unit area. 0

In general, the output of a multiple input system, , is given in terms of the

cross spectra between inputs G'"

q q.''".,

G,= /I,* Gll1 + G,,, (2.46)

or in terms of the cross spectra between each input and the output G,--

GY f, G + G, (2.47) . -
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where the cross spectra G, are given (for G,, 0) by,
Y~

G;,, 11-G.-,(14S)
ay='= LItjGi . 2_.-4S ,

j Y

The noise terms, G,., Gr and Gi, represent the extraneous noise in the model

resulting from the optimal least squares estimate of the system transfer functions [ !31.-

This set of equations represents a multiple input/output model where the '

unknown quantities, the transfer functions or frequency response functions Ili, repre- -'"

sent linear systems based on the measured cross spectra. These linear frequency

response functions do not necessarily correspond to any, physically realizable system,

but rather are the result of the mathematical processes inherent in the above equations. ,-

The degree to which the If's correspond to the physical system depends on several- ,e2,¢.:- ' .

factors such as the linearity of the physical system, measurement accuracy of the cross- 0.

spectral estimates, the relationship between the model and the physical system, and -rl

other factors.' A derivation of the above set of equations describing the multiple

input'output problem may be found in Bendat and Piersoll 1141. The equivalent to the

above equations for the turbulence model arc as follows:

*'.. V % %

For turhci discussions of muhlple input output analhsis see References I110-13, 1 2"-"-',
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q S. (Gpp) G
q(2.49) ",,:

_ ' I (p,,)i+ S
i=1

(2.50)
.4 q qz Hi 1j (Gpps)ij

where the equivalent system transfer function is %

-1= A r AS, (2.51)

and the acoustic pressure-surface pressure cross spectrum (Gp,)i can be expressed as
the sum of two-point surface cross spectra (Gp)ij as in Equation (2.48). These

equations will be used to illustrate several practical aspects regarding estimates of the

dipole source strength dGp.l dS and correlation area Sc. ".

In lumped-clement terms, the dipole source strength is denoted (AGrIAS).

where the incremental strength is evaluated at the i-th location on the surface. The o

units are of course the same as for the continuous form - Pa 2/m 2. As discussed earlier,

the source strength represents the relative magnitude of the dipole-related sources as a V '

function of frequency and spatial location on the surface. For a given turbulent struc-

%
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ture, the multiple input/cutput model is defined by the distribution of measurement

points on the surface, where the measured quantities are the various cross spectra

between q source locations and the output (far field acoustic pressure). A uniform

sampling grid is assumed here (for simplicity) thus the area associated with each meas-

urement location is ASI = S !q where the total surface area is denoted S,. ..\n estimate

of the cumulative acoustic pressure (output) is given by,

q . °

pp s (2.52)
AS q

, % jr

It is clear from Equation (2.52) that the dipole source strength per unit area (AG,,/AS),

is independent of the number of samples taken over the surface. This fact allows the

source strength to be determined (at a point) from the measurement of the cross spec-

trum at a single point on the surface.

A reasonable model for the eddy structure over the surface is to treat the dis-

tributed sources as discrete regions within which the eddies are, to some degree, self- ,

coherent. The pressure fluctuations related to the turbulence outside of a particular "" '"

region are assumed to be uncorrelated with those within the region Given a relatively

sparse sampling grid (or rapid spatial fluctuations of the source distribution), the errors ',

associated with estimating G,,- are large due to thL fundamental notion that the i-th

input in the model represents the differential area AS, on which that point is centered. '0"

For a 2iven measurement distribution, the errors in estimating the output from the

given inputs are contained in the noise term of Equation (2.49), (,P. ihe differenccs

between the true, nonuniform source distribution within AS, and a uniform distribution

based on the point measurement at location i are contained in G,. In addition, the
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effects of partial (as opposed to full) correlation of pressures within AS, are also

included in GP. Again, the spatial sampling errors affect the accuracy of the prediction

of the total radiated pressure (a finer grid structure or more uniform source distribution

yields a more accurate prediction), but not the estimate of the local dipole source

strength.

The mutual correlation among inputs to the model is dctermined by the

relationship between the sampling density and the correlation area. If all samples are

taken at locations on the surface which are outside of the correlation areas centered on "Arr

each point, then the inputs of the multiple input system are uncorrelated with each

other and the governing equations are simplified. In this case the inputs may be

treated independently and the output is determined by the sum of autospectral densities

multiplied by the system transfer functions. #.J,.

.1%

q •

C . ',.

This expression cannot be used to obtain a simplified estimator for the dipole source S

strength distribution. While the notion of using the autospectral density as an estimate
• .r.

of the dipole source strength is tempting, the penalty for such a simplification is an % .

increased error term G , which becomes an inseparable part of the estimate of GPP (i.e., 0

GPp - G - Gt, is a poor approximation for sparse spatial sampling).'

6 The best estimator for the source strength is given by the measurement of the cross spectrum

between the surface pressure and the far field acoustic pressure (see for cxample Equation

[2.20]). In effect, this is the same as pcrforming a surface integral of the cross spectrum

between two surface pressures as in the inner integral of Equation (2.34) since that information .d .-'
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If two points ij are sampled within a correlation area then inputs i and j are .:..- -

partially correlated. In this case the cross spectrum between an input and the output .

contains, in addition to the autospectral density terms of Equation (2.53), terms ;, .

involving the cross spectrum between inputs. Thcse cross-spectral terms are associated--

with interference between surface pressure regions (see Equation [2.48]). Inclusion of

these terms provides a more accurate estimate of the source strength than using just

the autospectrum of the surface pressure, however, a better estimate yet of the cross ..".'

spectrum is by direct measurement.

In summary, a lumped-element multiple input/output model has been applied to .,. .

the distributed aerodynamic sources due to turbulence interactions with solid surface

immersed in a flow field. Consequences of finite spatial sampling have been discussed. ON

In general, the multiple input/output system is represented by the set of equations
,.. -..

q0

GpP ~Hi (Gppj) + GP (2.54)
.'.a ', ".

where the cross spectrum may be viewed in terms of the cross spectrum between two 0

surface pressures,
, ::. a

(Gp,,),= 11j: (Gpp,)j (2.55).....
• -.*.',, /a

is contained in the acoustic pressure. The errors associated "ith the finite spatial resoluto of
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There are three ways for estimating the cross spectrum of Equation (2.55) at each

location i, listed here in order of increasing accuracy:

Estimate of Equation (2.55) - Surface Autospectrum at Point i. This estimator

is the worst of the three because it contains both types of errors - those due to

the finite spatial sampling inherent in the use of Equation (2.55) and the effects

of neglecting mutual source interference. This estimator is however relatively

simple to obtain since only the surface pressure autospectra are involved. The

approximation to the mean square acoustic pressure using this estimator is ,

given by,

* -J q
GPP IHI (Gps9 )Ij + Grit (2.56)

Equation (2.55) - Surface Cross Spectrum. In theory, the implementation of

Equation (2.55) requires the measurement of all combinations of cross spectra '-

between each surface pressure location. In practice, the number of cross

spectra required depends on the relationship between the correlation area and

the measurement grid. For correlation areas which are relatively smal, only a

few inputs near each location i will be important. The rest of the cross terms

will be small relative to the autospectrum at i. While this estimator still con-

tains the effects of finite spatial sampling, it does have the advantage of not

requiring the measurement of the cross spectrum between the radiated acoustic

pressure and the surface pressure, which can be a difficult quantity to measure

due to the inherently poor coherence. Also, use of this method allows the pre-

diction of the radiated noise from the surface in situ - that is, without the need

for an acoustical environment for measuring the radiated acoustic pressure free
'% %%

S,,,-e,,,raN..,-,4
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of background noise or reflections from nearby surfaces. The approximation to

the mean square acoustic pressure using this estimator is given by,

q q

G - Ii "j (Gpp,), + G (2.57)

Direct Measurement. If an environment is available in which the radiated

acoustic pressure can be measured, then a direct measurement of the cross spec-
%%trum can be obtained. Measurement of the cross spectrum has the effect of

performing a continuous integral (over the surface) of the cross spectra between

the surface pressures, since that information is contained in the radiated

acoustic pressure. The approximation to the mean square acoustic pressure

using this estimator is given by Equation (2.54). This method overcomes the

problems associated with finite spatial resolution of the sampling grid and
0

includes the effects of partially correlated source regions. This is the preferred "

method for estimating the cross spectrum.

In addition to the use of Equation (2.54) for predicting the radiated pressure, the model .-

may also be formulated in terms of the correlation area, Sc, "

GIr pl (2), ' . (2.5S) .
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Since the correlation area and the dipole source strength are both based on the cross -.

spectrum between the acoustic pressure and the surface pressure, they are both subject

to the same types of errors and limitations discussed above. Therefore, the optimal

estimates for these quantities may be obtained from a direct measurement of the cross

spectrum G,,, , .

Another approach to the solution of the multiple input/output problem was

developed by Bendat in 1976 [10, 11] which is referred to here as partial coherent output :

power analysis or PCOP. This process involves the computation of conditioned spectra

which represent the cross-spectral density functions between an input and the output

where the linear effects of other inputs have been removed. The mathematical proce-

dure allows a new model to be developed based on conditioned inputs which are mutu-

ally uncorrelated by virtue of the conditioning process. An important parameter for

establishing the conditioned model is the causality relationship between the inputs (i.e.,

whether input i is causing effects in inputj, or vice versa). Interpretation of the condi-

tioned inputs is difficult, at best. The analysis is dependent on a priori knowledge of

the causality nature of the inputs in the original model, which is often the original

objective the investigator. Without that knowledge the results can be misleading or

even erroneous. For the case of turbulence interactions over a plane surface, PCOP 0

analysis is not applicable. The reason is that PCOP analysis is an attempt to estimate

the strength of individual inputs with all other inputs powered off. That is, the condi-

tioning process is intended to isolate the unique properties of each input and estimate S

their relative contribution to the total output. By conditioning inputs, the effects of

mutual source interactions are removed from inputs ranked by the investigator to be of

lower order in terms of cause and effect, and attributed to inputs of higher order. For I

a turbulence model based on samples taken at various locations over the solid surface "-

immersed in flow, the partially correlated regions represent a coherent eddy structure

and local pressure interactions. A cause-effect relationship between the source recgions S
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complex sourcc region. In most cases of turbulence generated noise, it makes no sense

~~~to associate a specific area wi thin a correlation region with the cau.se and another area _,

.0

within the same correlation region with the effect - the correlation region is a distrib- . ,

uted, interacting source region and should not be thought of as an accumulation of'

discrete stimulus and response areas.

2.2.6 Summary - dGpp/dS, d/dS, Sc . "

.%, The expressions that were developed in the previous sections are collected here ..

in the forms used for the experimental work presented in Section 6.2, "Experimental "

Investigations Using Frequency Domain Theory." Note that the real part of each of •

the three components (mean square pressure, intensity, and correlation area) is given.

Dipole Source Strength per Unit Area - Mean Square Pressure 4N 0

%

dG _ cos m[A] %

dS 4zxc (

Dipole Source Strength per Unit Area - Acoustic Intensity

- Cr_,c CP . (2.60)

%dS SrxcpAh [PiP 0
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Correlation Area

0

_ 4nxc Gpp (2.61)~~~~~~~s = - .1)". ,
Cos Gp#J

The hat indicates a retarded time correction e- j r lc.

A form similar to Equation (2.59) was previously derived by Siddon [87, 881 . '

based on the Fourier transform of the slope of the cross correlation function. Time-

domain equivalent expressions for Equation (2.59) and Equation (2.61) were developed

by Siddon as well with a slightly different form of Equation (2.61) first published by

Sharland 186]. Auto- and cross-correlation functions were used by earlier researchers

(see, for example, investigations by Clark and Ribner [201, Lee [501, Lee and Ribner

• 1511, Leggat and Siddon [521, Miller et al [601, Richarz [801, and Siddon 1881). The

frequency-domain expression of the correlation area, Equation (2.61), and the deriva- S

*, tion of the equation for the acoustic intensity, Equation (2.60), are new to this work.

V- %

--.. ,
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Chapter 3. Overview of Hardware Design and Test Facilities

This study involved the design and construction of a specialized centrifugal .-

blower assembly and incorporated a wide variety of experimental data including the

measurement of aerodynamic parameters such as mean flow velocity vectors, turbu-

lence intensity levels and overall fan performance. Far-field acoustical data was

acquired (sound power, pressure and intensity) as well as near-field and blade surface

data. This section will describe the centrifugal blower design, the various experimental %

,etups used, and some of the data acquisition techniques employed.

3.1 Scale Model Blower Blower Design and Mounting Configuration \.....'

This section includes a brief discussion of the fan laws and the scalin2 Jaws used

in the design of the model blower. The blower was designed as a member of a fam-iy

of blowers which are in widespread use for cooling computer and business equipment.
A

The term fanilv implies an homologous series of air moving devices covering a wide

range of pressure and flow conditions where the performance of each, device is predict-

ble from any other device in the family using the fan law relationships described in ' "

3.1.1 Fan Laws and Sound Laws

It is often instructive to cast relational parameters in dimensionless Iorin. The

specific quantity used to nondimensionalize a parameter depends on the dcs'rcd Iorm %

of the relationship between the independent variables. In general, the total number of %

independent dimensionless parameters required for a specific problem Is obtained h%
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subtracting the number of dimensions involved from the number of dimensional quan-

titles in the system. This is known as the Buckingham Pi theorem IIS] and has formed

the foundation for nondimensionalization of a broad range of problems.

In nondimensionalizing fluid flow problems involving small, low-speed air %

moving devices, the two most important parameters are the flow and pressure coeffi-

cients given by:

•. , %,

4Q 4Q (31) 0
,t ND rD U

1P 2P
- / .2 ,,.'-.-..-

2(71A' p U1'0p(,rDN, O. - pU (3.2 . . .. ,

The flow coefficient, 0, is obtained by normalizing the flow rate, Q, to the effective

flow rate calculated from the tip speed, N , and the circular area based on the tip diam-

eter, D. The pressure coefficient (total, static, or velocity), t/, is the pressure normal-

ized by the effective tip velocity pressure, (p U2)/2 , where the tip speed U= D.V.

The overall air performance of a particular air moving device is generally char-

acterized by the amount of static pressure developed for a given flow rate. This P "" --

versus Q relationship is referred to as a head-flow curve. When a blower is attached to -

some passive device for cooling, a point of operation is reached which corresponds to an

equilibrium between the pressure nse across the blower and the pressure drop through

the passive device. Since the flow rate through both devices is the same, this point is

represented graphically as the intersection of the system resistance curve and the head-

flow curve (see Figure 3). The svstern resistance curve relates the pressure drop across

some passise dcvice to the volunictric low rate through the dcsice. For turbulent flow --

this curve appro\imates a square law: P - KQ2  
.%
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System Resistance

Point of Operation

• -- 0%',/' ., " ,

, .

- ;..k -

Head-Flow

Cd,, 0

Volumetric Flow Rate 
%

0
Figure 3. Air Moiing Device Point of Operation

In nondimensional terms, the point of operation is relcrred to as the point of -

rating. Two similar fans are said to operate at the same point of rating if, on a dimen-
0

sional head-flow curve, the proportions of pressure and flow capacities remain the

same for both air moving devices. The dimensionless head-flow curves for any two air N

moving devices having similar flow conditions will be identical. This is a direct result

of the fan laws which describe the relationships between the various flow parameters of

the system. In order for these relationships to hold, there must be total sirmlarity in

the flow conditions; that is, geometric, kinematic, and dynarmc similarity. Geometric .S'

sirrularity refers to dimensions (proportional magnitudes and equal angles), kinematic

to fluid velocities, and dynamic to fluid forces. Total similarity as defined here ensures -. ,

that the pressure and flow coefficients between two similar devices will remain con-

stant. Considering other forces on the fluid such as compressibility, viscosity, gravity,

and surface tension, none are important (within at least an order of magnitude) in

terms of flow performance For the class ofair moving devices of interest.

J.
2, .~'.-%-..-
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The sound laws for fans are relationships which allow the overall radiated noise

level to be estimated from data on a single fan in a simrilar series of fans. The sound 0

laws, first proposed by Madison 1561, are based on the assumptions that, for a fixed

point of rating, the sound intensity of the radiated noise is directly related to the mean ..

square hydrodynamic pressure level inside the air moving device, and that the ratio of

the hydrodynamic rms level to mean level remains constant throughout the series of air

moving devices. Also, the sound power is related to the intensity through an area \.. '

factor, thus the overall power radiated is proportional to the square of the character-

istic linear dimension D. From the fan laws the flow rate Q is directly related to D2 so -'V
f._, .-

the final sound power dependence is:

W= KIP 2Q= K2D7 N 5  (3.3)

This is a fairly crude expression for noise dependence which contains no •

frequency-dependent information. The first attempt at developing a characteristic fre-
% 

,

quency spectrum for blower noise was by Maling (571. While Maling was able to

obtain a generalized spectrum, g(s, 4) , he found that the flow coefficient (4)) and the .

normalized frequency parameter (s =17,N) were interrelated and thus g must be deter-

mined for each value of the flow coefficient 4).

.;,.-...
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3.1.2 Application of Scaling Laws to Model Blower Design

The initial objective of the project was to investigate the noise of a small •

centrifugal blower typical of those being used throughout the computer industry for

cooling computer and business equipment. Space being of primary importance in the

design of electronic equipment, most centrifugal blower impellers are of the order of

100 mm in diameter or smaller. Since most of the measurements were to be performed

at or near the impeller blade surfaces, it was decided to design a scaled version of a

typical device which was physically more accessible. The small blower that was chosen

as the base design will henceforth be referred to as the reference air moving device, and

the scaled blower which was designed and built specifically for this project will be
.% -

referred to as the model air moving device.

A dimensional scale factor of 2 was selected as being a good compromise

between accessibility and manageability. The model blower design was thus determined

by scaling all of the linear dimensions of the reference device by 2.0 and by maintaining •

all of the appropriate blade angles. In addition, in order to maintain a constant tip

speed Mach number the rotational speed of the blower was reduced by a factor of 2.0

from 3450 r,'min to 1725 r,'min. Since there were no commercially available impellers t

that matched the desired specifications, a custom impeller was fabricated by Revcor,

Inc.. Carpentersville, Illinois. A single-inlet configuration was chosen for the model -

over the reference double-inlet impeller. This was done to avoid any flow anomalies - -'

associated with disturbances due to the motor and other hardware obstructions that '. 7

would have been near the inlet. As a result, the overall impeller width was the same as .

the reference impeller since only half of the impeller was modelled. Flow conditions ,

inside the impeller were felt to be nearly identical since the reference impeller was con-
' ".m0

structed of two halves joined at the center along a solid septum. ,

The profile of the scroll volute was designed so that the clearance between the
lob

blade tips and the scroll increased linearly with angular displacement around the wheel.
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The intent was to make the mean velocity or flow through the blades -is uniform as

possible by increasing the discharge cross-sectional area linearly with angle. If the

scroll and blade row are "unwrapped," the angle between the line connecting the blade

tips and the line of the scroll profile is called the development angle. A development

angle of about 10° is a good compromise between blower performance and noise and is

commonly used in the industry. The cutoff angle is the angle between two radial lines;

the line from the axis of rotation to the top of the scroll and from the axis of rotation

to the tongue or cutoff region. This is shown in Figure 4 on page 74.

The scroll profile for the model blower was chosen to maintain the same, nearly ,-

optimal, development angie as employed in the reference blower, but to increase the

cutoff angle thereby minimizing the possibility of strong discrete tones due to the

rotor-stator interactions at the scroll cutoff. The likelihood of strong, rotor-stator

interactions in the model blower was increased by the fact that the model blower was a .

half-width, single-inlet design rather than a double-inlet impeller. The reference

impeller design incorporated the blade passage tone reduction technique of circumfer- •

entially offsetting the two halves of the double-inlet wheel, which was not possible to

implement on the single-inlet model impeller.

The scroll used for this work was manufactured by De-Sta-Co Division of

Dover Corporation (Model 650) and had an optimal 100 development angle for a .- -,

161-mm diameter impeller. The cutoff angle for the scroll used here was 920. This is

considerably larger than the 640 cutoff which is accepted as being nearly optimal. The

purpose of such a large cutoff was to eliminate the generation of discrete frequency

tones (see later discussion). ;-\. "

The impeller was driven by a one-half horsepower, three-phase motor capable

of operating at speeds between 0 and 1900 r, min, with a nominal rotational speed of

S17S0 r rin at 208 volts. For most of the experiments the motor was operated at a -

constant voltagc of (208 volts) throughout the blower flow rangc which is a typical

', " r. 4 -
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operating procedure (see Section 3.2.2, "Air Performance I)ctcerinjation," For di -

cussion of' speed variation at constant voltagc.) A photograph of the modcl and icl i-

ence blower components is shown in Figure 5 on page 75. S.

The blower assemblies were mounted to 570-mm square, 19-mim thick pi% wood *

plates which were attached to 609-mm square, 9.5-im thick alurminum plates. I-he

plates were designed to fit into the floor structure of the data processing raised lii.r

installation installed in the 13M Poughkeepsie Acoustics Laboratory (see Section -...

3.3.1, "Acoustical Facilities," for details of the acoustical facilities). A schematic of

the blower assembly is shown in Figure 6 on page 75.

A summary, of the model blower specifications is provided in 'able I and

Table 2. The blade angles were deduced from information obtained from the manufac-

turer of the impeller. The computed dynamic specifications were calculated from the

following assumptions:

Computation of the average velocity at the inlet orifice was based on a uniform

flow distribution across the inlet, an inlet opening diameter of 123.5 mm .,. ,,

(DeStaCo inlet ring -603), and the blower operating at the design point (Best

Efficiency Point or BEP) which is a flow rate of 0.141 m3,'s.

The computation of the average air velocity at the exit of the blades was based

on evenly distributed flow through the blade channels, the mean radius of the 0

blades, and the BEP operating point. .

*+ .. °-o.o€

N I.s .-

I •
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Table I. Model Blower Scroll Specifications

Scroll Specifications •

Material: Steel (20 gauge)
Bellmouth Inlet Diameter: 123.5 mm

Discharge Area: 177.8 x 120.6 mm wide
Optimum Impeller Diameter: 161.3 mm

Development Angle: 10.8 degrees
Cutoff Angle: 920

Table 2. Model Blower Impeller Specifications and Dynamic Characteristics

Impeller Specifications k -

Material: Aluminum
Number of Blades: 26

Blade Thickness: 1.0 mm
Mean Radius Blade Spacing: 17.63 mm

Arch Length: 17.46 mm,
Radius of Forvard Curvature: 11.11 mm

Chord Length: 16.26 mm
Inlet Blade Angle: 15.

Outlet Blade Angle: 660
Blade Camber Angle: 91.2.

Blade/Impeller Width: 101.6 mm
Impeller Diameter (TE): 160.34 mm 0a

Trailing Edge Radius: 80.17 mm
Leading Edge Radius: 60.11 mm ..

Mean Impeller Radius: 70.14 mm - .
°%,

Dynamic Characteristics

Tip Speed @ 1800 rpm: 15.07 m/s
Mach Number: 0.0438 - -.

AverageDynamic Head: 137.4 Pa (re: 15.07 m's)
Average Velocity at Inlet: 9.09 m,'s
Average Velocity at Exit: 2.87 m's

Mach Number at Exit: 0.00834 '% ."
Dynamic Head at Exit: 4.98 Pa (re: 2.87 m's)

V.-. -,

.%, *% Is ,

p I•
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It is important to note the extremely small tip velocities relative to the speed of'

sound. For Mach number less than about 0.3 the flow through a compressor, from an

aerodvnamic viewpoint, can be considered incompressible. In acoustical terms the fluid

can never be considered incompressible, otherwise there would be no noise generated,_',-.-7 ",_

and an infinite sound speed. In terms of aerodynamic and acoustic performance. usini,_ f

the frequency-independent sound laws expressed in Equation (3.3), the noise level gen-

crated by the model blower should be the same as the for the reference blower, for the .. .

same point of rating, keeping in mind the linear dependence of sound power on width.

Also, the fan performance should be equivalent to two reference blowers operating in ,. ,

parallel. This is because the static pressure is directly related to the square of the tip

speed, which was unchanged, and the two-fold increase in the characteristic dimension

D caused a four-fold increase in flow, which was reduced to twice the flow since only a

half-width configuration of the reference blower was modelled.

3.2 Task-Specific Test Setups 0

This section is devoted to a description of each of the measurement setups used

for this study. In addition to a detailed description of the hardware and instrumenta-

tion, further details will be provided on the specific measurement methodology used

and the manipulation of the first-generation data to obtain the desired quantities.
, %, --

3.2.1 Aerodynamic Load Apparatus

Since the kinematic flow conditions for an air moving device are strongly

dependent on the particular operating point of the device, it is important for the pur-

poses of these studies to be able to control the point of operation of the blower

without significantly affecting its aerodynamic or acoustic performance. One approach ",A

to this problem was first proposed by Maling 1581, and has been in use in the IBM
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Acoustics Laboratory since 1962, in which an aerodynamic load is applied to the ir %

moving device under test by attaching the device to a large plenum with thin, non-

porous, acoustically transparent walls. The operating point of the air moving device is

controlled via an adjustable orifice located in the opposite corner of the plenum from

the air mover. Use of a piezometer ring located inside the test plenum provides a

means for monitoring the static pressure developed by the air moving device and thus

enables the operating point to be set. The head-flow curve may be used to estimate

the volumetric flow rate of the device for a given static pressure, or, a more elaborate

facility might incorporate a means for determining the volumetric flow rate directly by
monitoring the flow through the adjustable orifice.

The key to the success of the plenum has been that the walls can be made quite

thin and still remain impervious to flow, thus providing minimal acoustical attenuation

over a broad frequency range. The test plenum is generally used for overall sound

power determination, thus the effect of the plenum on the directivity of the air moving .

device is not very important, especially if reverberant room methods are used for deter-

mining sound power.

In 1985 the Institute of Noise Control Engineering, Technical Committee on,.- %

Computer and Business Equipment, issued a document which described in some detail

the specifications for constructing a standardized test plenum, and measurement proce- .. ,. .

dures governing the use of the plenum for measuring the noise emitted by air moving

devices [301. This document was published in the form of a "Recommended Practice"

(henceforth referred to as INCE RP 1-85), and has since been submitted to an ANSI

working group for conversion to an American National Standard. A European

counterpart to INCE RP 1-85 which specifies a slightly different configuration lor .

attaching the air moving device has also been submitted to the International Organi/a- .

tion for Standardization, ISO, for conversion into an international standard.
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Anew test plenum was constructed during the summer of 1984 following the ".-'

guidelines of INCE RP 1-85. The box frame was constructed of solid 50-mm square

oak members and covered with a thin Mvlar. cover (0.0381 mm nominal thickncss).

A schematic representation of the INCE test plenum is shown in [igure 7. The INCI-

plenum was used throughout the project to provide the subject blower with a desired

aerodynamic load. For all tests on ;he model blower performed in the Acoustics Labo-

ratorv, the blower and plenum were installed in the reverberation room. The static

pressure inside the test plenum was monitored using a digital manometer calibrated to -.

read pressure head in mm of water. 0

3.2.2 Air Performance Determination

The air flow performance was measured with the blower assembly attached to

an air flow test facility located in the IBM Poughkeepsie Thermal Laboratory and "
• €., A

tested in accordance with standardized test procedures 13). In addition to the static -

pressure and flow, the voltage, speed, and input electrical power were recorded. This

information was needed to determine the design point of the blower (i.e., the best effi-

ciency point or BEP). The BEP is defined as the point of maximum static efficiency,

where static efficiency is the ratio of aerodynamic output power to electrical input

power to the motor. Note that this is an approximation to the true air mover effi-

ciency in which the input power is taken at the impeller shaft rather than at the motor.

For all tests, the blower was operated at a constant voltage (208 volts)

throuhout the flow range, which is a typical test procedure (31. Depending on the

torque curve of the motor, this may or may not cause the blower to operate at a con-

stant rotational speed. In the present setup, the one-half horscro%%cr, three-phaise
motor has sufficient power to overcome the additional lift and drag forces .t maxinum

flow. The total variation in operating speed of the blower is from 1 779 r mnn at free ..

delivery (i.e., 0 pascals static pressure) to 1792 r, mm in the stall region for nearly
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~~~~totally blocked flow with a static pressure of 25 mim of water (250 pascals). The acous- ..'..€,,,

~~~tical effect of this small variation can be estimated by assuming a fifth power depend- .".

ence on speed, which says that the difference between operating at constant speed and .

constant voltage in this case is insignificant (0.16 dBM. .e'

3.2.3 Blade Channel Inlet/Outlet Velocity Determinations 10 -r_

% P*

In order to quantify the uniforrmity of mean flow through the blade channels,-.-.-

- p - _

and to identify regions of excessive turbulence intensity near the blade surfaces, hot

film anemomeitry was used to measure the velocity components at the inlet and exit of-".-"

%..- V.°

the blade channels. Anemometry was the method of choice because it is reasonably -""

accurate, relativelo cas to use, and is capable of mnasuring both the steady and fluctu- •

ating components of the velocity field. ''

Single- and dual-element hot film sensors were used to resolve the velocity ",'-.

vector at the leading and trailing edges of the blades into radial, v, , and tangential, v, 0

components.' Generally the radial velocity component is of interest since it is a

Imeasure ofthe volumatric flow rate through the blade channelcomponents are

important for investigations involving the three dimensionality of the flow or for an

estimate of the fluid angles relative to the blade geometry, however, inferences of the .'%""

fuid angles can be made from knowledge of the radial component. thilaneto

The general flow direction at various points in the air moving device inlet was %

obtained using flow visualization techniques see Section 5.1, "Flow Visualization"). . .,

This information coupled with the cosine directi~ity characteristics of a hot film sensor i '-"[

allowed measurements to be made at the leading edges of th e steads a hmagnutu-

Scc Sccto n f, teeloc it y iaLans," for discussion of th vcloctv field and the cnnolou

.. ". '-, ' .single dccmxto dualeleen hcoty fimvesors wr sdt eov h eoiy'
o °.- .- o
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of the radial velocity component using a single-element sensor. For these measure-

ments the sensor was placed close to the leading edge of the blade rov and aligned

with axis of rotation so as to rirniize the sensitivity to the axial velocity component.

At the trailing or outside edges of the blades, it may be assumed that the merid-

ional velocity component (y,, = + v) is completely radial; that is, the axial component

v, is negligible. This is not in general true at the leading edges. With this simplifving

assumption, mean velocity and turbulence measurements were performed at the trailing

edges using a single-element hot film sensor located in a fixed frame of reference (rela- -

tive to the scroll) with the sensing element oriented one of two ways (relative to the

axis of rotation), depending on the desired result: %
• , %% %

Parallel - This orientation provides a measure of the vectorial sum of the radial

and tangential velocity, and is assumed to approximate the total velocity since

the axial component is small.

Perpendicular - This sensor orientation allows deterrmnation of the magnitude

of the radial velocity vector, again assuming a small axial component.

The appropriate sensor orientations in the blower inlet were achieved by modi-

fRing a standard hot film sensor probe support by adding a right angle bend approxi-

matelv 35 rim from the sensor end. This allowed placement of the cross-stream sensor,

which also incorporated a 90' orientation, at the blade leading edce without sienzlcant .

upstream flow disturbance taom the probe support. A photograph shosking the ,cnsur

placed at the leadir edL~e usine the modified prole support is shokn in ligure I.

The Ieadini!- and tr.iling-edoe radial vclocitics 'acre meiasurcd it 5I e ,,IC nwisc

positions spaced 20 mm tpirt, centered on the ecomtnIc Lenter of' the impellr. I\ i e °
.' . %',,.

leading- and flie traihnu-cdce mcasurcments %.crc taken at each ot cicht ir. inif-crCntII 1 1
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locations, equally spaced at 45' intervals around the impeller for a total of 80 spatial .. .$

locations. A diagram of the measurement grid and the sensor orientations used is

shown in Figure 10. Additional measurements of other velocity components and

directions were made at selected locations around the impeller.

In all of the velocity measurements, it was necessary to sample the signal at the Sill l

same time relative to the blade position for each revolution of the impeller. A sche-

matic of the instrumentation setup to accomplish this is shown in Figure 1I. Once per

revolution of the impeller, a short pulse was generated by an infrared sensor attached

to the mounting plate which sensed a white strip of paper affixed to the rotating shaft. J?

The angular location of the paper on the shaft determined the location of the blades .

relative to the sensor at the instant of trigger. A time delay between this trigger signal

and an instrumentation trigger used to initiate the acquisition of data was introduced

through the use of the GenRad pulse delay generators. The functions of the generator

were to provide control over the time delay between blade passage and instrumentation

trigger, and to condition the infrared signal. These pulse delay generators act to

sharpen the trigger since the width and height of the pulse from the infrared sensor

depend to some extent on the shape of the paper on the shaft and the supply voltage

used to drive the infrared emitter/sensor. The duration of the infrared pulse was about •

2 milliseconds with a rise and decay of about 5 volts per ms. At a rotational speed of
1780 r,'min and 26 blades, the blades pass at a rate of 1.3 ms per blade. The duration

of the final trigger pulse should be a small fraction of the blade repetition rate to

ensure stable instrumentation triggering. The pulse delay generator provided such a

pulse from the infrared signal. An optical strobe was triggered by the same pulse used

to initiate data acquisition (i.e., the delayed trigger). In this way, the time waveform_

from the hot film anemometer systcm was accurately synchronized with the passage of N

a blade channel by continuously adjusting the time delay to sisialli agn the senNor

with a specific blade edge. A sampling rate of 102.4 kllt was used which provided .

". .- , o. *- *
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about 132 data samples between blade edges. This is the maximum sampling rate of'

the analyzer being used (IlP5420A). %

With accurate triggering, the mean velocity levels can be estimated usinL the IF

time averaging capability of the analyzer. I lowever, in order to estimate the turbulence

levels at each point in space, statistics must ',e computed based on several sample time e %

records (ensemble averaging). In general, the mean or rms velocity levels for a partic-

ular circumferential location are represented by a specific data bin in the resultant time

record. -

The velocity direction for a given blade position may be determined using either ,-

two different orientations of the single-element hot film sensor, as in Reference 1781. or

through the use of a two-element hot film sensor. In general, a three-element, cross-

wire sensor may be used to deterrmne the direction of the mean velocity vector f the 0

signs of the orthogonal components are known. A two-elcment hot film sensor may be

used with two-dimensional flow, again with knowledge of the two direction signs. lsti-

mates were made of the discharge velocity at the trailing edge by assurmng thar the

radial component was flowing outward away from the axis of rotation and the

tangential component was in the direction of rotation. While these would appear to he

reasonable assumptions, there were locations around the impeller where the flow did

not appear to have any significant radial flow. For these conditions, where the mean -

flow is not nccessanlv associated with flow throuiih the blade channels, the direction

sign of the tangential component was less certain.

Two dual-element sensors were used. The ISI Model 1241 is a strai:ht probe

with the x-sensors oriented for end flow where the Model 1246 probe .ontains a ,)() .

degree bend and is thus suited for cross flow applications. The direction of the mean

velocit, vector was computed from:
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tan- Vb)t= an-' ( (3..4)

( + V4)

NAV," a .' -

where V , V6 are the mean velocities computed from the output of the two sensors, and

the angle is relative to a line bisecting the right angle formed by the two sensors. The

results of the hot film sensor measurements arc presented in Section 5.2, "Blade
J%

Channel Inlet'Outlet Velocities." r ..--

N

3.2.4 Microphone Positioning System

.\s part of the effort to characterize the overall radiation characteristics of the

blower, an invcstization of the distribution of the active acoustic intensity near the

inlet of the blower was performed. The objective of this portion of the research was to

characterize the flow of acoustic energy from the inlet of the air moving device by

mapping the acoustic intensity near the inlet as a function of spatial location and fre-

quenc. "."

',*a . ,

In order to perform the space-domain measurements, a sampling device was %

constructed which allowed automated control of the position of a sensor retainer over -.

an area of I square meter (1.03 m x 1.10 m) with a computed spatial resolution of 25

microns.' The computed resolution is based on the mechanical resolution of the stepper

motors and ball bcanng screw. The actual resolution must take into account mechan-

ical fitng tolerances, friction, backlash, etc. This would most certainly be greater than

25 microns. The positioning system was primarily used to position acoustical sensors,

a --. , -a *.%a-i

mechanical dcsiim and construction of the positionin system. Phe author %kas responsible for

the desim lapout of the s,,tcrn.
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hence the term Microphone Positioning System, or MPS. The MPS ball bcaring lcad

screws were driven bv a commercially available two-axis stepper motor motion control

system interfaced to an IBM PcXT using the IEEE-488 interface protocol. Position

control software was written to sense lirrit switches mounted to the MPS to set an ,,-,-

absolute origin when power is applied, and to perform relative and absolute moves.

The NIPS measurement plane may be oriented horizontally or vertically using ,

detachable supports.

A schematic representation of the instrumentation used for measunng the inten-

sitv distrbution is shown in Figure 12. The instrumentation system of Figure 12 ma..

be used for mapping acoustic cr aerodynarmc quantities, scalar or vector (e.g., sound

pressure, sound intensity, mean flow components, turbulence intensity, etc.). iost r
quantities of interest are functions of frequency as well as space. thus rcquiring the

management of relatively large blocks of data. For example, a 10 - 20 point, two-

dimensional intensity map consumes nearly 1 megabyte of disk space when stored in

numcical format on a computer disk. •

For the measurement of intensity maps each spatial vector was represented h%
4%

two spectra-magnitude and direction Oi the intensity vc-tor over a given lrcqucnLv

ranec Since the analvis system was limted to measuring one intensity component .t

a tirne, two sweeps of the measurement grid were required to obtain a complete map ol

the tw o-dimensional intch, tN field, rcquirng a total of 9 hours for acquisition alone.

I-or such an extended measurement tinc source stationarity becomes important. Pern-

odic hecks were made at reterenc lou.ations in the ,ound ficld to ensure the lone term "-'..

,tabilit ol the ,ource ar,j acoustic environiu-ent Al Interitt imatex \yocre nAdC

, .,... ,-

* I 11c ,toplr m tor ,,tern i, ±',aihla c 1mm nSupenor I 1C n1 , l1ii toi. k I ihe

\l(11)11 lYI'NN . Sbt ion ( iitrol \stcrn and r.piLal konistls ol the molor> ,in'cr ci cc-

.4 i't(ronic&s, anid 1 torripw 11i' ltl1flaLC

:..:-
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using a Bruel and Kjaer Type 3519 Sound Intensity Probe and a Hewlett Packard

11P5420 FFT Analyzer The cross spectral method was used for estimating the sound

intensity vector.

Two basic source configurations were measured using the system described

above:

.I 1. An axial fan (Muffin® XL Model NIX2AI, EG&G Rotron, Woodstock, NY) -

was mounted in one of the reflecting plane floor panels of the herru-anechoic

chamber (see Section 3.3.1, "Acoustical Facilities," for description of the acous-

tical facilities) such that the outlet noise was isolated from the inlet sound field
' . 9"

(i.e., outlet air discharged under the raised floor). ,'

2. The model blower assembly was installed in the hemi-anechoic chamber with

the mounting plate perpendicular to the raised floor and a section of the raised

0
floor, directly under the blower, replaced with acoustically absorptive material.

The blower was oriented such that the inlet was directed away from the

reflecting plane and air was exiting in a plane parallel to the floor.

The three-bladed axial fan was operating at free delivery at a speed of 3100

r mnn thereby generating discrete frequency tones related to the blade passage Fre-

quencv of 155 Hiz. The measurement grid contained 200 points (10 , 20) spaced at

intervals of 50 mm, centered 100 mm above the fan inlet. The intensity probe con- .

sisted of two 12.7-mm diameter microphones separated by a 50-mm spacer. The

increased mnicrophone spacing was used to improve the accuracy of the intensity csti-

matcs at the first lfw harmonics of the blade passage frequency of 155 1 lz measure-

ment handwidth of SWO Ili %as selected thus yielding nominal resolution bandwdth of*

, 125 Ii. 0

., . * . '. . -,
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F.igure 13 is a schematic representation of the blower installation which shows

the orientation and relative size of thc measurement area located just above the blower

mfounting: plate. For this set of data the measurements were made at spatial itr l

of 30) mm. for an overall grid size of 270 mmn x 570 mmn. The cross spectral estimaites%

were made over a frequency bandwidth of 6.4 kHz providing a frequency resolution of'

25 1 lz. A smaller microphone separation distance of 12 m-m was selected to extend the *.. ,

uipper frequency range of the estimates. ."

3.2.5 Quiet Air Source 
d

-N series of experiments were performed using the frequency domaiexrson

de'.chped in Section 2.2. "Frequency Domain Anahlyss," to estimate the dipole source

st-rngth of' the noise g-enerated on a sing-le blade immersed in flow under various condi-

tions. This section contains a brief description of the apparatus designed to produce ae.P

flow field suitable for such an analysis. D~etails and results of the experiments per-

b'rined using this f'low apparatus are described in Section ().2, "Experimental rinsesti-

1:ationls L sing Frequency 1)omain lheory.-

The design goals for the air source were as follows:0

Lo~i oke.The residual acoustic noise level of the air source should be sulfi-

cicntlv- low so as to produce at least a 10 dB increase in radiated noise over a

broad f-requency ranpe when a single blade is inserted. This is a key feCature of

the flow% facilit%, hem-e the term quit air source.

Variable rurhulence. [here IhOuld be regions of \ er% :,w tur-deilc uind

regios .1hich rhulnce. I he turhulcn~e jntcnit% sholdrneI . *

minMimum of' 1 rr 2Lnt to .iai mum lesII IClC 0f '10 rcenC~t r big her A. %ki
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range of turbulence levels was found in the inlet of the model blower, and these

expenments should be performed under similar conditions.

Variable Mean Flow. The mean flow velocity should be variable from 5 m,s to

15 m.'s (typical velocities in the model blower) at a particular point in space.

Minimal Acoustical Disturbance. All points in the flow field must be accessible .. -

and the entire flow apparatus should allow for unobstructed acoustic radiation

from within the flow field.

In order to satisfy the above design goals, a jet flow facility was constructed - -

producing a flow field in which two distinct regions existed: a central core region con-

taining very low turbulence levels and a clearly defined direction of mean flow, and a

mixing region with much higher turbulence levels and large scale eddies characteristic P.

of a transition layer. The key elements to the quiet air source are depicted in the sche-

matic shown in Figure 14. The air supply was provided by the second of two model

blower assemblies constructed for this project. The blower was attached to an acous-

tically lined plenum which served as a settling chamber and transition to a 10 meter S

sectic~n of flexible acoustical duct. The blower, transition plenum, and acoustical duct ..

were installed below the raised floor of the heri-anechoic chamber to minimize the -

background noise level. The duct was attached to a large opening in a floor tile upon •

which was placed a 0.7-meter long section of rectangular, acoustically lined duct

(Qu,et-DLCT?i Silencer Type L manufactured by Industrial Acoustics Company,

Bronx, New York). The final component in the air path was a rectangular converging .J7

section attached to the end of the acoustical duct which provided a small rectangular

orifice for the let exit ired. [hc converging section was 0.5 meter long with an inlet
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area of 390 n x 300 m and an exit area of l lOmm x 23 mm for an area con- ". 2

traction ratio of 46.

The exit air velocity was controlled by varying the speed of the model blower

attached to the transition plenum. The maximum velocity attainable in the core region

was 16 m,'s. The aerodynaric and acoustic characteristics of the quiet air source will

be given in Section 6.2.2, "Quiet Air Source Characterization." A photograph of the

quiet air source installed in the hemi-anechoic chamber is shown in Figure 15.

3.3 General Laboratory Facilities

A brief description of the acoustical facilities and instrumentation used for this

project is given in this section. For the most part commercially available instruments

were used during the research, so signal processing details will not be provided unless a

specialized approach was chosen for a task."'

3.3.1 Acoustical Facilities

All of the experiments for the present study were performed at the IBM Acous-

tics Laboratory in Poughkeepsie, New York with the exception of the air performance

data which required the use of an air flow test facility located in the IBM Poughkeepsie

Thermal Laboratory. The three primai'. acoustical chambers at the Acoustics Labora-

torv are a reverberation room, a convertible, fully-anechoic chamber, and a herin-

anechoic chamber.

All chambers are single-wall construction with either poured concrete or filled -

concrcte block. All floors are poured concrete on-grade construction with no floating

suspension. The absorptive surfaces of both anechoic chambers are normnai "-0-lz

wire-protectcd fiberglass wedges.
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The reflective plane of the hemi-anechoic chamber is a raised-floor construction

typical of that found in a data processing installation with 60-cm square floor panels,

weighing approximately 14 kg each, supported by a structural grid. If required, a two-

speed, lo%% noise air system supplies fresh air into the space under the raised floor of

the hemi-anechoic room. The air is then vented into the chamber through several per-

forated panels and exits the chamber via acoustically lined return air ducts. The perfo-

rated floor panels are interchangeable with solid panels and thus may be arranged to

eliminate their influence on the measurements. Dimensions of the hemi-anechoic field

0(i.e., between wedge tips) are 7.3 x 10.6 x 3.9 m high.

The 230 cubic meter reverberation room is populated with acoustical absorbers

'Sw' arranged to reduce the effects of low modal density at frequencies below the statistical

lower frequency limit of the chamber. The reverberation room has been qualified for . ..

use in measuring noise sources containing discrete frequency tones at or above the 100

Hz one-third octave band (94].

Background noise levels in the chambers are quite low, due in part to the favor- iv

able location of the Laboratory site relative to possible environmental noise sources. .

For most octave bands of interest, the minimum noise levels measured in the chambers V.,

are limited by the instrumentation and not the environmental noise. Background noise

levels in the hemi-anechoic chamber increase by about 3.0 dB on an A-weighted basis

with the air system operating on high speed and about 0.2 dB on low speed, relative to

the air system powered off (which is of the order of 19 dB(A)). O

3.3.2 Instrumentation

,'p Some of the specific instrumentation setups were covered in Section 3.2, "Task-

Specific Test Setups." This section contains a description of transducers and other spe-

cialized instrumentation used.- -S

.5,-.-:.
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Various transducer types were employed, depending on the parameter to be

measured. In general, sound field measurements utilized Bruel and Kjaer 12.7-mm or

6.35-mm diameter condenser microphones; flow field velocity measurements were per-

formed using hot film anemometrv from TSI. Inc.; and blade surface pressures were

measured using either microphones fitted with probe tubes or miniature pressure

sensors manufactured by Kulite Semiconductors.

For measurements made in the hemi-anechoic chamber, both 12.7-mm and ',.J,

6.35-mm diameter, free field response microphones were used; Bruel and Kjaer Type

4165 and Type 4135, respectively. A 12.7-mm diameter pressure response microphone. ,, v

Bruel and Kjaer Type 4166, was used for the reverberation room measurements.

The hot film anemometry system consisted of a three-channel anemometer (TSI

Model 1054A) with integral linearizers, a sum and difference module (TSI Model 1063) ,

for use with two-element sensors, and a variety of single- and two-element hot film

sensors. The linearizers and sensors were calibrated by the manufacturer for mean flow

using an end point calibration over the range of 0-30 me's. The frequency response of

the sensors was checked following procedures specified by the manufacturer. The r '

internal oscillator produces a I kllz square wave in the Wheatstone bridge circuit and

the half-power response of the sensor may be estimated from the time constant T. The •

nominal measured bandwidth was 30 kHz or higher for all sensors used. Control resis-

tors were utilized with the sensors to provide the proper operating resistance. End

point calibration and stability were checked periodically during the experiments.

Blade surface pressure measurements were performed using either a 12.7-mm ,.

condenser microphone fitted with a probe tube (Bruel and Kjaer Type .4165 micro-

phone and UA0040 Probe Kit), or a miniature pressure transducer manufactured by

Kulite Semiconductor Products, Inc., Ridgeficld, New Jersey (Model LQMIC-125-L-T).

The Kulite sensors are similar to those used in edge noise studies reported by Brooks

and Ilodgson 1171. They are pie/oresistive type sensors incorporating a strain gage 0
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4.4-mm wide, and 9.6-mm long. The circular sensing area has an overall diameter of .'

~~~approximately 3 nun. A battery was used for the power source to mninimize noise. For,'-',

~~~an excitation voltage of 6 volts, the overall nominal sensitivity was 0.8 uViPa. Further,-.''

details concerning calibration and frequency response of both the Kulites and the

probe tube microphones are provided in Section 6.2. 1, "Transducer Calibration."

Signal conditioning was often necessary. For this purpose most of the signal . 7--

amplification and filtering was achieved using a two-channel signal conditioner (lthaco ,,,

i. ' Model 454 preamplifier and Model 4112 filter). The filter-amplifier sets were calibrated .,

.0

, , ~and verified to have minimal inter-channel gain and phase mismatch. The band pass ,.

,', ~filters were nominal fourth-order Butterworth. .g

~~~~Signal analysis was performed using a two-channel digital signal analyzer [;.;,

(Hlewlett Packard HP5420 FFT Analyzer), a two-channel sound intensity analyzer '''''
"% %

%. (Bruel and Kjaer Type 3360), or a single-channel, one-third octave band real time ana- , .'

lyzer (GenRad Model 1995). All FFT analysis was performed on the Hewlett Packard , .,

;- ~HP5420 FFT Analyzer. The selection of a randorn signal type implements a ttanning "--

#- ~data window. A 3.2 kHz anah'sis bandwidth was used and signals were averaged over -"

256 or 512 ensembles. The cross spectral density estimates between the blade surface •

4 wpressure and the acoustic field at a distance of 200 m implies a propagation time f

delay of 580 ms. Since this time delay is a small portion of the total time record used
nby the analyzer for the 3.2 kHz bandwidth (T= 80ms), the resulting time delay bias •

error was assumed to be negligible. The Hewlett Packard ITP5420 FFT Analyzer wvas".-..

also used to ensemble average the velocity records acquired using the synchronized .2'''

I triggering system. For these data, a total of 128 enisemble averages was used. "

,,, Some signal analysis was also performed using a digital oscilloscope wilth post- %.¢.

processing capabilities (Nicolt Instruments Model s094 with software packagcs tor '

Swaveform analysis, mathematics, and advanced acquisition). In particular, the stad

..

"4 -'.4
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and fluctuating velocity !evels were obtained by sampling the hot film sensor output at

a rate of IK samples/second (K equals 1024) for 16 seconds, and computing the mean

and rms levels from the stored data using the Nicolet software. The data were also

stored on diskette for further analysis. The low sampling rate of I K samples s was

selected based on the maximum memory size of 16K samples per trace.

Frequently data were transferred to a computer for more extensive processing,

in which case an IBM PCJXT was used to communicate to the attached instruments
NP via the General Purpose Interface Bus (GPIB). The PCIXT was also used as a local,-.-

controller for various instruments, allowing repetitive tasks to be programmed, or, ,

occasionally acted to synchronize the acquiring of data among multiple instruments. 1

In cases where graphical output of the post-processed data was required, or

more extensive processing of the data was required than was feasible for a rather
limited PC microprocessor, the information was transferred from the PC environment

to an IBM mainframe host computer. The host-PC interface was implemented using

Z IBM Personal Computer Graphics Attachment (IBM PCGA) emulation package. .

The PCGA package consists of terminal emulation hardware and software which reside

in the PC and a graphics card which interfaces to the appropriate graphics display (in

this case, a high resolution, monochrome graphics display, Tektronix Model 614). 5

After transferring the data to the host, graphical display was obtained using pri-

marily two graphics packages; either GRAPVIPAK, a VSAPL-based package con-

taming graphics utilities to be used in a user-written APL program, or, GRAFSTAT, -. S

also VSAPL-based but menu-driven. Both graphics packages are also capable of crc-

ating device-independent graphics files which could be used for plotter output or for

direct integration into the IIBM Document Composition Facility. _
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Chapter 4. General Blower Characterization

Included in this section are results of three different types of niasurcrnunt-

made on the model blower in an effort to characterize the overall air performance. :hc

radiated acoustic power, and the distribution of sound intensity near the blower inlet.

Details of the measurement methodology used for each set of experiments are given in

the appropriate subsection of Section 3.2, "Task-Specific Test Setups."

4.1 Air Performance 'p

The overall air performance of the model blower is given in Figure l where

the head-flow relationship is plotted. Since the model blower is a 2x scale model of a

half-width version of the reference blower with the same tip speed Mach number, an

estimate of the relative air performance of the two blowers using the fan laws of

Equation (3.1) and Equation (3.2) indicates that they should provide the same amount

of air moving capacity.

For convenience, a least squares curve fitting process was applied to the empir-

ical head-flow data to produce approximate expressions that were used to estimate the

pressure head P from the flow Q, or vice versa.

%

~.-N

0 
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5 5

P=ZaiQ' Q Q= biP (4.1)
i__0 i__0

where

ao = 2.4545 x 101 b0 = 2.4125x 102

a, = -1.3826 x 10-' b = 3.6601

a2 = 5.5515 x 10 - 4 b2 = -4.1015 - -7

a3 = 9.9431 x 10-6 b3 = 5.8730 x 10-'

a4 = -9.8724x 10-8 b4 -3.2484x 10-2 it

a5 = 2.1029 x I0-10 b5 = 5.8926 x 10- NK"M

and the pressure and flow rate are in mm of water and liters/s, respectively. These

cxT.essions were found to be useful for estimates of the flow when performing tests

with the model blower attached to the INCE test plenum, where only the static pres-

sure was known.

The design point is the operating point associated with the most efficient opera-
tion of an air moving device. The terminology used here for the design point is the "4

best efficiency point or BEP. The BEP for the model blower is indicated in the effi- -

ciency curve given in Figure 17 and in the head-flow curve of Figure 16. Most of the

aerodynarruc measurements were made with the blower operating at the BEP. Specif-

ically, determination of the mean and fluctuating velocity components was done at the

BiEP of the model blower. Sound power determinations discussed in Section

-4.2, "Sound Power," wcrc made over a range of operating points, including the BEP. 0
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4.2 Sound Power

0

The sound power spectral density of the air moving device was obtained using

standardized reverberation room methods [4] The comparison method was used uti- .

lizing a Bruel and Kjaer Reference Sound Source Type 4204 calibrated in one-third

octave bands by the manufacturer. The use of narrow band FFT techniques required

an additional, secondary source calibration which was performed in the IBM

Poughkeepsie Acoustics Lab using the free-field over a reflecting plane methods pre-

scribed in national and international standards [5].

In all cases the blower assembly was attached to the INCE test plenum which

was installed in the reverberation room. Narrow band and one-third octave band

sound power levels are shown in Figure 18 and Figure 19. The data have been

A-weighted to emphasize the mid frequency range dominance of the noise. The narrow

band spectra show no indication of the blade passage frequency tone normally attribut-

able to rotor-stator interactions in the vicinity of the cutoff of the volute. For a rota-

tional rate of 1780 r/min and 26 blades, the frequency of the tone is 770 Hz. The

design objective of minimizing the discrete tone noise due to proximity of the blade and

tongue thus was achieved. The primary frequency region of dominant random noise

from 250 lIz to 2500 Hz is also apparent from the power spectra.

The cfTct of operating point on the radiated noise is clearly demonstrated by

the decrease in noise levels as the BEP is approached. Not only do the overall levels S

change, but so do the spectral distributions, although not very dramatically for this ,

particular air moving device. This was pointed out by Maling 1571 who obtained an

empirically based characteristic spectrum for a family of blowers which was dependent S

on the point of operation; that is, a change in the point of operation was accompanied 9- .

by a spectral redistribution of the acoustic energy. This phenomenon is consistent with

the fact th it the incidence angle of the flow is directly related to the volumetric flow
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rate through the blower (see Section A.3, "Cascade Analysis and Terminology," and

Section 5.3, "Measurements Applied to Cascade Analysis," for further discussion of

the incidence angle effects). ,

4.3 Sound Intensity Distribution

Li an effort to characterize the radiation field in the vicinity of the inlet to an

air moving device a set of experiments was performed to measure the distribution of

active acoustic intensity in a plane centered on the air moving device inlet. Details of

the measurement procedures are given in Section 3.2.4, "Microphone Positioning

System." This section contains the experimental results. Results of the axial fan mcas-

urements were published previously in Reference [971, but the centrifugal blower data

are new.

The axial fan was mounted in the plane of the reflective floor discharging air

under the raised floor. A typical intensity spectrum of the fan operating at free •

delivery is shown in Figure 20. The intensity distribution of the fan was examined at -,.eN,%-..1.

the fundamental blade passage frequency, at several harmonics, and at other frequen-

cies not related to the rotational speed of the fan. For most of the frequency spectrum, 0

radiation of energy from the fan inlet was uniform and propagating away from the fan

with little or no recirculation. This was true even for the second and third harmonics

of the blade passage frequency. However, an acoustic recirculation zone was apparent

for the fundamental blade passage frequency in which the active intensity vectors were

directed toward the fan. This is shown in Figure 21. Recirculation of acoustic energy

is characteristic of multipole source radiation or multiple coherent source interactions.

See Reference [281 for examples of the intensity field of complex sources. Trhe recircu-

lation indicated for this configuration is consistent with the complex acoustic source

distribution established by the partially coherent rotor-stator interactions distributed
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over the periphery of the fan. The interactions could also be the result of nonuniform

blade tip clearance which would cause modulation of the inlet field. Whatever the

cause for the apparent acoustic source interactions, they are manifested in the intensity

field near the inlet of the air moving device.

In order to measure the intensity field of the model blower, it was installed in

the hemi-anechoic chamber in an orientation accessible to the scanning apparatus (see

Figure 13 for blower installation details). The intensity spectrum of the model blower

contained no indication of discrete frequency energy. This is in contrast with the fan

noise which is dominated by narrow band energy related to the rotor-stator inter- 0

actions. As a result a much wider bandwidth was used in which to examine the

acoustic intensity field distribution; 25 Hz for the blower experiments and 3 Hz for the

fan data.

The intensity distribution was measured over an area 570 mm x 270 mm high,

centered over the blower inlet. In order to reduce the effects of wind gusts for points

near the discharge area of the blower a thin sheet of 6.35-mm thick acoustical foam

was stretched loosely over the blower exit area. The 60-cm x 120-cm foam sheet was

secured at both ends and placed so as to deflect the exhaust air from the sampling

region. A thin sheet of plywood was used to support the blower assembly in the

upright position. The plywood support was angled away from the discharge area and

covered with acoustical foam to minimize its effect on the radiated intensity field.

The 200-point intensity distribution for the frequency band centered on 675 liz

is shown in Figure 22. Comparison of this with the fan data indicates that the source

interactions present in the fan are not manifested in the radiated intensity field of the

centrifugal blower. This is not surprising since, for the fan, at the frequencies not asso-

ciated with the rotation of the blades the intensity distribution was quite uniform .%

showing no signs of complex radiation patterns or recirculating acoustical energy. In

order for source interactions to occur the source distribution must be at least partially
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self-coherent. That is, there must be a statistically dependent feature of the multiple

sources involved with the noise generation process. For rotating, randomr aerodynamic

sources, where many statistically independent source regions comprise the total source,

interactions between regions are not expected to occur.

In summary, it was found that the detailed structure of the centrifugal blower

source mechanisms is not manifested in the active intensity radiation patterns, even

within a fraction of a wavelength of the blower inlet. Some features of the radiation

field of complex multipole source configurations were found in the intensity fields of an

axial air moving device, indicating the feasibility of local source interactions. These * 0

phenomena were associated with rotor-stator source mechanisms and were less promi-

nent at the higher order harmonics of the blade passage frequency and nonexistent for

frequencies not related to the rotational speed of the blade set.

N
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Chapter 5. Aerodynamic Measurements in Model Blower

A key component to understanding the aerodynamic noise generation mech-

anisms ;n an air moving device is a knowledge of the mean flow field in the vicinity of

the air moving device rotor. This information is crucial for making estimates of the

distribution of noise sources since aerodynamic noise generated by an airfoil immersed

in flow is largely determined by various parameters of the steady and fluctuating flow l

field. Measurements were made of the mean and turbulent velocities near the leading .-

and trailing edges of the impeller blade while the model blower was operating at the

design point. Results of these measurements are presented in this chapter. Informa- •

tion regarding the mean flow conditions is then used to make estimates of the incidence ..

angle, an important parameter for the analysis or design of an air moving device.

These data are preceded by a general discussion of the flow field based on flow visual-

ization experiments. ,

5.1 Flow Visualization

The importance of flow visualization cannot be overemphasized. A qualitative

knowledge of the flow field can be used to formulate alternative approaches to the kX

overall air moving device design, and is indispensable as a first step to a more detailed

investigation of the flow field using anemometry or laser doppler velocimetry tech- AN

niques. There are man) different ways to visualize the steady flow." Most direct-

injection methods use either neutral helium bubbles or smoke as the visualizing agent. -.

10 See C(hapter 7 of Reference 1341 for a good review of the subject.
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For the present study, the smoke-wire method was chosen because of its simplicity and

because of the improved spatial resolution afforded by the fine smoke streams over the

smoke-tube method. Another method of flow visualization, minituft probe, was used .

at various stages of the project as a means for crudely determining the general align-

ment of the flow in a particular location inside the blower or in other air streams. This

method was used only where smoke streams were not feasible.

Fine smoke streams are generated when a thin resistive wire coated with an oil

film is heated. The heated oil forms discrete droplets due to the surface tension of the

fluid which vaporize to produce smoke streams. If immersed in a low-turbulence flow -

field, the streams are entrained by the flow and remain coherent for several centimeters, %-%

following the streamlines of the flow. The effectiveness of the smoke-stream method

depends on the flow being laminar. This means the wire itself must be quite small to -

keep from producing a disturbing wake. A maximum Reynolds number of 20 based on _

the wire diameter has been suggested 134], but, for an average flow velocity of 10 m/s, -,.

that would require the use of a wire only 31 microns in diameter! This was not feasible

as the wire must withstand a considerable amount of heat in order to vaporize the

fluid."

After trying several wires, the best compromise between durability and size was S

achieved using a 0.38-mm diameter steel wire. The Reynolds number was reduced by

moving the wire back from the inlet of the blower thereby reducing the local velocity.

The duration of the vaporization, smoke density, and required current through the wire

are aU interrelated. By reducing the cooling effect on the wire via a smaller local

velocity, a lower current could be used thereby increasing the lifetime of the wire and

at the same time increasing the duration and density of the smoke streams. Common

The inlet vclocity of 10 mis was taken from Table 2 in which the velocity was calculated for

the BEP volumetric flow rate through the inlet orifice.
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mineral oil was found to produce streams which lasted longer and were more dense

than the model-train smoke frequently used for this purpose. This was probably due to

the high natural viscosity of the mineral oil which allowed a thicker coat of oil to

adhere to the wire.

Smoke streams were used to visualize the inlet flow field of the model blower.

The orientation of the wire relative to the blower inlet is shown in Figure 23 on

page 112. The blower assembly was attached to the INCE test plenum to maintain

the proper operating point. All flow visualization experiments were performed with the

blower operating at the BEP. The oiled wire was stretched horizontally across the inlet .

area of the blower and located approximately 10 cm upstream of the inlet orifice. The -

horizontal wire orientation prevented the oil droplets from creeping along the wire

during vaporization, which was a problem when oriented vertically. Wetting a sulfi-

cient portion of the wire allowed the flow across the entire width of the inlet to be - -.,

visualized with each run. Appropriate selection of the height of the wire allowed

various inlet regions to be visualized. .

Documenting the visualization experiments was challenging. The lighting con-

ditions were poor in general, especially when attempting to photograph rcfl,!ctive sur-,, %

faces such as an aluminum impeller. To complicate the situation the smoke streams

only last for 1-3 seconds for each run. Many have devised timing circuits to automat-
.% %

ically trigger photographic equipment at the precise moment of optimal smoke density. .,,,

One such circuit is described in Reference [34). After unsuccessful attempts at real time .

photography, it was decided to capture the events using video equipment and photo-

graph the video display during playback at a later time. This approach produced good

results, and has the added value of repeated views of the flow phenomena.

The wire was positioned at several heights, covering the entire inlet field. A

photograph of a typical flow pattern is shown in Figure 24 on page 113. Since it was ,4 .

particularly difficult to obtain clear photographs from the marginal-quality video •
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recordings, the following discussion on the observed phenomena and trencs is based on

repeated viewings of the flow using video playback.

Efficient Method. The smoke-stream technique was a very effective method for

obtaining useful information with a relatively small investment in time or equip-

ment. While high-quality documentation is difficult, reasonable results were

obtained using consumer-grade, monochrome video equipment.

Sensor Orientation. The use of single- or multi-element hot film sensors in flow

requires a priori knowledge of the general direction of the mean velocity vectors. '..'

The flow visualization studies showed that the flow in the inlet of the blower %

was characterized by a strong axial component near the inlet which was con-

verted to radial through-flow from the midspan region to the hub. This infor-

mation allowed the use of a single-element hot film sensor oriented parallel with

the axis of rotation, and placed near the blade leading edge for determining the

radial component of the mean velocity. This particular orientation took advan-

tage of the cosine directivity characteristic of the hot film sensors to minimize

the effect of the axial component. .

Velocity at Leading Edges. The photographs indicate that, at the inlet to the ,

blade channels, the tangential component of the mean velocity is almost negli- 0

gible. That is, there is very little swirl in the inlet flow field.

Flow Nonuniformities. Both spanwise and circumferential inlet flow nonuni- S

formitics were observed. In the spanwisc direction, over most of the circumlfr-

cncc, the region near the inlet was dominated by purely axial flow with little

evidence of air being ingcstcd into the blade channels. In the circumcrcntial 0

-,.Ilk
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direction there was a deficit in the ingested flow in the region near the cutoff

and downstream of the cutoff. Both of these trends were confirmed by the hot

film sensor data.

Large-Scale Turbulence. As the smoke streams neared the inlet to the blade

channels they became unstable and began to deviate in a random fashion from

the projected path - dancing streams. This phenomenon is believed to be due

to large-scale, high-level turbulence in the inlet region. It was not due to

ingested eddies from the external environment, otherwise stream dancing would

have occurred upstream of the blade channels closer to the bellmouth inlet.

Further discussion of the overall flow distribution in the blower impeller is provided in

the next section.

5.2 Blade Channel Inlet/Outlet Velocities

The flow field of centrifugal devices has been studied by many researchers

12, 26, 27, 35, 36, 42, 43, 61, 78, 79, 83]. While some studies concentrated on high-

speed compressors and others on low-speed centrifugal blowers, all results indicate a

common trait among device flows patterns; the detailed flow structure is very complex

and usually exhibits considerable secondary flow mixing. A complete understanding of 0

the details of the internal flow patterns has eluded investigators. The objective of this

phase of the research is to obtain a general understanding of the overall flow distrib-

ution inside the model blower using a conventional anemometry system and straight- 

forward measurement procedures. The intent is to be able to confirm fundamental

flow characteristics typically found in similar air moving devices, and to use this infor- .

mation to better understand the distribution of, and mechanisms responsible for, aero-
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dynamic noise sources. An underlying premise in this approach is that for a given

volumetric flow rate and static pressure, the minimum noise level is achieved with a

uniform distribution of the flow through the impeller, all other things being equal.

Quantification of the mean and turbulent flow was achieved via measurement of

the flow velocities at the leading and trailing edges of the impeller blade channels.

Details of the measurement procedures can be found in Section 3.2.3, "Blade Channel

Inlet/Outlet Velocity Determinations," and will not be reiterated here. In general, the

mean and rms radial velocity levels were measured at the inlet and outlet to the blade

channels at several locations in the model blower. The measurement sampling grid is A. 0

shown in Figure 10. A particular measurement location is identified using an alphanu-

meric code. For example, LI3E denotes the leading edge, circumferential position 3, .A

and spanwise location E. •

5.2.1 Mean Flow Distribution

The basic steady flow structure through the blade channels is exhibited in

Figure 25 on page 114. Proper orientation of the hot film sensor enables discrimi-

nation against axial flow at the leading edge and tangential flow at the trailing edge,

thus providing an approximate measure of the radial velocity component at both

locations." At the leading edge (L/IC) the flow deficit is due to the passage of the .d,

blade edge and the associated boundary layer. The upstream effects of the complex

"N

On the inlet, the sensor directivity allows measurement of the radial velocity by orienting the

sensor parallel with the axis of rotation (assuming a small tangential component). At the cxit %_,R .0
of the blade channels, alignment of the sensor perpendicular to the axis of rotation produces an %

output proportional to the vector sum of the axial and radial components. Ilere, the axial

component is known to be negligible.
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channel flow are evidenced by the periodicity in the velocity profile as the flow enters

the blade channel. The channel profile is slightly skewed toward the suction side of the

blade channel on the inlet.' At the trailing edge the wake structure of the bl. e

channel is more pronounced with a clearly defined region of high through-flow near the Z-

center of the blade channel associated with lower flow velocities near the blade sur-

faces. This general wake structure is typical of flow in centrifugal blowers. For the

data presented in Figure 25, a slight skew of the radial velocity profile exists in the

inlet profile and is further developed at the exit. The skew in this case is toward the

suction side of the blade channel. This is consistent with data presented in 127], but

inconsistent with profiles measured by Raj 1781. %

Relative levels of the total velocity ; and the radial velocity vr are given in

Figure 26 where the trailing edge velocity components (location T, IC) were resolved

using two sensor orientations. The increased level of v over v, implies a strong

tangential velocity component. This is to be expected at the blade channel exit as a W.

result of the transfer of energy from the impeller to the fluid, and the effects of the 'V

forward-curved blade shape.

Mean flow nonuniformities were found in both the circumferential and spanwise

directions. Those results arc presented followed by a discussion of the distribution of

turbulent energy based on the measurement of turbulence intensity levels.

In the circumferential domain there was a general tendency for the flow to

migrate toward the portion of the scroll opposite the cutoff region (i.e., toward regions

6, 7, 8, and I), This trend is depicted in Figure 27 on page 115 for the leading edge

and in Figure 2S for the trailing edge. For both the blade channel inlet and outlet, the

data shown was taken at the position nearest the hub (position E). The vclocity pro-

F [or a 6ven blade in a movine blade row, the pressure side passes a stationary sensor before the

suction side of the same blade•. ""''

%
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files measured in the circumferential regions near the cutoff (position 3) and down-

stream of the cutoff (positions 4,5) did not fluctuate with the passage of the blade ?1

channel and therefore are not indicative of the jet-wake pattern characteristic of flow

through a blade channel. This trend of low through-flow downstream of the cutoff was U 01

observed at all spanwise positions between midspan and the hub. The aperiodic traces A

indicate a strong tangential velocity, but the direction of flow cannot be determined

with the present measurement procedure.

The second region exhibiting reduced through-flow was found to be over the

entire circumference, but just in the spanwise region near the inlet shroud (i.e., posi-

tions A and B in Figure 10 on page 79) The effects of the starved inlet area were not 'N .

as prevalent at the leading edges as at the trailing edge, but nevertheless did exist in

both areas. The measured radial velocity profiles for position 6 (2250 clockwise from

the top of the scroll) are shown in Figures 29 and 30 on page 116 for the leading and -

trailing edges, respectively. The jet-wake pattern characterizing dominant blade

passage through flow is significantly enhanced for the regions near the hub (positions

C, D, and E). Through-flow in the leading-edge inlet shroud area (positions A and B)il a~~. ., ' v,d
however is lower at position A and marginally lower at position B than at the inner

hub positions C, D, and E (see Figure 29), and for the trailing edge the effect is even -

more pronounced (viz., positions A and B in Figure 30).

The mean flow patterns are best summarized by averaging the radial velocity

data across the blade channel and examining the circumferential variation at both the

leading and trailing edges. The data presented in Figure 31 are for the leading edge

variations, and the trailing edge data are shown in Figure 32. Caution should be exer-

cised in averaging data of this type since the effects of a strong tangential component

at the leading edge and a strong axial component at the trailing edge are inherent in

the sensor response. The resulting average may not display the same trends which

were obtained from inspection based on periodicity information. In this case the a er-

',. -. - V-o
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aged data do exemplify the flow patterns just discussed. In particular, at the leading

edge (see Figure 31 on page 117) a wide variation in the average velocity across the

span occurs near the cutoff which indicates a nonuniform flow profile across the blade Z

span. At other circumferential locations, the reduced flow near the inlet shroud is

depicted by the lower average velocity at position A. At the trailing edge (see

Figure 32) the through-flow deficit at and downstream of the cutoff is quite pro-

nounced. In addition the reduced flow region near the inlet shroud is evidenced by

lower average flow velocities at positions A and B. The final simplifying step was to

average over one more dimension producing traces in Figure 33 and Figure 34. The - 0

general trends previously discussed are clearly shown in these two figures.

This completes the mean flow distribution pattern identification. A brief dis-

cussion of measured turbulence levels will be presented next, followed by use of the •
.

mean flow data to estimate incidence angles in Section 5.3, "Measurements Applied to
%

-.. ,-*.

Cascade Analysis." %

5.2.2 Turbulence Intensity Levels %

The turbulence intensity (TI) levels were measured in the leading and trailing

edge areas at 8 circumferential locations. (positions 1-8 as defined in Figure 10 on

page 79), all at the midspan position C. The same sensor orientations were used for

TI determinations as for radial mean velocity measurements; that is, parallel to the axis "

of rotation at the leading edge and perpendicular to the axis of rotation for the trailing 

edge. Care was taken to ensure that the triggering circuit was stable, and this was %

verified by visualizing the frozen blade row during the measurements. Variability in the

trigger location could produce excessively high TI levels due to the spatial variation in

the mean flow patterns (i.e., let-wake profile). It was also important to avoid any dis-

turbances in the inlet flow field during these measurements which might result from

inlet obstructions such as the measurement apparatus or other support hardware.
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The turbulence levels were generally quite high, considering that upstream of

the inlet TI levels of approximately 1-5% were found. Figure 35 on page 119 shows a

typical turbulence velocity profile taken at the midspan position, trailing edge, %

circumferential location I (top of scroll), superimposed with the corresponding mean r"%

velocity (SS and PS in the figure correspond to suction and pressure side locations, 0*

respectively). This particular trace was not normalized to the local velocity to yield

turbulence intensity in percent because of the periodic nature of both the mean and

rms velocities. There is useful information in the time history of the velocities (viz., the

relationship between periodicity and through-flow) that would be lost or distorted if .

normalized. Two features of the turbulent flow are demonstrated in Figure 35 that
-.% ,

were found at most of the other locations around the impeller: ,

The turbulence profiles were periodic at both the leading and trailing edges of

the blades. The rms velocity levels depended not only on the spatial location

around the Impeller (i.e., circumferential, spanwise, and chordwise), but on the V

specific location relative to the blade channel.

The spatially periodic turbulence levels were consistently higher near the suction

surface of the blades with reduced turbulence near the pressure surface,

although at some trailing edge locations the region of increased turbulence .

nearly filled the entire blade channel. This is consistent with separated flow or

shed vortices from the suction surface of the blade, and a steady, turbulent

boundary layer on the pressure side. %

The overall trends in turbulence are demonstrated in Figure 36 which is a plot

of the turbulence lcvel averaged across three blade channels for measurements taken at

the midspan position C. 1Thesc data have been normalized to the local velocity to
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produce turbulence intensity in percent of the mean radial velocity. Normalization VA

does not cause any distortion in this case since the spatial fluctuations have been aver-

aged out. The two primary features of the turbulent field are:

" At the leading edge, excessively high turbulence intensity is present at the scroll

cutoff and downstream of the cutoff region. Turbulence intensity in these areas k.J.

is markedly higher than over the rest of the scroll circumference, and even

exceeds levels at the trailing edge. This phenomenon is characteristic of the

turbulent, low through-flow aerodynamic field which exists in this region as dis-

cussed in the previous section. ,

" In regions other than at the cutoff, the turbulence intensity levels are signif-

icantly higher at the blade passage outlet than at the inlet. This phenomenon is -%

typical of blade channel flow and is consistent with results presented by other

researchers [781.

It is also interesting to note that the turbulence levels are in fact quite low over most

of the blade channel inlet area, thus indicating relatively smooth inlet conditions; that % %

is, minimal effects from inlet protuberances. %

5.3 Measurements Applied to Cascade Analysis S

A general cascade analysis approach is presented in Section A.3, "Cascade

Analysis and Terminology." This section will build on the model established in that ,

section and employ data from Section 5.2, "Blade Channel fnlet:Outlet Velocities," on

the mean flow velocities to estimate the incidence angle of the flow relative to the

tangent leading edge camber line of the blade. ]
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Knowledge of the rotational speed of the impeller, the blade geometry, and the

mean flow velocity relative to a fixed reference frame allows calculation of the inci-

dence angle. 4 A typical inlet velocity profile was shown in Figure 25 which indicated a

mean radial velocity range if 5-10 m's with the low end of the range corresponding to

the flow at the blade surface. It has generally been assumed in this investigation, and

verified through-flow visualization, that the tangential flow at the blade channel inlet is

negligible; thus the measured velocity vectors have been referred to as radial compo- ,

nents.

For a rotational speed N of 1780 r/rin and impeller blade leading edge radius r

of 64 mm, the tangential blade speed U is

U= r (2,r x N/60) x r 12 mis (5.1)

41

4 .. ? .".

A cascade is defined as the intersection of the blade row with a stream surface.

Assuming a negligible axial component, the intersection of the stream surface with the 4- 4?.-

blade row produces a simplified two-dimensional cascade flow model. This assumption

is valid at the trailing edge across the entire blade span, and at the leading edge for the

inner blade span near the hub. There remains some question about the axial flow at

the leading edge near the inlet shroud, but there is such low through-flow in this region

that the applicability of this simplified cascade analysis is a moot point. From the

velocity diagram shown in Figure 79 on page 196 the inlet fluid angle is the angle

formed by the flow velocity and the normal to the line connecting the blade tips (i.e., .,-% 4

the pitch line). The inlet blade angle is determined by the geometry of the impeller and -

1]he incidence angle, as defined in Section A.3. "Cascade Analysis and Ierrninology," is the

ane between fluid flow and the blade camber line at the inlet to the blade.
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is defined as the angle between the normal to the pitch line and the tangent to the

camber line at the leading edge of the blade. Thus, the incidence angle, I, is the differ-

ence between the inlet blade angle y't and the inlet fluid angle 1 . For the design point

of the model blower, the radial velocity at the leading edge in the midspan region is of

the order of 5 m!s. Thus, the inlet fluid angle is approximated by e,

12.

Yi tan~l U - 67 °  (5.2)"

J4v
Therefore, since the blade angle is 15', the incidence angle is 52*. The incidence angle

is schcmatically depicted in Figure 37. This simplified analysis has assumed a negli-

gible tangential velocity component. If in fact, the measured velocity component (5

m/s) contains a tangential component such that the inlet swirl is in the direction of

rotation, then the incidence angle of 520 would decrease by an amount equal to the

angle between the radial unit vector and the direction of the actual vector sum of the

radial and tangential velocities.

As discussed in Section A.3, "Cascade Analysis and Terminology," the ici-

dence angle is an important factor in the design of an air moving device and provides

some measure of the flow geometry over the individual blade. It is sufficient to say .,..

that for this particular impeller configuration, the incidence angle deviates significantly

from an ideal of grazing incidence. Excessive incidence angles can lead to flow sepa-

ration over a large portion of the suction surface. Separated flow over the blade sur-
%

faces has the compound eflect of directly generating excessive noise due to the localSZ
turbulence, and, decreasing the air moving device efficiency (which has an indirect

effect on the noise level by requiring a larger air moving device for a given pumping

requirement). The experimentally determined information that i> 0 will be used to
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develop a fluid flow model using numerical techniques. This topic is covered in Section

6.1, "Results of FLUENT Model of Single Blade."

5.4 Conclusions

Measurements have been presented on the mean and turbulent flow field dis-

tribution in the model blower operating at the design point. This information has been

coupled with the flow visualization experiments to reach the following conclusions:

I. The mean flow in the model blower is nonuniform in both the circumferential

and spanwise directions. There is evidence of a flow deficit over the entire cir-

cumference for the spanwise region near the inlet shroud covering the outer

20-40% of the blade span. There is also a region just downstream of the scroll. ,.-

cutoff in which the flow through the blade passages is deficient.

2. The turbulent field exhibited high turbulence intensity levels over most of the
I. 1" P..

circumference at the trailing edges, and near the cutoff region at the leading K.'..- ."

edges. This pattern is consistent with item 1, above.

3. The turbulence levels measured at the leading edges increase significantly in the

low through-flow region just downstream of the cutoff. This is due to the S

random nature of the flow field in that region possibly due to insufficient scroll-

to-blade-tip clearance.

4. Measurement of the mean flow velocity at the inlet to the impeller enabled esti-

mates of the incidence angle. These estimates indicate an excessively large inci-

dence angle which could cause an enlarged separation region over the suction •

del
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surface of the blade. This behavior is consistent with the circumferential dis-

tribution of turbulence within a single blade passage at the blade channel exit

which shows increased turbulence near the suction surface side of the blade

channel exit.

The above conclusions are in general agreement with previously published data 1781,

with a more extensive treatment of the blade channel inlet region presented here.

0

%

-% %

, ." ..4 -,4

"
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Chapter 6. Single Blade Investigations

Several experiments were performed using a single blade from the model blower

impeller immersed in a controlled flow field. In addition, the two-dimensional, steady IKL

flow over a single blade was modelled using a numerical fluid flow modelling program.

This chapter contains the results of those efforts.

In a general sense, the broad band, random noise generated in a low Mach

number centrifugal blower is due to turbulent interactions with the rotating blade row

.,. Al.and with the stationary housing. Aerodynamic source identification within the air
P,.% %

moving device requires knowledge of the flow field causing the turbulence, and an _^'N5
0

understanding of the relationship between the flow field and the resultant noise gener-

ation for that particular geometry and flow condition. The results of experiments -.

aimed at understanding the details of the flow distribution in and around the blade row --.

were presented in Chapter 5, "Aerodynamic Measurements in Model Blower." Investi-
N.

gations similar to these have appeared in the literature in the past.

The next logical step would involve direct measurements of the blade forces and

correlations of these with the radiated noise. Several investigators have been successful ,

at measuring the blade surface Pressures in an operating impeller; however, attempts at .. :..

determining the strength of the correlations between local blade aerodynamic forces

and the generated acoustic noise, if any, have not been successful, or at least have not ,

appeared in the literature. This is not at all surprising considering the complexity of

the problem. Assume, for the sake of discussion, that the noise is due entirely to the .. ,..

fluctuating normal forces on the blade surfaces. if the overall source region on each

blade surface is taken to be comprised of a collection of sub-regions, each with time

histories that are statistically independent from any other sub-region, then the col-

ection of independent sources distributed over the entire rotating blade row may be •
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treated as a multiple input/output problem. Even if the turbulence-induced blade

surface pressures are well correlated over each entire blade (which is an unlikely

assumption) but independent from blade to blade, spectral analysis methods would -

involve measurements between signals with a noise-to-signal ratio of approximately 14

dB (for a 26-bladed impeller). This, coupled with the added difficulties of performing 1r

measurements in a rotating frame of reference, force the conclusion that it is an impos-

sible proposition, given current experimental technologies and signal processing tech-

niques. !

0The approach taken for the research reported in this thesis was to isolate a I.. ,

single blade in a controlled flow field under favorable acoustical conditions (i.e., non-

rotating frame, and no nearby reflecting surfaces) and use the information obtained

under those conditions to infer similar behavior in an operational blower. The disad- , .

vantages of using the single blade as a model of a blade in an operating, rotating -',..

impeller are: a', .. ' ,

* The primary energy transfer mechanisms in the impeller (centrifugal forces on -a.

the fluid) are not present in the model. --

" Isolating a single blade in the flow field neglects the possibility of inter-blade r

interactions.

* An important field parameter in the rotating impeller is the local hydrodynamic

pressure gradient over the blade surface. This is impossible to control in the

free jet flow used for the single blade investigations.

Despite these shortcomings, the single blade analysis establishes a solid foundation for ,

the understanding of the active noise source mechanisms. In addition, using the know- -,"--

ledge gained as a result of the aerodynamic measurements made on the operating

blower (see Chapter 5, "Aerodynamic Measurcments in Model Blower"), the flow field

" NG *
SF',.'.
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over the single blade immersed in a jet flow can be made to approximate realistic con-

ditions by proper placement of the blade in the spatially varying field. Blade-to-blade %,r.-"a. .

interactions can be accounted for to some extent by the use of a cascade imbedded in S

the controlled flow. While this was not done for this project, cascade analysis repres- .

ents a natural extension of the current work. Also, the analytical approach presented

in Chapter 2, "Theory of Aerodynamic Noise Generation," was used for the first time 0

in the single blade studies and will continue to be developed for future investigations of

more complex geometries.

6.1 Results of FLUENT Model of Single Blade
N.:

As a first step in the investigation of the flow field near a single blade immersed

turbulent flow, a numerical model of the mean flow was developed using a commercial,

computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computer program, FLUENTf., available from

Creare, Inc.. FLUENT is a finite-volume, elliptic solver which offers turbulent as well

as laminar fluid flow models. The main advantage to the use of elliptic solution

methods is that the flow field solution can take into account downstream effects. .\

parabolic solver, on the other hand, progressively solves the field from inlet to outlet, -

with downstream effects having little hearing on the overall solution.

Two turbulent models models are available with FLUENT; the two-equation,

k-E model and an algebraic stress model. The k-. model is the simpler of the two and is

based on a Boussinesq hypothesis for the turbulent viscosity as a model for the

Reynolds stress terms [-91. The transport equations for turbulent kinetic energy, k, and

dissipation rate. c, are modeled, and the effective turbulent 'iscosity, ju, is given by,

- , -.5-0

(6.1)'f
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where C,, = 0.09 is a proportionality constant. The Reynolds stresses are related to the %'%

turbulent viscosity by 174], ,, "

-u-j=- kj+ -7- +8U (6.2)
3P OXj OX1

The primary shortcoming of the k-c model is the inherent assumption that the eddy

viscosity is scalar; hence the Reynolds stress terms modelled by Equation (6.2) are

insensitive to direction - the turbulence is locally isotropic. This assumption is partic-
=, % %

ularly poor for anisotropic flow fields such as those with a high degree of swirl. For J.

the present problem, flow over a curved surface, only gross effects of flow separation
0

around the blade surface were required. Hence the simpler, less numerically intensive, ,'

k-E model was used. When flow past a circular cylinder was used as a test case, the
.', , .. .. '

overall flow structure was not significantly affected by the choice of the turbulence

model.

FLUENT (Version 2.8) solves the steady partial differential equations for fluid

flow (mass, momentum, and energy) using an iterative process which starts from arbi-

trary initial conditions and converges to a solution of the discretized equations of -

motion. Since time dependence is neglected in the version used for this work, it is

important to make a proper interpretation of the steady solutions produced by

FLUENT, at the Reynolds numbers of interest, to a quasi-steady problem such as the

flow past a cylinder or over an airfoil. Since the time that these models were devel-

oped, Creare, Inc. has released a version of FLUENT which incorporates time depend-

ence into the solution (Version 2.9) by implementing a fully implicit time integration

scheme 122, 731. -.-"%

FLUENT (Version 2.8) uses a time-marching iterative approach in which the

momentum equations are solved based on a "guessed" pressure. A pressure-correction

"- ,, "%
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equation (incorporating continuity) is then solved to obtain the pressure field cor-

rections and, in turn, to adjust the velocity components and to solve for other ficld

parameters. The entire process is then repeated for the next iteration, with the cffects ,

of the previous iteration factored into the solution using an underretaxation factor (a

default value of 0.2 is provided by FLUENT). For an unsteady problem, the iteration

process indirectly corresponds to the time evolution of the flow field simply because
.,.*,"4m V,=

omission of the time dependence is manifested in the residual errors or correction terms

for each iteration. The relationship between a single iteration and the actual time

increment is an indirect one because the solution to the flow field is controlled by the 0

underrelaxation factor, which is independent of the flow field. Depending on the

relationship between the underrelaxation factor and the unsteadiness of the physical

problem, the residual errors for the problem may become quite small, and hence the

problem would appear to have converged to a steady solution. While the convergence

is artificial in a sense, the solution can be thought of as an approximation to the flow

field at some fixed time during the evolution.

The flow over a sing-le blade was considered as a two-dimensional problem for

reasons discussed in the section on cascade analysis. A polar cylindrical coordinate I.-,-
. 4. .%%,

system was selected since a constant radius of curvature blade profile was to be mod-

cled. The circular domain was configured in such a way as to approximately simulate

flow through a constant cross-section two-dimensional duct by defining various outer 0 .

cells around the periphery as boundary cells. The duct walls were kept far enough ,
I

from the modelled blade so as not to influence the local flow field around the blade.

The inlet velocity boundarv conditions at one end of the duct had to be specified in

radial and tangential velocity components due to the coordinate system. Each inlet cell -

velocity was individually spccified to produce an inlct velocity field containing vectors

in a direction parallel with the walls of the duct. .\ nonuniform problem grid was

defined in order to concentrate most of the solution cells near the pressure and suction
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surfaces of the blade. As a result, the grid structure was quite coarse near the outer

boundary of the domain.

In order to test the ability of FLUENT to make a reasonable prediction of the

separation point over a curved surface, a test case was used which consisted of a cvl-

inder immersed in a turbulent flow field. The curvature of the cylinder was chosen to ,

match that of the impeller blade to simplify the definition of the problem. That is, the

blade was merely a section from the thin-walled cylinder. An inlet turbulence intensity

level of 10 percent was chosen for the problem to simulate typical conditions found in "

the inlet of a centrifugal impeller. An inlet velocity of 10 m's and cylinder diameter of

20 mm was specified; the Revnolds number was 1.4 x 101. The solution to this problem,

which consisted of approximately 10,000 cells, required about 85 minutes of processor %

time on an IBM Model 3081 computer system (mainframe) before reasonable conver- -

- J-..rgence was achieved. This illustrates the complexity of CFD algorithms, and the order

of magnitude of processing capability required to solve a relatively simple problem

(simple in the sense of requiring only a steady solution and using the less computa-

tionally intensive k-r turbulence model). More extensive solutions, such as those

requiring time dependence, would benefit from the capabilities of computers with spe-

cialized vector processing capabilities, such as an IBM Model 3090 Vector Facility. •
r ,.

The resulting velocity field is graphically depicted in Figure 38 on page 128.

The separation point for a cylinder immersed in flow using exact solutions of the ,

steady-state boundary layer equations is 108.80 from the stagnation point (see Chapter

9 of Schlichting [821 regarding the solutions of Blasius). The results shown in'

Figure 38 reasonably predict that behavior. %

By redefining a section of the cylinder wall to be part of the active flow field,

the desired blade shape was obtained. Results of the flow simulation over the blade

oriented at an angle of 0* relative to the incident flow velocity arc shown in Figure 39

"p. on page 129. The steady flow field predicted by FLUENT is shown to separate from
''p- •.,
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the suction side of the impeller blade section at a chordwise point very close to the .. \

leading edge of the blade! The separation bubble encompassed most of the blade

surface. An additional counter-rotating eddy was formed at the trailing edge due to the .

incident pressure-side flow mixing with the recirculating leading-edge eddy. Such a

flow field is not characteristic of an effective airfoil design. This was the primary result ,_-,_

of the flow simulation. A second blade orientation was used to examine the effects of

the incidence angle on the simulated flow field. Rotating the blade by 300 allowed the .. ...

incidence angle to be affected. Figure 40 on page 130 shows the predicted steady flow

field for a 300 incidence angle with enhanced eddy formation over the suction surface

of the blade. It is clear from these simulations that, for velocities typical of those .

found in the model centrifugal blower, the flow over a section of the impeller blade is

not well behaved. A high incidence angle was found to correspond to the formation of

two counterrotating eddies in the wake. This structure is characteristic of flow past a ,

blunt body and the formation of a periodic vortex street. When considering a rotating

blade row rather than an isolated airfoil, an increased incidence angle would tend to

exaggerate blade-to-blade interactions through adjacent blade-wake interference. It - .
" -

would be interesting to model these effects, but the current implementation of

FLUENT is not suitable to a full cascade simulation.

It should be noted that since the flow solutions presented in this section were .--..

obtained by a steady solver, the results must be interpreted by considering the limita-

tions imposed by the solution algorithm. Specifically, it is probable that the eddy '--

structure observed near the airfoil in the above figures is indicative of the unsteady '-''.'• . .-.. °.:

formation and shedding of discrete vortices from the suction surface of the blade - . '

(rather than the existence of a steady separation bubble), since that is characteristic of

flow past a cylinder of the same curvature and Reynolds number. However, informa- e

tion on the unsteady properties of the flow was not available from the FLUENT

program.
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6.2 Experimental Investigations Using Frequency Domain Theory %

low ."

This section contains the experimental results of investigations of noise radiated ,

from a single impeller blade immersed in a flow field of both low and high decrecs of'

turbulence. Experiments were performed in the hemi-anechoic chamber facility using

the the air flow source described in Section 3.2.5, "Quiet Air Source," and a single

blade of the same blade shape as those used in the model blower impeller. The blade

was immersed in the flow field at two different locations. to simulate high and low

turbulence levels incident on the blade. Both aerodynamic and acoustic parameters

were measured:

Aerodynamic - The mean and turbulent flow distributions were measured at 0
_* ,,~ .4.

several points within the flow. Both total rms levels and frequency-dependent

information were obtained for the turbulent field. In addition to characteriza-

tion of the flow field external to the blade, measurements were made of the

blade surface pressures and the associated statistical nature of the surface pres-

sure field.

Acoustic - Acoustic measurements included deterrmnation of the sound pres-

sure level at various points around the blade, and measurement of the corre- .

lation between the radiated acoustic field and the local blade surface pressures.

The correlation data were used to make estimates of both the correlation area

over the blade surface and the distribution of the dipole source strength.
• I

The results of the now field characterizations 
external to the blade surface are pre-•

s e n t e d in S e c t io n 6.. 2, " Q u ie t A ir S o u r c e C h a r a c t e r iz aco n , " t h e Ma d e s u r f a c e p r e s - £ - ' - . .'. 4. ,, -"

s uT e r s t s o f te f o S i c . . . "i B la d e S u rt a c e -Prs s u r e S tat s tuc s , a n d th e

* ~sure data appears in Section "6. ..... *Ba e S ra e Pr s u e S aitc, an"h

correlations between the acoustic and aerodynamic field are civen in Section
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6.2.,, "Correlation Area - Sc," and Section 6.2.5, "Dipole Source Strengths - % %

dGpp/dS." The measurement configuration for the blade surface pressure investigations

and the acoustic-aerodynamic correlations will be described in the following paragraph.

All measurements of the blade surface pressure were done at the rmdspan posi-

tion on both the pressure and suction sides of a single blade immersed in the jet flow. ",.,

Single point measurements were made at three chordwise locations, referred to as the

LE, MC, and TE (leading edge, midchord, and trailing edge, respectively). In addition

to the single-point measurements, two-point correlations were determined in which

spanwise as well as chordwise coherence was examined. The sensor locations are S

shown in a plan view of the blade surface in Figure 41 on page 160. Both the low-

profile pressure transducers (Kulites) and the probe-tube microphones were used for

the surface pressure determinations. The Kulites were imbedded in elongated slots S

machined into the blade surface and retained with clay. The ends of the probe-tube

microphones were inserted flush through small holes drilled to fit the tube then sealed

with clay from the opposite side of the blade. Chordwise measurements on the pres-

sure side were obtained using all three Kulites mounted along the chord. The

transducers were removed and replaced with opposite orientation for the suction-side -.

data. Simultaneous measurement of the pressure- and suction-side pressure was per-

formed with a pair of Kulites mounted back-to-back in each chordwise position. As

the Kulites were difficult to remove and replace, and since only three were available,

the spanwise correlations were determined using chordwise Kulites and a probe-tube

microphone located consecutively, opposite each one of the Kulites along the blade .

span.

Aerodynarruc-acoustic correlations were based on estimates of the cross-spectral

dcnsit, between the blade surface pressure and the radiated acoustic pressure sampled

at a point removed from the flow. The far field microphone was located 0.2 m from

the blade surface along a radial line from the blade center of curvature through tle "
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blade midchord position. This configuration is pictured schematically in Figure 42 on ...,-

page 160, and a photograph is shown in Figure 43 on page 161. .r%,-.

6.2.1 Transducer Calibration

Since all of the measurements presented in this portion of the analysis were per-

formed in the frequency domain, rather than in the time domain as in earlier work ISSI.

the possibility existed for compensating for transducer effects using frequency domain .'..,.-

calibration techniques which have become an integral part of modem experimental

methodology. With digital F:FT signal analysis techniques the complex frequency, N

response of transducers can normally be measured with a high degree of precision. ,. '
%

Transducer effects may be removed from a frequency domain measurement through

complex normalization of the result by the previously measured transfer functions of -

the transducers used for the measurement. The calibration process is even further sim-,/..,. "

plified when post-processing capabilities are an integral part of the instrumentation, in -. .. '.

which case calibration can be performed automatically during the measurement or after

the measurement has been completed.

Digital, frequcncv domain calibration techniques have brought about two

primary changes in modern experimental methods. First, extremely high measurement

accuracy is achievable with commonplace instrumentation. The most obvious example

of a measurement method that has benefitted from this is the use of the finite-

difference technique for estimating acoustic intensity. Experimental verification of 0

complex intensity patterns were difficult at best until the advent of digital [FT-based

calibration procedures and issociated instrumentation which allow laborator' call- %

bration of measurements that can be influenced by extrcmehy small transducer anoma- 0

lies. Ihe second effcct of dioital calibration on experimental methods is the ability to

select from a much widcr range of sensor t\ pes since the particular sensor response can

be calihbratd out' rather easily. Ph ical or environmental constraints for a particular

~.. -. ..,
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experiment can often be overcome most effectively by compromising trainsducer pcr- .

formancc in return for miniaturization or durability. This compromise is not possible V

(with currently available instrumentation) when limited to time-domain analysis as it is 0'. V "

much more difficult to compensate for sensor anomalies in the time domain. N,4 ,

It is the latter effect which has enabled the use of rmcrophones fitted with small 's4_0

probe-tube adapters for the measurement of blade surface pressures. Probe tubes have

several advantages over conventional miniature pressure sensors but have found little

use in acoustical measurements due to the inherently poor frequency response charac-

teristics resulting from acoustical transmission line effects of the tube extension.

I lowever, probe-tube calibration transfer functions were measured and successfully

used to compensate for the influence of the tubes. The primary motivation for using %

probe-tube microphones was to take advantage of the exceptional dynamic character- .

istics of condenser microphones - uniform frequency response, wide dynamuc range,

and high sensitivity.

Not all experimental determinations of the blade pressure statistics were ame- •

nable to the use of probe tubes. Specifically, due to the physical interference of the .

probe tubes with the flow field, simultaneous measurement of the pressure- and

suction-side blade surface pressure at the same chordwise location required the use of S

.. miniature, low-profile pressure transducers manufactured by Kulite Semiconductors

(see Section 3.3.2, "Instrumentation, for transducer specifications). ... ',

In general, transducer effects are characterized by the complex frequency

response 11. If the desired signal for channel i, uXt) passes through a transducer to ' _I-',

produce the measured signal u, then the autospectral density of the measured signal .

O, is related to the desired autospectral density G,,, through the transducer response:

x'xi~ x,, 11 6.3 . ,_

-4-
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Using the same notation, the cross-spectral density between two measured signals is, W-%

%

Gxixj i = if t11tl G,i j  (6.41",yy."a

G~ oilX-P

where G,, is the desired cross-spectral density. Knowledge of the transducer fre-

quency response functions 11 allows the desired result to be obtained from the meas-

ured result by straightforward frequency-domain operations.

For most of the measurement results presented, the desired quantity was the

acoustic and/or hvdrodynamic pressure, and the measured quantity was typically the

electrical analog of the pressure. Since the response of transducer i relative to the ref-

erence transducer (1l,, = 11,11j) is a quantity that can be readily measured. then the .

cross-spectral density of the pressure between two points p, and P2 is given by

_____ G,1__ Iri (6.5)1111; llAl

Equation (6.5) represents the calibration relationship used for the data presented in this -.--

section. A Bruel and Kjaer 12.7-mm diameter microphone Type 4165 was used as the

reference transducer. The amplitude of 1t, was compensated for using a pistonphone
0

calibrator operating at 250 liz. It was assumed that the amplitude response of the

reference rmcrophone was uniform for the frequency range of interest, thus the denomi-

nator of Equation (6.5) is assumed to be unity. The phase response of the reference

rrucrophone however does not have an effect on the computed cross spectrum G ,,P,

since it is an inherent part of the measured calibration transfer functions ]I, and since

, the phase of the reference transducer response 11, cancels out in the numerator of'
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Equation (6.5). The next two sections contain descriptive information on the proc.-

dures used to measure the transducer response functions.

6.2.1.1 Probe-Tube Calibration

Calibration of the 12.7-mm diameter microphones fitted with probe tubes was

performed with the use of a closed air cavity excited by a small earphone (see

Figure 44 on page 162)." A reference microphone and the probe-tube microphone .

were simultaneously attached to the small cavity and thus exposed to the same uniform 0

sound field inside the cavity. The earphone was driven by a broad band random noise

source over a frequency bandwidth of 3.2 kHz using the internal source from the

l lewlctt Packard ITP5420 FFT Analyzer.

Calibration transfer functions for each probe-tube microphone were obtained

relative to the response of the reference microphone over the frequency range of , '
.

interest. A frequency-independent calibration factor, obtained from a single-frequency

pistonphone attached to the reference microphone, was then applied to the transfer

functions to compensate for the microphone sensitivity. The resulting calibration

.A transfer function was a measure of the relative response between the reference micro-

phone and the probe-tube microphone. -.. ...

Two probe tubes were used and fitted to three different microphones to deter-

"-[ mine the combinations with the best amplitude and phase response. The probes were

constructed from 2-mm diameter tubes provided with the probe kit and were cut to an

overall length of approximately 70 mm, including the conical microphone adapter.

Acoustical resonances in the tubes can be minimized using damping material such as ,.

,.. -,.

__,___ __ ___ _ -.- '.

' he probe tube calibration apparatus was a part of the Bruel and Kjaer Probe Microphone Kit .

T..-. 
.' : 1:. ~ ~ ~~T Tyte U A 0040. "" """" '3
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loosely packed fibers or fine steel wool, but no such material was used for these cxper-

imcnits as the effects would have been difficult to control over time, especially since the

tubes were to be immersed in an air stream.

Transfer functions between the reference microphone and each of four probe-

tube microphone combinations are compared in Figure 45 on page 163. Three of the

combinations were well matched, and the fourth was quite different. Notice that the

probe, when attached to different microphones, behaves differently. This is due to the

source impedance of the microphones interacting with the acoustic transmission line

effects of the probe. For this reason the procedure of calibrating the microphones and S

probe tubes independently could not be used, and the complete probe-tube microphone

assembly had to calibrated for each combination. The calibration transfer functions

were found to be repeatable within a few degrees and a fraction of a decibel over the

entire frequency band.

In order to verify that the source impedance interaction would not affect the

free field response of the probe tubes, a pair of probe tubes were calibrated using a

free-field switching method in the hemi-anechoic chamber. The free-field method

involved exposing the probe-tube microphones to a similar sound field produced by a

loudspeaker suspended above the reflecting plane of the chamber, measuring the

transfer function between the sensors, then interchanging the microphones in space so

that thev' were exposed to the sound field previously incident on the opposite micro-

phone. Manipulating the two transfer functions measured under these conditions

.%N allows the relative response of the :ensors to be determined as though they had been

exposed to identical signals (i.e., the differences in the pressure fields at the two micro-

phones cancel). Results of the free-field experiments are shown in Figure 46 on

page 164 where the worst probe-tube microphone combination was used as one of the

sensors so as to exaggerate any differences in the two methods. The excellent aizree- ,

ment confirms that the coupler calibration method is accurate and that the differences

. -. ,", 
- " - 1
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between the coupler response and free-field response of the probe-tube microphones

were negligible.

6.2.1.2 Kulite Pressure Transducer Calibration Pd

The Kulite pressure transducers were calibrated with the same coupler used for

calibration of the probe-tube microphones. Up to three Kulites could be inserted into

the cavity at one time. The opening in the coupler wall normally used for a probe tube

was just large enough to accommodate the flat cable from the Kulites. Clay was used

to seal the opening during measurements.

Due to the low sensitivity of the pressure sensors, extreme care was taken to

minimize the noise floor of the Kulites. Batteries were used as the power supply to

reduce the effects of line frequency noise. Other researchers have devised special cir-
cuits for these transducers to eliminate common mode noise associated with

electromagnetic interference or other stray noise sources. For the current project the

outputs of the transducers were fed directly into high quality laboratory amplifiers with
* . .,p,*,

% #

a gain of 70 dB using a short section of coaxial shielded cable. For most of the meas- .0

urements this was sufficient, however extraneous noise did become a factor in some %

cases. ,
I. *w* d€ %

The minimum effective sound pressure level measurable by the Kulites is shown .. ,

in Figure 47 on page 165 along with the sound pressure level of the noise produced 0 ,..:,.

inside the coupler for the calibration transfer function measurements. The pressures -

levels have been normalized to a 1 Hz bandwidth (i.e., spectral density). The third data

set in Figure 47 was taken with the earspeaker output attenuated by placing clay over

the outlet port of the speaker. The purpose of this experiment was to verify that the -

output of the transducer was indeed due to the acoustic field and not the result of an
*1_% .

induced voltage from the electromagnetic field of the earphone, as was the case when

°I -.1%.
.
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0

the wire leading to the earphone speaker was within a few millimeters of the Kulite

output cables. ',

The sound pressure level inside the coupler as measured by the reference micro- -

phone deviates from the Kulite response for frequencies above 2 kI lz. This deviation is .re

indicative of the relative frequency response of the Kulites and was responsible for the

nonuniform calibration transfer functions measured between the reference microphone

and the Kulites.

The ordinary coherence function is a measure of the input'output relationship

between the two signals, and was used to monitor the integrity of the calibration •
signals. The extreme sensitivity of the Kulites to extraneous noise is demonstrated in-' .

Figure 48 which shows the effect of the overhead fluorescent lights on the coherence .

between the Kulite and the reference condenser microphone. The ordinary coherence

function is especially sensitive to noise introd-iced into one channel only. The meas-

urement was taken with the reference Bruel and Kjaer microphone as one of the meas-

urement channels, hence the electromagnetic noise was induced in only one of the •

channels (that is, the channel with the Kulite transducer). The lights were subse-

quently powered off for all measurements involving the Kulites. The lighting system in

the hemi-anechoic chamber is incandescent and did not affect the Kulite output. Expe-

rience with the Kulites has shown them to be especially sensitive to electromagnetic -.

interference and input power supply noise. Efforts to reduce the noise floor by

shielding were only marginally successful.

The relative response between the Kulites and the reference microphone was
quite uniform up to about 2 kHz where the decrease in sensitivity to high frequencies

by the Kulites became evident (see Figure 49 on page 166). This response pattern was

also indicated in Figure 47. All Kulites measured were found to have incorrect
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polarity." This was easily corrected by interchanging the output leads rtlative to te

factory specification. The Kulites were quite well matched in both amplitude and

phase, as shown in Figure 50.

Initially, Kulite calibration was attempted by flush mounting the Kulites and

the reference microphone to a termination plate at the end of an impedance tube. The

resulting transfer functions showed evidence of the longitudinal resonances of the duct"

and, despite efforts to damp the resonances using glass fiber, the measured curves were

not nearly as smooth as those obtained using the probe tube coupler. The impedance-

tube method was abandoned. •

In summary, microphones were fitted with probe tubes and successfully cali-

brated using a small closed cavity and a reference microphone. Results were repeatable % %.r%

and found to be in close agreement with, and smoother than, those obtained using a ..

.. free-field method. Miniature, low-profile pressure sensors (Kulites) were also calibrated

in a coupler using the transfer function method. The low sensitivity and inherent noise

of the Kulites limited their application to high turbulence regions. Probe tubes were S

used where physically feasible and where low turbulence levels existed. Efforts to

reduce electromagnetically induced noise in the Kulites were only marginally successful.

6.2.2 Quiet Air Source Characterization

The jet flow field produced by the quiet air source, described in Section -
3.2.5, "Quiet Air Source," was quantified by determination of the mean and fluctuating %

velocities using a single-element hot film sensor. Since the length-to-width ratio of the .' %

was , a or

16 This problem was verified using acoustic pressure pulses with known polarity (e.g., a clap or

bursting balloon).

"The small Bruel and Kjaer ipdnetube was used.

Chpe- .,g.aIv.ao
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exit orifice was approximately 5:1, the hot film sensor was aligned parallel to the longer

dimension of the orifice so as to be sensitive to the velocity components which lie in

the plane perpendicular to the longer dimension of the exit orifice. Measurements wcrc

performed at points in the flow which corresponded to the location of the leading edge. %

midchord, and trailing edge of the single blade when the blade was immersed in the

flow, but measurements were made with the blade removed from the flow. The three c,

streamwise locations were taken at the mid span of the blade width. The mean and

total rms velocity levels were determined using a digital oscilloscope and associated

software."-

Two blade locations, termed the core and mixing regions, were used for the

experiments described in this section. These terms refer to the locations of the leading

edge of the blade relative to the center of the 23 mm x 110 mm exit orifice, with the
0

blade oriented at a 0' incidence angle. For the core measurements, the blade was cen-

tered over the exit orifice at a height of 20 mm above the duct edge. The mixing

region location corresponded to placement of the leading edge of the blade vertically

aligned with the back edge of the exit orifice (with the blade curvature away from the "- N,

core region) at a height of 55 mm above the duct exit. A schematic of the blade posi-

tions and measurement locations is given in Figure 51 on page 168.

The blade was attached to the end of a steel support rod and clay was used to .

produce a smooth transition from the blade surface to the rod cross section. The

opposite end of the cantilevered blade was attached to a small, stiff wire secured to the

air supply which was used primanly as a spatial reference point. The blade was .

cemented to the support wire to reduce vibration levels.

A summary of the corresponding mean and rms velocity levels is given in

Table 3. Additional information is contained in the requency distribution of the tur- -

'ft..

The velocity computation procedure is discussed in Section 3.32, -Instrumentation. -
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bulent energy. Since the radiated noise is a direct result of the turbulent interactions of % .

the flow with the blade surface, the incident turbulent energy distribution is of funda-

mental importance to understanding the noise source mechanisms. For the purposes of

determining the spectrum of the velocity fluctuations, the hot film sensor output was

analyzed using the Hewlett Packard HP5420 FFT Analyzer. The results are shown in

Figures 52, 53, and 54, beginning on page 169. Several aspects of the turbulence are

apparent from these data. First, the decay of the turbulence with distance from the jet

exit is evident for both the core and mixing regions. This would imply that the turbu- r.p

lent energy incident on the blade from the free stream is strongest at the leading edge,

and possibly the midchord for the mixing region. There is no information here

however on the blade-generated turbulence (e.g., separation) since these measurements

were made without the blade present in the flow field.

Table 3. Velocity Distribution in Jet without Blade Present

Mixing Region Core Region
Mean Turbulent Mean Turbulent

Location (mi/s) T"i(%) (m/s) TI(%) .' '

Leading 7 30 14 5
Midchord 4 40 14 2 e
Trailing 1 70 14 2 : "

The second feature of the flow is that in the core region a dominant frequency is \-

apparent in the frequency range from 400-800 Hz. This particular characteristic is

likely to be due to the irregular internal structure of the flow duct; the result of large 0
scale vortex shedding and stretching at the jet exit. Regular vortex patterns typically

form in the wake of structures over a wide range of Reynolds numbers up to about

3 x 105 for a constant Strouhal number (S =JD/b) of about 0.2.9 For a maximum jet

velocity of 15 m,'s, the characteristic dimension of the intcrfcring structure is of the ,

" See, for example, Sch ichtm g 1821 for a general review. ' -' ?
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order of 5 mm. While the internal duct discontinuities are considerably larger than 5

mm, any internally shed vortices would be contracted and stretched before cxiting the

conical transition section of the duct, thereby decreasing the time scale of the eddies S

(conservaLion of angular momentum). This concept of energy redistribution through

vortex stretching is discussed by Tennekes and Lumley [911 and is shown to be an inte- -..

gral part of the energy cascade process by which large scale eddies transfer energy to

smaller scales for eventual viscous dissipation. The decay of the dominant frequency "..

effects may be seen in Figure 53 where the eddies appear to decay in strength and in

the characteristic time scale with distance from the jet exit.

In addition to the above measurements, which were performed with the blade

removed from the flow, several points in the flow were sampled with the blade present ON

in order to characterize the blade wake region. The velocity spectral densities are
shown in Figures 55 and 56, and the mean and rms velocity levels are shown in Figures

57 and 58. A characteristic blade wake structure is evidenced by the mean distribution

in the mixing region. Core region data demonstrates a uniformly low velocity field,..:7' °.

mainly due to the obstruction of the blade in a laminar flow. The large scale turbu-

lence present in the mixing region prevents the formation of a large velocity deficit

directly behind the blade, thus creating a much narrower wake structure. The turbu-

lence spectra are uniformly decreasing with frequency. -

6.2.3 Blade Surface-Pressure Statistics , F.

As discussed in Section 2.2, "Frequency Domain Analysis," the fluctuating

blade surface pressure is closely related to the noise generation process over the blade

surface. In fact, some investigators have taken the surface pressure to be a direct •

measure of the surface dipole source strength by assurmng negligible effects of complex

surface pressure interactions and measuring the surface pressure independent of the,

radiated acoustic pressure (77, 7S1. The blade surface pressure is quantified in this
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section. Inferences are made relative to the structure of the incident flo k' field and the . .;.

resulting effects on the surface pressure from point pressure measurements and two- , .

point correlations. 
.,

The primary quantity used for examining the pressure correlations is the -~~f,,,_

complex coherence between two points on the blade surface," 7/12, which is defined as fo

712 - G12 (6.6) 0

(GI I G22)112  
. .'.

% %

The phase of the complex coherence is the same as for the cross spectrum, and the

magnitude is just the square root of the ordinary coherence, y/2 , 
%hc isgvn v..,, ,

12~

2 1 G12 2

Y12 G1G 2
(6.7) '

..-..I.2

The chordvfse distribution of the blade surface pressure for both the suction

and pressure surfaces for the blade immersed in the mixing region of the flow is shown

:€ ~ ~in Figures 59 and 60 on page 173. (Low turbulence levels at the trailing edge limited e....,

;" measurements to the frequency range below I kHz.) A comparison of the pressure

data for the suction surface (Figure 59) and the velocity measurements made in the

mhxing region (Figure 54 on page 170) indicates that the suction side pressure reflects.

he complex coherence is sometimes referred to as the normalized cross spetruh 7 but this

terminology is misleading since the spectral shape of the cross spectrum is generally quite dif-

frent from that of the complex coherence. r *

C 
S0
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the fundamental features of the external velocity field. The leading edge and midchord

regions exhibit similar spectral shapes and intensities with decreasing levels at the

trailing edge. This is an indication that the suction-side surface pressure was domi-

nated by the incident flow field and not by the local boundary layer formation. Con-

versely, the pressure-side surface pressures are more uniform along the chord indicating

little change from leading to trailing locations. The effects of low transducer sensitivity

are evident in these data. The spikes beginning at 300 Hz represent odd harmonics of

the line frequency beginning at the fifth harmonic.

The convective eddy structure plays an important role in the generation of

noise. As large and small scale eddies are convected past a fixed point the eddy struc-
,: -,

ture may change due to the transient nature of turbulence. A measure of this time .

dependence may be obtained in the frequency domain from an estimate of the coher-

ence function. The coherence function between two points aligned in the streamwise

direction provides qualitative information on the decay or growth of eddies. A high

value of the coherence function indicates the transport of a coherent structure that

remains essentially unchanged as it is convected past the two streamwise points.

Hfence information regarding eddy decay is manifested in the streamwise coherence

function. Similarly, the coherence between two spanwise points provides some measure

of the physical size or length scale of the eddies since an eddy is presumably passing --
-%

both points at the same time 1171.

The magnitude of the complex coherence between two streamwise points spaced

6 mm apart for both the pressure and suction sides is given in Figures 61 and 62 on

page 174. respectively. The corresponding spanwise coherence data for a spanwise

spacing of 5 mm are presented in Figures 63 and 64 on page 175. The most noticeable. .

feature of these data is the decreasing coherence with increasing frequency. The span-

wise data imply that the large eddies are those whose time scale is the largest (i.e., low

frequency), and the high streamwise coherence for these low frequencies indicates a
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slowly decaying eddy structure. In addition, increased low frequency coherence found

in the spanwise coherence at the trailing edge of the suction surface (Figure 64) is %

typical of trailing edge vortex formation where the separation point is uniform in the

cross-stream direction [16]. On the pressure side the spanwise coherence is significantly

higher at the leading edge. This would imply that the large scale eddies in the mixing

layer are oriented in a way which enhances separation at the leading edge - edge
6.4e. .

scatter effects. The pressure side also shows reduces trailing edge coherence and

enhanced leading edge coherence. This is indicative of incident free stream turbulence - %

effects. .

The complex coherence in the streamwise direction was also measured on the

suction side for various angles of incidence of the flow on the leading edge of the blade.

The data, shown in Figure 65 on page 176, demonstrate the effects of local flow pat- S

terns which are affected by the angle of attack. For flow incident from angles greater

than 00 the enhanced coherence at low frequencies may be interpreted as an increased

separation region over the suction blade surface due to the incident angle which would •

cause large scale eddy formation. Conversely, for angles of incidence less than 00 the
. . .

flow over the suction surface is more uniform and the streamwise coherence is prima-

rily due to the incident free-stream turbulence.

The phase of the complex coherence function, or the cross spectrum, between

two streamwise points is related to the convection velocity of the eddies by the

expression (211 •

012  = "n", (6.8) -

whcrc the strcamwise separation distance is ( and the convection velocity is U.. In . ',-o
.4S°, .%

general, the convection velocitv may or may not be a function of frequency. The phase
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of the cross spectrum (streamwise) for a constant separation distance is shown in

Figure 66 on page 177 and Figure 67, for the pressure and suction surface, respec- -.-. ,.

tively. The phase data suggest that two different frequency regions exist for both the e
'*.p% . -

pressure and suction side - both frequency regions exhibiting a nearly linear depcnd- %

ence of convection velocity on frequency, but each with a charactenstic convection

velocity." The division between these low and high frequency regions occurs at the

same frequency for both the suction and pressure side of the blade (approximately 750 --. -.

Hz), but characteristic velocities are quite different for the regions. It is interesting to

note that it is at about the same frequency that the magnitude of the coherence

becomes negligibly small, but the regularity in the phase would imply that some corre-

lation still exists over the entire frequency range. It should also be noted that while the

phase data indicates inordinately high values of U (e.g., U- 10 m's and the free-

stream velocity was measured at the leading edge position without the blade present as
a. . d".1

7 in's), several factors must be accounted for, such as, the accuracy of the anemometer .

linearizers for turbulence levels of the order of 40 percent of the mean flow, the dirce- -'

tion of the convection velocity relative to the free-stream flow, and the effect on the

flow field of the presence of the blade. %

6.2.4 Correlation Area - Sc "
•v >'-"..'

The concept of a correlation area S, was discussed in Section 2.2, "Frequency " .'

Domain Analysis." Results will be presented in this section of estimates of the 0

frequency-dependent correlation area at the leading edge, rrudchord, and trailing edge

positions on the suction surface of the single blade immersed in flow which is incident r,

at an angle of 0°. 0

• ...-. .- :

21 Linear ph.ase implies a convection velocity which is independent of frequency. .
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Since estimates of the dipole source strength and correlation area were based on

the cross spectrum between the blade surface pressure and the acoustic pressure in the "

far field, it was important to identify the frequency range over which the noise due to

the presence of the blade in the flow was dominant. Figure 68 shows the sound pres-
- -

sure level measured in the hemi-anechoic chamber at the same microphone position

used for the correlation area and source strength determinations (i.e., 200 mm from the S

blade along the radial midchord line). These data indicate a sufficient signal to noiseI

ratio for all frequencies above 200 Hz, regardless of whether the blade was located in .

the core or mixing layer regions. The low frequency noise was due to the air supply •

blower that was installed under the raised floor of the hemi-anechoic chamber Thus, %

low frequency measurements were limited to approximately 150 Hz.

The spectral hump (280 Hz) that occurs in the noise from the blade in the core 0

region was initially thought to be due to a dominant frequency in the inlet turbulence . .

spectrum. However, the characteristic frequency of the inlet turbulence was at a much -.'%
higher frequency (approximately 750 Hz) as shown in Figure 52. The 280-Hz peak in

-, %,- -0"

the "core" spectrum corresponds to a Strouhal effect due to the periodic wake struc- %5. %

ture of the blade immersed in a laminar flow. The frequency of 280 Hz implies that for

a constant Strouhal number of 0.2, the characteristic dimension of the obstructing

object is 10.7 mm." This dimension is roughly that of the blade as seen by the incident "-.'-"--

flow.Y3 The resulting periodic interactions influence the broad band noise generation

2 The constant of S = 0.2 holds over a wide range of Reynolds numbers. The Reynolds number *,-

here was estimated as 104 which is in the range where the Strouhal number of 0.2 corresponds

to a periodic wake structure (Karman vortex street) 1821. %

,1 The characteristic dimension of the blade in this case is the effective width of the obstruction in %

the flow. For the blade orientation of 0* relative to the incident flow, the effective width, or

projection of the blade chord, is II mm. -
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and produce a narrow band effect. In most of the data reported in this thesis, the 

measurements were performed with the blade located in the mixing region. Not only

was the signal-to-noise ratio much better, but the Strouhal cfficts were minimiicd by 0

effectively increasing the incident turbulence level.

The spatial variation of the mean square pressure in the acoustic field was %_ ,
.r .

examined to verify that a) the cosine directivitv factor could be ignored over the range ,

of angular locations of the microphone relative to the blade surface, and b) the

acoustic pressure field was relatively uniform and did not exhibit any indications of' --.- '-I..-.

standing waves or reflections from objects in the hemi-anechoic environment. Samples 0

taken at two angular positions corresponding to 0 = 00 and 0 = 30' are shown in -

Figure 69. The measured sound pressure level variation reasonably approximates the

cos'O directivity nature of the dipole sources (i.e., 20 x log[cos 30] -1.2 dB) for fre- •

quencies above 100 11z. Below that frequency the influence of high background noise -

can be seen. -

l)etermination of the correlation area was performed with the blade immersed

in the mixing region of the flow field. From a practical viewpoint, the correlation area

represents the region over the rigid surface in which the eddies are well correlated. VV--

This area is only partially related to the correlation length scales of the eddies since S,

is derived from the the cross spectrum between the surface pressure and the radiated

acoustic field pressure and not from a measure of the turbulent velocities." I lence, the .-.-- *

corre!ation area contains information regarding the local acoustical source interactions %
-

and interferences. A large correlation area corresponds to a point on the surface that %

is well correlated with the surrounding turbulent sources, and is in some sense effi-

cientlv radiating (or absorbing) acoustical energy. This distinction between the corre-

.\ complete discussion of the dipole source ,trcrnilh and correlation area, as defined by

Fquations (2.59) and (2.61H. is inen in Section 2.2 "Frequency [Domain Analysis." - ,
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lation area and turbulent length scales, which are normally measured .asing velocity

correlations, is similar to an underlying point made by Siddon [88]. He noted that

prcssure-deduced length scales are approximately 60 percent of the velocity length

scales due to the variation of pressure in turbulence with the square of the velocity.

The correlation area was estimated using Equation (2.61) which is based on the

real part of the complex correlation area. The measurement configuration is shown in 0

Figures 42 and 43 beginning on page 160. The measured cross spectrum between the

blade surface pressure taken at the leading edge, and the radiated acoustic pressure is

shown in Figure 70 on page 179. The nearly linear phase shift, characteristic of the .
. % .% 4

propagation time delay for 200 mm, indicates that the local surface pressure and

resultant acoustic pressure arc in phase. Also, the phase of the cross spectrum is a €-.. ,

more sensitive indicator of the validity of the cross-spectral estimation than the coher- 0
enefunction, so a deterministic phase such as that shown in Figure 70 indicates a --'''

causal relationship between the surface pressure and radiated acoustic pressure.

The correlation area was estimated from measurements taken at the leading and

trailing edges, and at the midchord location, all on the suction side of the blade using

the Kulite transducers. The results of these measurements are shown in Figure 71 on '

page 180. Measurements made at the trailing edge suffered from a poor signal to •

noise ratio, and thus only the valid frequency range is shown. Recall that for complete

coherence over the entire blade surface, the correlation area is equivalent to the blade

surface area, Sa.This represents the maximum noise radiation condition for a given

surface pressure autospectrum. Therefore, the correlation area shown in Figure 71 was .r..

normalized to the blade surface area. Sa. The portion of the single blade immersed in

the flow field was approximately 100 mm x 18 mm (span x chord) for a total wetted

surface area (including both pressure and suction surfaces) of 3.6 1 10-3 rn2 .

The results indicated by the correlation area estimates imply an increasingly

large correlation area at the trailing edge for decreasing frequency. This is consistent
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with the notion established in Section 6.2.3, "Blade Surface-Pressure Statistics," that

the large eddies correspond to those with the longer time scales (low frequency). It

should be kept in mind that the correlation area is related to the eficiency of radiain 0

and not necessarily a direct measure of the strength of the radiating noise source. The

latter is better estimated by examining the source strength per unit area, the theory of

which is discussed in Section 2.2.1, "Dipole Source Strength - dGpp,dS," and the 0
--

experimental results presented in Section 6.2.5, "Dipole Source Strengths - dGpp,'dS."

The correlation area was also estimated using probe-tube microphones to

measure the surface pressure. These devices are significantly more sensitive and thus

were useful when making measurements in regions with low turbulence (e.g., trailing -.--.

edge surface pressure). The results of the probe tube measurements are shown in

l-igure 72 on page IS0 where the data over the _.ntire frequency range has been
P% e

included. Similar trends are demonstrated by both sets of data, and differences are

attributed to a slightly different spatial location (in the flow field) which was chosen for

J:igure 72.

In general, the data of both Figures 71 and 72 indicate that the noise radiated

from the blade surface is reasonably well correlated over as much as 50 percent of the

blade surface near the trailing edge. The radiation enhancement shown for the trailing

". edge could be due to a large separation region covering the area between the midchord

and trailing edge locations, similar to the phenomena demonstrated by the numerical

fluid flow model discussed in Section 6.1, "Results of FLUENT Model of Single

Blade." Separation from the blade suction surface would have two-dimensional tenden- "

cics where the separation point would occur at about the same distance from the

leading edge, along most of the blade span. This behavior would also explain the

increased spanwise coherence of the surface pressures measured at the trailing edge as "

shown in Figure 64 on page 175. The regions of low correlation correspond to high

frequencies, where the scale of the turbulence gets progressively smaller.
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N Negative correlation areas were measured at the leading edge of the blade. The.-'A

existence of negative values for the correlation area may be explained by considering

the alternate form for the radiated acoustic pressure given by Equation (2.41) in which

the total mean square pressure consists of the surface integral of the product of the

mean square surface pressure and the correlation area. This formulation highlights the

fact that correlation area is related more to the radiation efficiency at a point than to

the concep, of an area. For a complex source distribution, some regions act as sources .. .

and some as sinks of acoustical energy. Sinks are characterized as regions which
0

absorb acoustical energy and thus contribute in a negative manner to the radiated •

acoustical power. l lence, negative values of the correlation area correspond to .. o.-,
'. .1 .l°

J %'

destructively interfering source regions at the blade surface, or sinks. It is plausible % % %

that the frequency ranges with negative correlation areas indicate and interaction of •.

that area with other source regions in such a way as to destructively interfere with the . -*

noise generation process.

6.2.5 Dipole Source Strengths - dGpp/dS -.. ,

Determination of the dipole source strength per unit area, dGppIdS is achieved

from an estimate of the cross spectrum between the surface pressure at a point on the -' -'

blade surface, and the far field acoustic pressure. Since the cross spectrum is a .

complex quantity, the full expression for dG,,/dS is complex. The real part corre-

sponds to the actual contribution of the dipole sources to the mean square acoustic V

pressure; as discussed in Section 2.2.5, "Multiple Input/Output Analysis," the negative

terms have similar meaning to those of correlation area; that is, destructive interference ;.

between source regions. The experimental results presented in this section were

obtained by calculating the source strength per unit area from Equation (2.59), which

represents the real part of dG,,/dS.
C
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The geometry of the measurement setup is shown in Figure 42. As discussed

above, the approximation cos 0o+ 1 was used; the sign dependent on whether pres-
sure- or suction-side surface pressures were measured. The blade was located in the

. ,,

mixing region of the flow for three reasons: 1) increased blade noise thereby minimizing

the influence of ambient noise due to the air supply apparatus, 2) to avoid Strouhal i -

effects present in the core region (see Figure 68 and related discussion), and 3)

increased blade surface pressures (due to turbulence) thereby improving the ., ,

signal/noise for use with the (insensitive) miniature pressure transducers (Kulites). -

The dipole source strength per unit area was estimated at three streamwise .

locations (LE, MC, and TE) and, for some estimates, on both the pressure and suction
"' sides of the blade. Figure 73 on page 181 shows an estimate of the dipole source %

strength based on measurements taken at the leading edge of the blade for flow inci- •

dent at 0'. The ordinate is displayed in linear units to preserve the information con- -.--. p

tained in the sign of dGP jdS. Several conclusions regarding the leading edge noise may

be drawn based on Figure 73. First, the spectral distributions of the pressure- and

suction-side source strengths are quite similar. Both are primarily limited to the fre-

quency range below I kHz with most of the energy concentrated in the 200-450 1 IZ

band. The spectral distribution of the noise sources at the leading edge was similar to

those at other locations on the blade surface. The general trend of source strength

uniformity over the surface is consistent with data presented earlier in the thesis, and is

best explained by considering that a spatially uniform coherence level existed over most
0

of the blade chord implying a fairly uniform source distribution. In addition, rather

large, low frequency correlation areas were also measured which indicates a large eddy

scale. There are some differences however which are especially noticeable in the fre-

quency range below 300 Hz where the pressure side source strength at the leading edge

,.-: is dominant.

C ,l..'.,
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The dipole source strength per unit area was also determined for the blade

located at a slightly different position in the flow, but using probe-tube microphones

rather than the miniature pressure sensors. The results of these measurements are

shown in Figure 74 on page 182. Here the dominant source regions are clearly located "

near the trailing edge of the blade, over most of the low frequency range. A small

amount of noise generation occurred at the leading edge in the range above 1 kHz.

This was likely due to the incident turbulence interacting with the finite-thickness

leading edge. .

Two different methods may be used to estimate the dipole source strength per

unit area, depending on the information available. The direct method utilizes the cross

spectrum between the surface pressure and the radiated acoustic pressure. Another

estimator for the dipole source strength per unit area may be obtained from Equation 4.40

(2.41) in which the product of the surface pressure and correlation area is proportional

to dG. IdS. As a practical matter, the cross spectral terms are often not available or-

difficult to measure accurately. In that case, the product of the surface pressure auto

spectrum and some estimate of the correlation area may be used, with some error.

This will be referred to as the indirect method for estimating dG~~/dS. The result of the

indirect method produces a spectrum which is just the surface pressure spectrum with

the time derivative effect applied (i.e., w02 x Gpp,). The difference between the two esti-

mators for the dipole source strength per unit area is a measure of the error that would

be incurred by estimating the contribution to the radiated acoustic pressure using blade

surface pressure autospectral data only.

Figures 75, 76, and 77, show a comparison of the indirect and direct methods

for estimating the dipole source strength per unit area at the chordwilse blade locations

on the suction surface, where the correlation area used for the indirect method is the '~

surface area of the blade, SQ. Since this is the maximum that tecorrelation area can

be, it is not surprising that the surface- pressure- based spectrum is considerably higher
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than that based on a direct measurement of the cross spectrum. The key difference

between the results lies in the spectral distribution of energy. The decrease in efficiency _

of radiation by high fircquencies is clearly demonstrated in these figures.

One of the most commonly applied models for the noise generation procss on--"-'

an airfoil consists of attributing the radiated noise to the fluctuating lift force over the

blade surface. The instantaneous lift force can be defined at a point on the blade as

the difference between the pressure- and suction-surface fluctuating pressures. This .

model takes into account the correlation between the two surface pressures and associ-

ates each chordwise and spanwise point with a lift force and presumably a source

strength. An estimate of the dipole source strength per unit area is thus obtained by _"
subtracting the pressure-side source strength from the suction-side dipole source

strength per unit area." Even though the cross spectra need not be measured simul-

taneously,2' the probe-tube microphones would tend to interfere with the radiated

sound field when measuring surface pressures on the opposite side of the blade from

the far field acoustic microphone. The practical problems of measuring the pressure 1
and suction side surface pressures at a given location using probe-tube microphones

were resolved by the use of the miniature Kulite sensors, mounted in a back-to-back

configuration. N."

Since calculation of the dipole source strength per unit area includes the cos 0

term which changes the sign of the cross spectrum between the acoustic pressure
'.. %.-..

sampled opposite the suction side and the pressure-side surface pressure, the resultant

" Since addition is a linear operation, taking the cross spectrum between a reference signal and the

output of a sum or difference amplifier (x+(t) = x, ± x,) is identical to subtracting the two cross

spectra between the reference signal and each individual signal (i.e., G Qy ± G)1 ),.

26 This was venfied by comparing the cross spectrum obtained using a differencing amplifier with .''"

that computed from the differcncc between two cross spectral measurements. . -
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dipole source strengths associated with the fluctuating lift force at a point may be

obtained from the sum of the pressure-side and suction-side source strengths per unit

area. The results of measurements made at the three chordwise locations are shown in •

Figure 78 on page 185. Contained in these data is information needed to rank-ordcr

each chordwise location as a function of frequency on the basis of the overall strength

of the dipole sources related to the blade surface pressures. For the blade configura-

tion under investigation, the leading edge turbulence interactions are responsible for A

most of the radiated noise over the mid-frequency range. Above I kHz the pressure %..

sensors were not sensitive enough to resolve the associated source strengths which

decay rapidly with frequency. 
. -.

6.3 Conclusions

A series of experiments were performed using a single impeller blade immersed "" ?-

in an accessible and quantifiable flow field in an effort to better understand the radi-

ation characteristics of the surface-pressure noise. The flow field was quantified using

hot film anemometry and found to be typical of jet flow containing a central core

region which is nearly laminar, and a mixing region which contains high turbulence .

levels. The blade was subdivided into three chordwise regions; leading edge, midchord, -"-"-

and trailing edge. Measurements were made in these regions on both the pressure side %

and suction side. The blade surface pressure statistics were determined from single-

and dual-point measurements using both miniature pressure transducers and probe-

tube uicrophones. The relationship between the surface pressure and radiated noise , *-%

field was determined using frequency-domain cross-spectral density measurements PN%-

hctwccn the local surface pressure and the far field acoustic pressure. Thcsc data wcrc , -.

then used to estimate the dipole source strength per unit area and the correlation area V
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at each point on the blade surface using equations which were derived in

Chapter 2, "Theory of Aerodynamic Noise Generation."

The blade surface pressure data indicated that the low frequency fluctuations S

were associatcd with large scale eddies. This is in agreement with data presented by

Brooks and Hodgson [171 who investigated the turbulent boundary layer pressure field

on an airfoil. They found a slight frequency dependence of the convection velocity

estimated from the phase of the cross spectrum. For the single blade configuration . . .

evaluated in this thesis, two distinct frequency regions existed which were associated

with quite different values of convection velocity. The difference between the two 0

regions was particularly noticeable for the pressure side, where a very high convection

velocity was indicated by a nearly constant phase angle from 100 Hz to 750 Hz, with a

linear slope to the phase above 750 Hz.

The surface pressure data show influences of both the local turbulent boundary

layer development on the blade surface, and the free-stream turbulence characteristic of

the mixing region. Incidence angle effects demonstrated an important feature of the

surface pressure behavior. Relative to the grazing incidence flow condition, the stream- %

,wise, low frequency coherence as measured on the suction side (i.e., on the side oppo- %

site the incident flow) was enhanced, where the coherence on the pressure side
V

decreases at low frequencies and increases at high frequencies indicating a relatively

high level of broad band coherence. These trends may be explained by associating the

enhanced low-trequency coherence with increased separation over the suction side (see -"'

, flow simulation results) leading to the formation of large, low-frequency eddies. As a
%

result of the blade orientation, the pressure side is more directly exposed to the incident

free-stream turbulence which contains a wide range of eddy sizes. e", 9rn

* Determination of the correlation area provided information similar to that %

obtained from the two-point surface pressure measurements, but in a more comprehen-

sive manner (since the cross spectrum contains a summation of several two-point cross
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spectra). The correlation area is a measure of the efficiency of conversion of turbulent

to acoustic energy. Correlation area measurements showed that the noise generation

process was more efficient near the trailing edge than at the leading edge (for low fre-

quencies; below I kHz). That is, more noise would be generated for the same source ,% %

strength, or, as was the case for the single blade experiments, the same noise radiation

would be produced from a region of lower source strength. The increased trailing edge 71, '

efficiency is difficult to explain, but is probably related to the process of wake forma- - ." -

tion and vortex shedding from the trailing edge. It was also determined that the corre- .,

lation area was as much as 25% of the blade surface area, and typically 10% or less. •

Correlation areas of this magnitude imply that the resolution of different source regions -

in the streamwise direction is difficult due to the high correlation between points. The %
L -

magnitude of the correlation area is an important parameter for analyzing the full scale 0

rotating impeller since the primary obstacle in correlating the rotating blade surfaceV..-

pressure with the radiated noise field is the poor coherence between the signals. A

correlation area of 10/% implies that, for a 26-bladed impeller, the signal from a single 0

correlation area is approximately 25 dB below the level of the uncorrelated noise radi- -

ated from other portions of the blade surfaces.

Dipole source strength per unit area is a direct measure of the noise radiated 0

from a specific point on the surface. The source strength distribution provides a com- ...

plete picture of the relative importance of various acoustic source regions over the -,

blade surface. For the single blade experiments, the region on the blade surface with

the strongest source strength was the leading edge. This distinction was primarily at

low frequencies, and became less significant above I kHz. The source strength deter-
ruination was sensitive to blade location and thus the characteristics of the incident

turbulence.

The concept of a fluctuating lift force was employed by correlating the surt-icc

pressure difference between the pressure and suction sides of the blade with the radi-
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ated noise. It was found that the lift force correlation could accurately be determined %

from the difference between two cross spectral density measurements, without the need -r

for measuring the cross spectrum using the difference signal from a real-time differ-

encing circuit. The pressure and suction side correlations should however be deter-

mined using the identical experimental setup since any disturbance would cause the

estimate of the difference signal cross spectrum to deteriorate. 0'

The effects of local surface pressure interactions were clearly demonstrated from

the comparison of the direct and indirect methods for estimating the dipole source

strength per unit area. Source interactions among the high frequency, small scale tur- S

bulence on the blade surface are confined to a relatively small region surrounding the

measurement point. lence the efficiency of conversion to acoustical energy is signif- '"V,

icantly decreased from that of the low frequency turbulence.

..,- . ...-
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Chapter 7. Conclusions and Recommendations for Future Work

7.1 Conclusions and Discussions

The design goal of the model blower test vehicle was to produce a member of a

homologous family of centrifugal blowers typically used for cooling electronics (espe-

cially in the computer industry). The design of the model should deviate from

geometric similarity only to the extent necessary to minimize the generation of discrete-

frequency noise associated with the rotor-stator interactions which occur at the cutoff

of the scroll housing. This objective was met by designing a 2X scale model with

increased cutoff angle to reduce the tonal noise. The resultant power spectrum was

uniformly smooth over a wide range of operating points, with no evidence of narrow

band noise.

Most of the experiments on the model blower were performed at the operating

point of maximum static efficiency.- By definition, the BEP is the point of operation at

which the impeller is most efficiently transferring mechanical rotational energy to the

fluid. Examination of the power spectra taken over a range of operating points shows -!

behavior typical of most air moving devices; that is, the radiated noise is a minimum at

the BEP. and increases significantly at off-design operating points. The fact that noise

increases for static pressures both greater than and less than the maximum-efficiency

static pressure. indicates that the noise increase is due to a change in the local flow

patterns in and around the impeller blade row, and not just the result of differences in ..

the pressure rise across the blower.

Also referred to as the best cticiency point (BEP) or design point.
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The sound intensity distribution near the inlet to the model blower was meas-

urcd using a custom-dcsigncd, automated scanning system built for this project. The

results of the broad band intensity measurements were used to graphically construct r

energy flow maps of the active acoustic intensity field. In addition to the centrifugal

blower, the intensity distribution near a small axial flow fan inlet was also determined

and compared to the centrifugal blower data. The results were consistent with the

notion that local source interactions (i.e., between different points on a distributed

source) can occur if a causal relationship exists between the source regions. Local

interactions between source regions can produce complicated energy flow patterns with 0

areas of recirculation and cancellation indicated in the intensity field. For statistically

independent source regions, the local interactions are negligible and the areas radiate

independently producing an intensity field characteristic of outwardly propagating 0

waves (point monopole radiation). Centrifugal and axial air moving devices are exam-

pies of independent and interacting distributed sources, respectively (provided the dis-

crete frequency noise of the centrifugal device - rotor-stator interactions at the cutoff

- is masked by the broad band components). Since a centrifugal blower can be

thought of as a collection of random, independent source regions, noise cancellation

methods have little chance of success for this class of air mover, since cancellation -

schemes rely on the causal relationships between source regions.

The aerodynamic field internal to the scroll housing was qualified through 0

visualization techniques, and quantified using hot film anemometry. Measurement and

visualization of the internal flow field near the impeller blade row lead to a good under-

standing of the essential qualities of the flow patterns, but detailed information was

difficult to obtain. In general, the mean flow distribution through the blade channels

was found to be similar to that measured by Raj 1781.
% -U-' *.

Ideallv, the mean flow through the impeller should be uniform in all three

dimensions (circumferential, radial, and axial) to minimize the noise. For a given
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volumetric flow rate, and assuming that the noise generation is (indirectly) related to

the mean flow velocity through the blade channels (possibly through a fifth or sixth

power law), a uniform flow distribution represents the minimum noise condition, all

other things being equal. The extent to which the mean flow deviates from the ideal

represents some incremental increase in the overall noise generation. Additionally, the

distribution of turbulence provides information on regions in flow which, when inter-

acting with a solid boundary (blade surface), are directly responsible for noise gener-

ated by turbulence-boundary interactions. Consequently, the distribution of the mean

and fluctuating flow field in the vicinity of the impeller blade row was determined and

used to infer regions of high noise levels and indications of poor aerodynamic perform- \ %

ance. , ,

It was concluded that the mean flow through the impeller was not uniform. -

There was evidence of a flow deficit around the circumference of the impeller for the .4

spanwise region covering the outer 20-40% of the blade span (i.e., nearest the inlet).

Conversion from axial to radial momentum is a gradual process, with the resulting

through flow deficit occurring near the inlet. In the circumferential direction the mean

flow through the blades was reduced just downstream of the scroll cutoff." The . %

increased cutoff distance used for the model blower may be partially responsible for 0

this effect, but it is more plausible to attribute this. to a characteristic of the flow in the

presence of the cutoff. Both the circumferential and spanwise nonuniformities were
p3.

observed in the visualization studies. The possibility exists for improving the steady

flow uniformity through scroll profile and/or impeller blade structure redesign.

The turbulence levels were generally low over most of the inlet to the blade

channels, with the exception of the area opposite and downstream of the scroll cutoff,

21 The tcrm downstream is used hcre to denote the region on the side of the cutoff opposite from

the blower discharge.
( -. .-. .--
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where they were significantly higher. The isolated region of increased turbulence on

the inlet side near the cutoff suggests that the entire blade passage flow (as opposed to

just the trailing edge region of the blade channel) is affected by the abrupt change in

outlet flow impedance as the impeller passes the cutoff region. Since the turbulence is

spatially periodic (once per revolution), the resultant noise generated by the periodic

forces on the blades as they pass through the turbulence is narrow band. The turbu-

lence itself being stochastic means that the phase of the sequential periodic pressures is .

also random. Also, since the turbulence is spatially distributed and the blades are of ".

finite dimensions, the resulting noise is narrow band, and ran,;om. A barely detectable, ,

relatively broad peak in the spectrum at the blade passage frequency is indicative of %

this phenomena.

Increased turbulence was also measured at the blade channel outlet. The

velocity fluctuation intensity at the trailing edges of the blade row was uniformly high,

showing almost no effect of the asymmetry of the scroll profile. The outlet turbulence, .- '.".

therefore, was due to local blade interactions caused by separated flow over the blade

surface, turbulent boundary layer formation, and incidence and deflection fluid angle

effects at the leading and trailing edges of the blades. The marked increase in turbu-

lence from blade channel inlet to outlet is an important feature of the turbulent flow

field and is an indicator of the noise generation process. It is impossible to determine v..%

from these measurements whether the turbulence is generated in the blade wake or %

whether it results from leading edge or midchord phenomena such as boundary layer 7 S
separation. Efforts to reduce the turbulence levels from each of these regions would '..

require different approaches. A natural extension of this analysis would be to examine

the secondary flow effects in the blade channel. The intra-channel flow could be meas-

ured either in a stationary frame, using a laser doppler vclocimcter and triggering

system sirmlar to the current setup, or, in a rotating frame, which has been done by

several researchers 12, 27, 43, 611.
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In summarizing the aerodynamic evaluation of the internal flow fie~ld, the mean

flow patterns were determined and found to exhibit distinct regions of deficient flow,

and other areas where the mean flow was quite high. Efforts to improve the mean flow

distribution should produce a more efficient air mover with the added benefit of less

noise. The relationship, however, between the mean flow velocity and the amount of

noise generated is an indirect one. This is because turbulence is controlled not only by

the flow speed, but by aerodynamic interactions which are dependent on the geometry

of the airfoil and the fluid flow angles relative to the blade row. Therefore, the mean

flow patterns are useful in understanding the basic flow phenomena and making some

estimate of the effects on noise, but the real utility of these data is the role they play in

estimating turbulence related effects from the steady flow field. A prime example of

this point is the use of mean radial velocity measurements made at the blade inlet to

compute the fluid incidence angle of the flow as it enters the blade channel. The inci-

dence angle is a key parameter in cascade analysis because of the important stall condi-

tions that may be predicted from knowledge of the angle of incidence. Note that stall

refers to partial or complete separation over the blade suction surface, and is normally

associated with a high angle of attack or incidence angle. A stalled impellcr is both

aerodynamically inefficient and excessively noisy.

The role of incidence angle on blower performance and acoustics was discussed * *'

briefly in the thesis. The incidence angle was estimated for the model blower, based on

measurements of the mean radial velocity at the blade channel inlet, to be significantly

different from ideal. The measured incidence angle was also used as input to the

numerical model (developed using FLUENT) of two-dimensional flow over a single,

isolated impeller blade immersed in a turbulent flow field. The flow simulations pre-

dicted suction side separation over most of the surface, even at 0* incidence, presum-

ably due to blade curvaure. The design benefits to forward blade curvature are best

understood by considering exit velocity diagrams. Thc resultant increased rotational

%
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velocity is converted to static pressure at the exit, hence forward curved centrifugal

blowers are considered high static pressure devices. .

Results of experiments on a single isolated blade immersed in a controlled flow

field comprise a significant portion of this thesis. A detailed discussion of the results "' -

-...o *1'

was presented in Section Chapter 6, "Single Blade Investigations," and will be summa-

rized here. The dipole source strength per unit area and correlation areas were esti-

mated using frequency domain techniques developed in Chapter 2, "Theory of

Aerodynamic Noise Generation." Since the blade was located in the turbulent mixing

region of a free jet, high turbulence levels existed in the surrounding flow and were the •

primary cause for the radiated noise. There was however evidence of locally generated

turbulence due to suction surface separation when the blade was oriented to produce a

high angle of attack (30'). Estimates of the dipole source strength per unit area .

showed that more noise was radiated from the leading edge region than from the mid-

chord or trailing edge, but the differences were small. The fact that no single region

was dominant is consistent with the notion that the noise radiation in this particular

experimental configuration was largely due to interactions of the free stream turbulence

with the solid blade surface, and that noise generated as a result of local blade surface

phenomena (separation or vortex shedding) was of secondary importance.

Estimates of the correlation area indicated that the correlated regions were
•% %

largest at low frequencies. This is consistent with surface pressure coherence measure-

ments which showed rapidly decreasing coherence between two fixed points on the

surface with increasing frequency. The largest correlation areas peaked at about 25%

of the total blade surface area (both sides combined) for frequencies around 250 Hz .^

and decreased rapidly above that frequency. Correlation areas were very difficult to %A

determine above I kHz due to the dominant effects of the correlation between the

acoustic pressure and the time derivative of the surface pressure (I.e., '.
Grp c w2F[Gp S dS ). ., *

G, D SP52 G

,- * -'. .
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Since the correlation area was determined to be a complex quantity which con-

tains information on the extent of the local turbulence interactions and acoustic source

interferences, negative values indicate destructive interference among local acoustic

source regions. Some negative values of negative correlation areas were measured,

however, a limited amount of destructive interference was indicated. Again, this is in

general agreement with the premise of free stream turbulence being the primary noise

source mechanism, since the ingested turbulence is a spatially distributed random, %

p r o c e s s . , ' -, .'

In conclusion, a wide range of experimental approaches have been utilized in an~,--.-€_-

attempt to gain a better understanding of the noise generation mechanisms present in a

low-speed centrifugal air moving device. The most significant results are those con-

cerning the detailed flow investigations inside the blower housing, and the single blade 0
'V4

experiments. While application of the experimental results of the single blade investi-"-..

gations to noise generation in a rotating impeller is not straightforward, the single .1, ,

blade expeniments represent a significant initial effort at using modem signal analysis

techniques for aerodynamic source identification in air moving devices. '.',

Correlations were found to exist between the blade surface pressure and the

radiated acoustic noise, and were strong enough to enable estimates of the local dipole

source strength per unit area and correlation area. Significant advantages to using .. -

cross spectra over time domain functions typical of earlier work were discussed; the

most obvious being the frequency-dependent information provided by the cross spec-

trum. In addition, comparisons were done of two methods for estimating the dipole

source strength per unit area for the single blade radiation: the direct method which

uses the cross spectrum, and the indirect method which is a best guess of the source

strength based on surface pressure measurements only. It was shown that the the

effects of local source interactions are significant and should not be ignored (the

''ft .4e.-Cp 7ft',....,
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assumption of negligible aerodynamic source interactions is inherent in the use of the

indirect method for estimating the dipole source strength per unit area).

7.2 Recommendations for Future Work

There are many areas of this research which could be extended. In a general

sense, the theoretical development of Chapter 2, "Theory of Aerodynamic Noise

Generation," has laid the foundation for frequency domain estimates of correlation'%

area and the dipole source strength per unit area based on both the mean square

acoustic pressure and the acoustic intensity. The latter has considerable potential in

evaluating large scale structures as the directional characteristics of the intensity probe ,. .% .

can be used to selectively examine certain regions of a radiating structure. In addition,

the concept of a complex correlation area and the relationship to radiation efficiency .

should be explored, possibly using simplified acoustic sources, in an effort to better

understand the meaning of negative and imaginary correlation areas. An error analysis

should also be performed on the equations developed in Chapter 2, "Theory of Aero-'

dynamic Noise Generation," in order to quantify the limitations of the measurement %
methodology. This is crucial to future applications of these expressions.

The experiments on a single blade should be extended, both in measurement

technology (better sensors for improved signal-to-noise ratio) and in experimental corn-

plexity (multiple blades). By examining the radiation from two or more blades simul-

taneously immersed in a flow field (cascade analysis), blade-to-blade and blade-wake .,'

interactions could be evaluated.

Experimental work on an operational centrifugal blower should be continued by
0

examining blade surface pressures (single- and two-point measuremcnts) in a rotatimgZ

reference frame. Since the correlation area can be estimated by a surface integral of

the local two-point cross spectra as well as by a single cross spectrum betwcen the *%J,
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radiated acoustic pressure and the local surface pressure, estimates of te correlation

area could be made in a rotating frame without the noise problems associated with

estimates of the acoustic field correlations using only blade surface pressure data. This

work may require arrays of miniature sensors mounted in the blade surface. New pres-

sure sensor technologies should be investigated for this purpose. Information on the

correlation area in a rotating impeller would help considerably in establishing a better

relationship between the isolated single blade experiments and radiation from an opera-

tional centrifugal blower. The correlation area is the link between the blade surface

pressure and the conversion of the turbulent energy to acoustic noise. 0

Blade-to-blade surface pressure correlations (in a rotating frame) should also be

quantified in order to assess the importance of blade-wake interactions. This could be

done in conjunction with cascade analysis in a fixed frame for a more complete acous-

tical analysis than was possible with a single blade.

Regions of mean flow deficit and nonuniformity in the turbulent flow field were .-

identified in the research. This information should be used as a basis for novel impeller S

and scroll configurations aimed at improving the flow uniformity and thereby reducing

the noise levels. Impeller redesign should also emphasize the importance of proper .

selection of the mean flow incidence angle, which is a good indicator of excessive noise P

due to poor local blade airflow (stall). The relationship should be quantified between

the incidence angle and noise. While computational fluid dynamics (CFD) computer

programs are still rather limited, proper application of CFD to scroll and impeller rede-

sign should be investigated as an effective design approach. Several of the key aero- .'

dynamic elements of a centrifugal blower could be simulated using rather simplified

geometrical models.

"'. % "
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Appendix. Principles of Centrifugal Blower Operation

In this chapter some basic terminology will be established which is used

throughout the thesis. Topics covered include the velocity vectors at the inlet and

outlet of the blade channels, Euler's pump equation, and the terminology associated

, with and important parameters involved in cascade analysis.

A.I Velocity Diagrams

By convention, the absolute velocity vectors will be denoted by V, and the •

velocity relative to the impeller by IV. Subscripts 1,2 are used to indicate inlet and -

outlet parameters, respectively. The velocity triangles at the leading and trailing edges

of a mixed flow impeller are shown in Figure 79. The meridional velocity is the vector

sum of the axial and radial components (V, = V, + VI'). Since the blade has no meridi-

onal velocity (only tangential), then the total velocity component relative to the blade

is given by the vector sum of the absolute meridional velocity and the relative

tangential velocity:

.o

J. .* %
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A.2 Euler's Pump Equation N

A fundamental relationship in turbomachinery is that between the rate at which

energy is transferred to the fluid by the impeller, and the relative fluid velocity vector

c . The conservation of mean angular momentum may be applied to a control volume

including the rotor to obtain this relationship, which is called Euler's Pump Equation.'

%'

dmV 2 2 2 2 2),¢7.,

.."j€ € 4 ,'.

dth 2 - V; -v vI) + (U; - U1) - Ov, -IVi) (,,1. 2)

1 ,

In these terms, Euler's pump equation is a decomposition of the energy transfer

per unit mass into three terms which represent a change from inlet to exit of; 1) the -

kinetic energy relative to the casing (absolute), 2) the kinetic rotational energy (or

radius, since U = ir ), and 3) the kinetic energy relative to the impeller. The following

general statements made regarding the individual terms of Equation (A.2):

.r,. d. .%

For an axial device, the inlet and exit rotational velocity of the impeller is
%

nearly constant (assuming negligible radial velocity through the blade row) N

hence the second term of Equation (A.2) is negligible. [or a centrifugal device,

however, the second term represents the transfer of rotational energy to the

fluid and is a major contributor to the overall transfer of energy to the fluid. __

JvX
The first and last terms being equal. a centrifugal pump can produce greater

energy transfer per unit mass flow than an axial device, simply due to the

increase in rotational energy imparted to the fluid as it moves from the hub to 0

Thc denvation appears in most basic fluid mcchanics texts and Adl not be repeated here.
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the tip of the impeller. This is why centrifugal devices are capable of producing

greater static pressures than axial devices.

In order to extract a contribution from the third term, IV, must be less than r%

WI, thus the relative flow is decelerating and working against an adverse pres-

sure gradient (i.e., apls > 0). Flow is much more likely to separate from the

impeller blade surface under these conditions. The corresponding term for a

turbine is reversed, hence turbines are less susceptible to flow separation.

A.3 Cascade Analysis and Terminology

Cascade analysis is the two-dimensional representation of the intersection of a

stream surface with the rotating impeller. If the stream surface is cylindrical, then the - -.

coordinate transformation y = rO, x = x applies. This is an approximation that might

be applied to an axial fan. For a centrifugal air moving device, especially where the 0

blade chord is a small portion of the overall impeller diameter, the stream surface at

the blade channel inlet can be considered to be a plane which is perpendicular to the

axis of rotation This assumes a small axial velocity component at the leading edges of ,

% the blade row, which is shown in Chapter 5, "Aerodynamic Measurements in Model

• Blower," to be a realistic assumption for the blade span section near the hub of the

impeller. S

Using the simplification of negligible axial flow, a cascade model of the blade

row may be obtained from the intersection between a plane perpendicular to the axis of
-.%

rotation and the impeller blades, where the blade row is unwrapped. A schcmatic repre- &"P

sentation of the blade cascade for the model blower used in these experiments is shown

iin Figure .0.
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Terminology:

U =Blade Velocity (U = Qr)

0= Rotational Velocity of Blade (radians/second) "

V9 =Tangential Fluid Velocity

V,. = Meridional Fluid Velocity (V,, V., + V,)

Vx =Axial Fluid Velocity

V, =Radial Fluid Velocity %

V =Total Fluid Velocity (V = V,.+ V1 + V9)

W=Total Fluid Velocity Relative to Impeller %

y, =inlet Fluid Angle

y'I =Inlet Blade Angle

=Incidence Angle (I = yj - y'i)

7 2 =Outlet Fluid Angle

7'2 =Outlet Blade Angle

3 =Deviation Angle (b = 2- y' 2 ) -.-.

The incidence angle is a critical parameter in cascade performance since there is

a strong relationship between suction side separation (and consequent pressure loss) ".,

and increasingly negative values of incidence angle 1241. Beyond a certain value of neg-

ative incidence, the cascade is operating in a stalled region where there is a pronounced

increase in total pressure loss across the blade cascade. Positive values of incidence

can also lead to stalled performance. Several investigations have becn performed in an

effort to correlate cascade performance with fluid angles (incidence and deviation).

Since the pressure losses are related to the growth and separation of the blade surface

boundary layers, the incidence angle is taken as a measure of the overall cascade per-

formancc.
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